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Why is Grammar Important? 

A Defense 
  
  In a way, good grammar is like wearing a suit and tie. People put on the 
trappings of professionals in order to give others a good first impression, or to show 
that they belong, or to feel professional. How you present yourself to the world 
changes not only how others react to you, but how you act in the world as well. A suit 
helps you be respected; a suit helps you feel respectable. 

 Grammar is the same way. You neither need a suit nor good grammar to do well 
in this world. If you have good grammar, though, you have opportunities that others 
don't have. More is open to you. There are lots of careers that don't use any grammar 
at all: that's great! On the other hand, there are lots of jobs that require good writing 
skills, and these tend to pay better, offer better benefits, and allow people to feel 
like they are doing good things in the world. There are lots of options, and it's better 
to be able to choose.  

 "Good grammar" is about formal English. It's a style, maybe even a dialect of 
English. It is not right or wrong, but it is what educated, intelligent people can use 
when it suits them. For better or worse, it’s always shifting, changing slowly: the 
rules our grandparents found important might be meaningless today. One generation is 
not more correct than the other, but every generation has its rules, its guidelines.  

 That said, having good grammar does not necessarily make you a “good writer.” 
Good writers break the rules and bend the norms. While artists push the limits, good 
grammar is about staying within the limits. But good artists know when they are 
breaking the rules (like I just did by starting a sentence with a coordinating 
conjunction- I liked the effect). Picasso could paint excellent representations of the 
real world: he chose not to. By learning the rules, you will be able to break them if 
you please, when you please, and how you please.  

 Good grammar is a tool. How you use it is up to you.  
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Sentence Diagramming:  An Introduction 

 You can start a sentence with "because."  

 Commas do not exist because of pauses. 

 I can prove it, but it's going to take some diagramming.  

 Diagramming a sentence is a puzzle. Each word has a place, a function, and a 
connection to all the rest of the words. It's a logic game! It’s an art project! When you 
get it right, everything fits together in a satisfying, even beautiful, way.  

 This book begins with the basics, and at first it may seem that this has nothing 
to do with good writing. Trust me. When your first-grade teacher said that the letter 
"A" sounds like "ah," you did not stand up and say, "When am I ever going to use 'ah'? 
‘Ah?!’ This isn't reading!"  

 You trusted the teacher knew something. 

 Trust me. To see how entire sentences are punctuated, I need to teach you 
some things that are not strictly about punctuation. It will take a few lessons to get to 
our first comma. As you reach the end of the book, though, sentences will look new to 
you. Just as, at some point, the letters on the page became words that you could 
read, so will the sentences that you write become comprehensible structures: you’ll 
be able to see them for what they are, and then the grammar comes naturally.  

 This book is fifty-two lessons long, one lesson for each letter of the alphabet, 
both capitals and lower case. It’s a metaphor.  

 I expect that you will develop a solid grammar alphabet; you will learn to read 
the underlying structure of sentences. This is not to say that you have will have 
learned everything. We don’t start the new reader by saying, “The letter ‘A’ sounds 
like ‘ah’ as in ‘apple,’ but also ‘ay’ as in ‘ace,’ ‘uh’ as in ‘about,’ and ‘o’ as in ‘mar.’ 
Now let’s learn diphthongs!” This workbook’s goals are to give you enough knowledge 
that it is immediately useful, but to not give you so much that it becomes 
overwhelming.  
  
 I started writing these handouts for students on Eielson Air Force Base. Being in 
the military, kids would come and go. I’d start the year with the basics, and new kids 
would show up a month later who would be totally lost about this diagramming stuff. 
I’d try to get them to come in at lunch; usually, they would not. The handouts began 
as a way to catch them up. Later, I was also able to use these handouts for kids who 
wanted to get ahead of my in-class lessons. Some people just get this stuff, and they 
wanted more, faster.  
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 After a while, I realized I had a little workbook.  

 At first, each lesson had its own story. No handout’s story was connected with 
the next. I wrote the story of Flo, Florence, and their dog to entice students to turn 
the page, to read the examples, and to be inspired to write some sentences of their 
own.  

 I’m also trying to take some of pain out of grammar. Grammar diagramming can 
be fun. Really. It can even be beautiful. Writing is art, and the illustrations are a way 
of making this concept concrete. By having Brianna Reagan illustrate this story, I’m 
trying to highlight the idea that grammar is not staid and mundane: it is the 
foundation of beauty, creativity, and art in writing.   

 My greatest hope from this project is that your writing becomes more clear, 
more beautiful, more creative, and more fun because of this book! 

 If this intro to grammar captures your interest, there are lots of good resources 
for further study. Cindy Vitto’s Grammar By Diagram has a place in my heart as the 
book where I found my first diagramming lessons. Gene Moutoux has some fun books 
such as Diagramming Step by Step, in which he uses more complex grammar in lesson 
two than I get to in most of this book, or Analyzing the Grammar of Literature, where 
he presents 150 long sentences from various works of literature as diagram puzzles to 
solve. He covers “tree diagrams” as well, which linguists find to be much more clear 
in describing what a sentence’s parts are doing, but which I find to be much less 
useful for explaining punctuation. Kitty Burns Florey’s Sister Bernedette’s Barking Dog 
is a quick and pleasant read about the history of diagramming sentences. If you are 
interested in delving deeper into sentence diagramming, Descriptive English 
Grammar, by House and Harmon, and Understanding English Grammar, by Kolln and 
Funk, are thorough college-level texts. These two books are especially interesting 
where they differ; at some complexity, grammarians begin to disagree. 
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Flo and Florence 
Two People, Same Name 

 I met Florence when my wife and I moved to Fairbanks. One summer, as I was 
finishing my Masters in English outside Alaska, my wife moved in with an elderly 
woman. We were looking to buy a house, and it just made sense to rent for a couple 
months. We heard that this woman, Florence, could use someone around to look after 
her. She was fine, mostly, but her balance wasn’t great, and her family felt better 
having someone there with her. Rent was cheap. My wife rented a room.  

 That was the start of a fruitful and important friendship. Florence Collins was a 
lovely human being. Some of her friends became our friends. Through her, I met many 
wonderful people, including Flo, Flo’s husband Al Weber, and Nancy Baker. The stories 
they told were the genesis for the story told in this book. Some if it is true. Some of it 
is fiction. All of it is possible.  
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The Story Begins 

            The midnight sun settled slowly towards the horizon, casting long shadows of 
long trees across a black river and a sandy beach. To the south, a single star appeared 
in the azure sky.  

            On the beach, twin furrows led to a small plane, its propeller bent and 
ruined.  

            The shadows shortened in the growing dark, retreating back from where they 
came, fading into the growing night.  

            A simple A-frame tent sheltered under one wing of the plane. At the entrance 
to the tent, a large dog had tucked his nose under his tail and closed his eyes. He 
slept. There was no noise.  

           The world was silent as the sun slipped beneath the lip of the world. The trees 
lost their individuality, the dark of the night filling the empty spaces of the forest 
until it was all a darkness.  

          The thunderstorms of the afternoon lingered in the sky, dragging their tails of 
rain behind them across the landscape. One swept across the dark beach, the 
raindrops pattering loudly on the aluminum body of the plane.  

         Opposite the sun, on the other horizon, the night brightened. The moon was 
rising. The dog opened his eyes. 
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Lesson 1 

Subjects and Predicates 

 These first lessons might be something of a struggle. The concepts may be 
unfamiliar. The diagramming may be challenging at first. I don’t want you to give up. 
If you can get through the first five lessons and the review, you will have a solid 
foundation for the rest of the book. Even if these first lessons are tough, get through 
the first five lessons and the review before you decide whether or not to go on, and I 
think you’ll realize that you’re understanding sentences better and that you’re 
actually kind of enjoying this. Let’s begin! 

  

 A complete sentence only has to be two words long.  
  
 One of those words has to be a noun or pronoun , called a subject. Nouns are 1

people, places, things, or ideas. The other has to be a verb, called a predicate . It 2

is diagrammed like this: 

�  

   -note: It is important to bring the vertical line down just a bit   
    below the base line. The subject goes on the left. The   
    predicate goes on the right. Always .  3

 There are two types of verbs.  
a. One is active, like “to speak,” “to see,” and “to sleep.” These are 

actions.  

      noun

(the subject)

       verb

(the predicate)

 Pronouns take the place of nouns. For instance, instead of using the noun “Florence,” I could use the 1

pronoun “she.” Other pronouns are “he,” “they,” “it,” and more. I go into some detail with pronouns 
in lesson 9. For the moment, though, I make no distinction between nouns and pronouns. They both 
have the same function in the sentence, so I just lump them together as “nouns.” I’m simplifying the 
grammar to focus on the writing. 

 While grammarians distinguish between the “simple predicate” and the “complete predicate,” I do 2

not get that detailed here. I will use the term “predicate” to refer only to the verb of the sentence, 
and I will use “predicate” and “verb” interchangeably.

 This word “Always” is not a complete sentence. I use it in a casual, informal way of writing. This is 3

not incorrect for informal writing, and I am using it on purpose to create a relaxed space in which to 
learn. 
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b. The other is called a “state of being” verb or a “linking” verb and often 
leads to a description, but can stand on its own too. These are most 
commonly “to be” conjugations. They are not really actions... unless 
just existing counts.  

  “To conjugate,” at its most basic, is to move verbs between time. For 
instance, “Florence slept” happens in the past; “Florence is sleeping” happens 
in the present; “Florence will sleep” happens in the future. The verb “to 
sleep” has been conjugated into different tenses: the past tense, the present 
tense, and the future tense.  There are other tenses, but this is a good start.  

 Verbs are also conjugated differently depending on who is doing the 
verb. For instance, “I sleep” is a slightly different conjugation than “She 
sleeps.”  

  Verbs tend to look similar between their different conjugations, but  
 some are irregular. “To be” is the most irregular verb. It is almost  
 unrecognizable between one conjugation and the next. We use and  
 conjugate “to be” frequently, so it’s important to recognize it in order to  
 understand the sentences we are writing. This understanding leads to  
 better grammar. 

some “to be” conjugations 

pronouns past tense 
conjugations 
of “to be”

present tense 
conjugations 
of “to be”

future tense 
conjugations 
of “to be”

I was am will be

you were are will be

he, she, it was is will be

we were are will be
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writing practice: 
  
 Rewrite each sentence. Label each word with the correct part of speech: noun 
or verb. Finally, try to diagram the sentence. This may look ridiculously easy, but it 
gets us started. 

two-word sentences with action verbs: 
             
                          n    v 
        example: It rained. 

 �  

1. It poured. 
2. Florence slept. 
3. Flo slept. 
4. Clouds shifted. 
5. Stars appeared.  

 Below, you will find sentences too. They have both a noun and a verb. If you’re 
unsure of the verb, look back at the chart of “to be” conjugations. These are 
complete sentences because just the act of existing is, indeed, an action!  

two-word sentences with “to be” conjugations: 

1. They were. 
2. We were. 
3. She was.  
4. It was.  
5. I am. 

you folks, you 
all, you two, 

etc 

were are will be

they were are will be

It rained
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your turn:  

 Sentences cannot be joined by just a comma. A common error people 
make is to not recognize that they are writing a new sentence if they use a “to 
be” conjugation.  

 They will incorrectly write something like “She was freezing, it was 
cold.” This is wrong because “it was” is the beginning of a new sentence, and 
sentences cannot be joined by just a comma. The easiest solution is to 
separate the sentence with a period: “She was freezing. It was cold.” 

 Write ten sentences in pairs of two. The second sentence of each pair 
must have a “to be” conjugation in it. See the table for examples if necessary. 
Do not diagram.  

 If you like, write your sentences about what is going on in the sky as 
they sleep. 

  example: Stars appeared. They were beautiful.  

 Use the following template, based on the above example, for your first    
 sentence: 

________   _________ .   __________   __________     _____________.  
noun         action verb      noun            verb “to be”     anything else 
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Lesson 2 

Adjectives 

      Adjectives modify nouns.  

     They are usually diagrammed under the nouns they modify.  

      adj    n       v 
 example: The plane sat.  

                �  

You can use more than one adjective. Put as many as you want under 
each noun! 

  

                                   adj  adj        n              v 
  example: The bent propeller drooped. 

  �  

 When the adjectives modifying the subject come after the predicate, 
though, they remain part of the predicate. They have to stay over on the 
predicate side, following a “backslash” that points back at the subject. 

                 adj      n         v      adj 
 example: The propeller was bent.  

 (“bent” describes the propeller, but it comes after the verb, so its gets 
diagrammed after the verb) 

plane sat

The

bent

propeller drooped

The
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   �  

 Apostrophes can show possession. When a noun gets an apostrophe and 
an “s,” it becomes an adjective. For instance, “Flo” is a person, a noun, but if I 
wrote “Flo’s shoulders shivered,” then “shoulders” is the noun, and we know 
that they are “Flo’s.” “Flo’s” becomes a description of the shoulders: this 
makes it an adjective! 

   �  
          
writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence. Label each word with the correct part of speech: 
noun, verb, or adjective. Finally, try to diagram the sentence.  

  example: It was chilly.        

       n    v    adj 
   It was chilly.        

     �  

1. The two women slept.  
2. They were asleep. 
3. The tent was damp.   
4. Black shadows dripped.  
5. Flo’s shoulders shivered.    
6. A full moon rose. 
7. It was bright. 
8. A cool breeze was gentle.  
9. The wing’s shadow grew.  
10.The future was uncertain.  

propeller bentwas

The

shoulders shivered

Flo's

It was chilly
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your turn: 

  Write five sentences with two adjectives in each, one before the subject 
 and one after the predicate. You will have to use “to be” conjugations for the   
 verbs.  
  If you like, use these sentences to describe how you imagine the scene  
 around this plane.  

Use the following template, based on sentence #10, for your first sentence: 

 ________      _________      ________        _________  . 
          adjective       noun         “to be” conj.       adjective 
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A Justification for Rewriting the Sentences 

 Did you rewrite the sentences before you tried to diagram them? If you’re like 
most of the students I work with, you probably didn’t. Let me try to convince you 
otherwise before we get much further. 

 Rewriting these correct sentences is a good idea because you have probably 
been writing incorrect sentences for years. You are well practiced with incorrect 
grammar! In the next lessons, every sentence will be correct. Every sentence will be 
constructed out of grammar that you understand, and each progressive lesson will 
have another little tidbit of knowledge that will be incorporated into the next 
sentences.  

 The point of grammar is writing. You become a better writer by writing 
sentences that you understand, and every one of the practice sentences will be made 
up of parts that you can understand.  

 Eventually, as the lessons progress, you will find yourself writing your own 
sentences, and you will be shocked that you understand why every word is there, why 
you do or don’t need a comma, and how it all makes sense.  

 By rewriting the sentences, you will become well practiced with good 
sentences. You understand how the parts build to become a whole. If you pay 
attention, new habits will become ingrained.  

Trust me. Rewrite the sentences.  
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Lesson 3 

Diagramming Contractions 

In the last lesson, I briefly reviewed that apostrophes can show possession: 
“Flo’s shoulders shivered.” This creates adjectives. Apostrophes have one other job. 

That job is NOT to make nouns plural. That is, essentially, always wrong. It is 
always wrong to say someone owns two “dog’s” or that they meet on “Tuesday’s.”  

The other job of apostrophes is that they can take the place of a letter or 
letters. In the following sentences, all the apostrophes show that some letter has 
been dropped.  

 For example, “I am” can be contracted to “I’m” by dropping the “a” and 
adding the apostrophe. “It’s” is contracted by dropping an “i.”  

 Sometimes, apostrophes take the place of more than one letter. The word “I’d” 
is contracted from the two words “I would.” In that case, the apostrophe replaces 
four letters! In another example, the contracted word “I’ve” comes from “I have.” 

 It is impossible to diagram a contraction as it is because two different parts of 
speech have been jammed together.  

To diagram, we must split the words apart.  

  
writing practice: 

 In the following sentences, rewrite the sentence with the full “to be” 
conjugation instead of using a contraction, note the parts of speech, then 
diagram the sentence. 

             n       v     adj  
example:     They’re cold.   =  They are cold. 

     �  

1. It’s bright.   
2. The moon’s full.   
3. The dark plane’s still.   
4. We’re chilly.   
5. We’ll be okay.   (remember, “will be” is one verb- put both words in the predicate’s spot) 

They are cold
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note: 
 If I can say that the plane is “Flo’s,” why would it not be correct to say 
the plane is “her’s”? If apostrophes can show possession, why does “it’s” means 
“it is”? 
 Some words show possession: that’s what they do. The word “my” 
doesn’t need an apostrophe because is already shows possession. The same 
with the words “hers,” “yours,” “theirs,” or “its.” Yes, they end with “s,” but 
they are already possessive. If the word already shows possession, an 
apostrophe is wrong.  

your turn: 

  Try to write three sentences that use both kinds of apostrophes: the 
ones that show possession and the ones that contract words. Extra credit in my 
heart if you can also include a word like “hers” that, of course, has no 
apostrophe at all.  

  example: Flo’s shoulders shivered because she’d gotten cold in   
   the sleeping bag that was hers. 

 If you like, you could write about how the women or the dog are feeling 
as the sky lightens.  
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Lesson 4 

Direct Objects 

 Direct objects are nouns that get the action of the verb.  

For instance, in the sentence “Florence liked dogs,” the dogs get liked. In the 
sentence “I ate breakfast,” the “breakfast” gets “ate.” Direct objects get the action 
of the verb.  

 There is a new pattern to introduce here as we diagram this one: the straight 
line after the verb. I call this the “brick wall.” It shows that some new noun has 
appeared and that it is separated from the earlier noun in the sentence: 

   �  
  n v n 
     Florence liked dogs.   

   �  

 One common error is to confuse adjectives  such as “her,” “my,” or “his” as 4

nouns.  These are not people! These are descriptions of nouns and are diagrammed as 
adjectives: 

example: She ate her breakfast. 

   �  

noun verb another noun!

Florence liked dogs

She ate breakfast

her

 Yes, these words are adjectives, but a more typical term is “possessive pronouns” because they are 4

pronouns that show possession. I simply call them adjectives because that is correct too and doesn’t 
add unnecessary complexity. 
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 “Her” can be confusing, though, because it can be either a noun or an 
adjective, depending on how it is used.  

  example: I like her. 

   �  

writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence. Notice that the second noun, the direct object, gets 
the action of the verb. For instance, in sentence 1, the “eyes” get “opened.”  
 Label each word with the correct part of speech: noun, verb, or adjective. 
Finally, try to diagram the sentence.  

            

1. Florence opened her eyes.   (here, “her” is an adj) 
2. I saw her.    (here, “her” is a noun) 
3. She has beautiful eyes.   (“She” is always a noun.) 
4. I wagged my tail.   (“my” is a different part of speech than “me”- Can you tell the difference?) 
5. She saw me.  
6. I approached her.  
7. I sniffed her outstretched hand.  
8. She scratched my ears. 
9. Her hands cupped my face.  
10.She kissed my nose.  

your turn: 

 Write three sentences with direct objects. Test to see if the word you 
think is the direct object gets the actions of the verb.  

 If you like, you could write what you would eat for breakfast if you were 
a dog in the midst of a plane crash.   

 Use the following template, based on sentence #10, for your first 
sentence: 

 ___________     ____________    _____________   _____________   .  
          noun                 action verb               adjective        noun (direct object) 

I like her
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Lesson 5 

Renaming a Noun with the Predicate Nominative 

 Direct objects are nouns that come after the verb, but not all nouns that come 
after the verb are direct objects. Remember, direct objects get the action of the 
verb. In the following sentence, the noun after the verb does not get “’was.” 

�  

  example: Florence was the pilot.  

   �  
 In this sentence, “pilot” is renaming the subject, not introducing a new noun. 
“Florence” and the “pilot” are the same. One could just switch the nouns in the 
sentence, and the sentence would still make sense. 

   
  example: The pilot was Florence. 

   �  
 If you had a direct object, you would not be able to switch the two nouns and 
have the sentence make sense: 

  “The dog chased a squirrel”   is NOT the same as   “A squirrel chased the 
dog.” 

noun "to be" conjugation

another noun 

that IS the first 

     noun!

Florence was pilot

the

Florence waspilot
The
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 Another easy test to tell the difference is recognizing a “to be” conjugation. If 
the sentence uses a “to be” conjugation, you will necessarily use a “backslash,” not 
the “brick wall” of a direct object. 

This type of descriptive noun used after “to be” conjugations is called the 
“predicate nominative,” which is a terribly ugly name, but you might be able to use 
your knowledge to impress your friends. Or get laughed at. Depends on your friends, 
really.  
  
writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence. Label each word with the correct part of speech: 
noun, verb, or adjective. Finally, try to diagram the sentence.  

1. Florence was a pilot.  
2. Flo was another pilot.  
3. They were smart people. 
4. They were scientists.  
5. Their jobs were interesting ones.  
6. They were geologists.  
7. Their plane was a Cessna 180.   (diagram “Cessna 180” as one noun) 

8. It was the best little plane.  
9. Their plane was a wreck. 
10.It was a mess.  

your turn: 

 Write three sentences with a noun that follows a “to be” conjugation. 
This type of noun is called a predicate nominative. Perhaps you could write 
about yourself. For example, “I am a student” would be a good sentence. If 
you need it, you’ll find a table of the “to be” conjugations in Lesson 1. 
  
 Next, write three sentences with direct objects so that you know that 
you can tell the difference between a predicate nominative and a direct 
object. If you need to, see the previous lesson for examples of using direct 
objects.  

 If you like, imagine and write about Flo and Florence’s jobs before they 
were scientists.  

 Use the following template, based on sentence #10, for your first 
sentence: 

 _____________    ____________   ____________   ____________  . 
           noun               “to be” conj.            adjective               noun 
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Review: Lessons 1-5 

 We’ve only covered, Aa,Bb, and C in our grammar alphabet, but getting the 
first concepts is one of the toughest parts. If you’ve made it this far, you’re doing 
great! You can figuratively read “ab,” ba,” and “cab.” This is nearly useless by itself, 
but it’s the beginning of understanding greater things. You need more knowledge 
before this grammar starts to help your writing. Keep at it!  

 So far, we have covered the following basic concepts: 

1. Sentences need to have a noun and a verb called a subject and a 
predicate. 

2. Adjectives describe nouns. They can go in front of the subject or after 
the predicate.  

3. Direct objects are nouns that come after the predicate. They get the 
action of the verb. 

4. Predicate nominatives are also nouns that come after the verb, but they 
do not get the action of the verb, and they are the same thing as the 
subject.  

  
 Think of the following review as an assessment of your knowledge. If you have 
trouble with some of this diagramming, it might be best to go back and review the 
first lessons over again. 

writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence. Label each word with the correct part of speech: noun, 
verb, or adjective. Finally, try to diagram the sentence.  

1. Flo stretched. 
2. She groaned. 
3. She was cold.  
4. Florence started a camp stove.  
5. She made coffee. 
6. The coffee was a strong brew. 
7. They needed it. 
8. Florence sipped the coffee. 
9. Flo added some cold water. 
10.She gulped it.  
11.Florence found the food bag.  
12.She grabbed some flour. 
13.She heated a frying pan.  
14.She fried some bacon.  
15.I got a piece! 
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16.It was delicious! 
17.I heard a noise.  
18.My ears perked.  
19.The two women stopped.  
20.The bushes moved.  
21.It was a grizzly bear.  
22.He growled.  
23.His growl was a menacing sound.  
24.He wanted my bacon. 
25.I wanted him.  

your turn: 

Continue the story of the bear and the dog using very short sentences in the 
following patterns: 

a. Write a sentence with just a subject and predicate. (lesson 1) 
b. Write a sentence with an adjective in front of the noun and an adjective 

after the verb. (lesson 2) 
c. Write a sentence with a direct object.  (lesson 4) 
d. Write a sentence with a “to be” conjugation and a predicate nominative. 

(lesson 5) 
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Lesson 6  

Coordinating Conjunctions: Joining Words 

There are seven coordinating conjunctions (“coco”s):  

for 
and 
nor 
but 
or 
yet 
so.  

    (sometimes remembered with the acronym “fanboys”) 

 Cocos JOIN things that are equal. There must be something in front of them 
and something after them. This is why you cannot start a sentence with a 
coordinating conjunction in formal writing .  5

  
 Cocos can join words, phrases, or clauses. This lesson will focus on joining 
words, specifically with the coordinating conjunction “and.” 

 If you join words with a coco, you don’t need to use a comma unless you have 
three or more things in the list . 6

 Much writing is informal! For instance, the novels we read often have sentences that start with 5

cocos. This is not incorrect. (And neither are double negatives!) This is simply not formally correct. 
Speaking in fragments, with contractions, and with cocos at the start of sentences is how we 
communicate casually with the world. Novels are casual; they are comfortable; authors want you 
enjoying the book. Novels are you in your pajamas on Saturday morning. There is nothing wrong with 
pajamas.  
  There are times, though, where pajamas are inappropriate. You would not want, I imagine, a lawyer 
who defended you while wearing pajamas.  
  There are times and places, like school and business, where you would benefit by having the ability to 
write formally.

 The comma used when there are three things in a list is called the “Oxford Comma.” Not everyone 6

uses the Oxford Comma, and it’s a controversy that I leave for lesson 50. For the sake of simplicity, I’ll 
present this as a rule for the moment. It is better to present the basic guideline and leave the 
exceptions for later. 
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examples:  

Florence and Flo awoke.  (no comma between two subjects) 

    �  

The willows, the trees, and the river sparkled. (commas between three 
subjects!) 

 �  

  

The new morning was wet and cold. (no comma between two adjectives) 

 �  

Florence stood, turned, and sneezed. (commas between three verbs!) 

    �  
   

Florence

and

Flo

awoke

willows

trees

river

sparkledThe

the

the and

and
morning was

wet

coldThe    new

and
Florence

stood

turned

sneezed
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence, punctuating where necessary. Label each word 
with the correct part of speech: noun, verb, or adjective. Finally, diagram the 
sentence.  

1. I stood and barked.  
2. Florence and Flo stood. 
3. They waved and yelled.  
4. The bear sniffed and growled. 
5. The women and I made noise.  
6. Florence found the gun and bullets.   
7. I was worried and angry.  
8. I am a big dog and a mean one. 
9. I barked and charged.  
10.Florence loaded aimed and fired. 
11.The gun the women and I made big noises! 
12. The bear turned and ran.  
13.I stopped and returned.  
14.Florence Flo and I were safe.  
15.The sky lightened and brightened.  
16.We watched shivered and waited. 
17.The river’s fog drifted and meandered. 
18.The morning was cold damp and bright.  
19.Florence and Flo talked.  
20.I ate more bacon.   

your turn: 

 Follow the directions below to write the following sentences.  
  
 If you like, add details to the story above about what they ate, how they felt, 
and what else happened on the river bank as the sun came up.   

a. Write a sentence joining two subjects (nouns). You will not need a 
comma with just two words being joined.  

b. Write a sentence joining two predicates (verbs).  
c. Write a sentence joining two adjectives.  
d. Write a sentence joining two direct objects.  
e. Write a sentence joining two subjects to two predicates. 
f. Repeat a, b, c, and d, but join three words this time. You will need to 

use two commas in each sentence. 
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Lesson 7 

Coordinating Conjunctions: Joining Clauses 

Previously, I said that a “sentence” must be made of a subject and predicate.  

Actually, it would be more accurate to say that a “clause” must be made of a 
subject and predicate.  

Sentences can be made of many clauses. You can join clauses with a coordinating 
conjunction: 

  We use “and,” “so,” “but,” and “or” a lot. The other three are not so 
popular.  

 We can join the clauses into one sentence with a coordinating conjunction 
(“coco”). 

“The women pointed” is a clause.         “They talked” is another clause.   

 �   

If you join clauses with a coco, the guideline is to use a comma. 

example: “The women pointed, and they talked.” 

    �  

  (notice that the dotted line joins the verbs of the two clauses) 

and so but or for yet nor

women pointed

The

They  talked

they talked

women

The

pointed

and
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence, adding a comma in each. Label each word with the 
correct part of speech: noun, verb, adjective, or coordinating conjunction. Finally, 
try to diagram the sentence.  

1. Two clauses with mostly just subjects and predicates: 
a. The women pointed and they talked.  
b. They sat and they talked. 
c. The women talked but I slept.  
d. The sun rose but I napped. 

2. Two clauses and “to be” conjugations: 
a. The clouds disappeared and the sun was bright.    
b. The sleeping bags were wet so they steamed. 
c. I was hot so I panted. 
d. It was nice and I was happy. 

3. Two clauses with “to be” conjugations and direct objects: 
a. I dug a hole and it was cool.  
b. I was hungry but the women ignored me. 
c. They started the stove and I watched. 
d. They made lunch but I got nothing. 

4. Two clauses with two subjects, predicates, adjectives, or direct objects. 
Sometimes, you will need a comma in front of the coco, and sometimes you  
 will not. 

a. Florence and Flo were quiet and they did chores. 
b. They hung the sleeping bags and the bags steamed and dried. 
c. They unpacked the plane and they found the fishing poles and 

some rope. 
d. The pile was big and interesting so I smelled it. 

your turn: 
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 If you like, write the following sentences to create a short story about how the 
dog grabs a few items from the pile, creating a problem.  

a. Write three sentences. In each, join a very short clause to another very 
short clause with a comma and a coordinating conjunction. 

 Use the following template for your first sentence: 

 __________    ________   ,  _________    __________   _________   . 
  noun                    verb                 coco                 noun                  verb 

b. Write three sentences with two subjects, two verbs, or two adjectives, and 
then tack on another clause.  

 Use the following template using two subject for your first sentence: 

 ________  ______  ________   _________  , ______    __________   _________ .    
    noun           coco       noun              verb                coco            noun                 verb 

c. Join at least four short clauses together with coordinating conjunctions. 
Don’t forget the commas! Also, don’t do this in your writing, but have fun 
with it here!  
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Lesson 8 

Coordinating Conjunctions Joining Direct Objects and Phrases 

 Coordinating conjunctions can join words, clauses, and phrases. We have 
already gone over words and clauses. While there will be different kinds of phrases 
discussed later, in this lesson, a “phrase” is a predicate and whatever is attached to 
it, but without a subject. 
 For instance, in the sentence  

“They unpacked the plane,”  

                the phrase is “unpacked the plane.” 

 Just like when joining words, you don’t use a comma if joining only two 
phrases, but you do use a comma when joining three or more phrases. The danger is 
that phrases can get so long that you can incorrectly become sure they are clauses. 
Remember, to be a “clause,” there must be both a subject and a predicate. 

 example 1: joining two phrases 

  They unpacked the plane and found the fishing pole.  

            You DON’T need a comma by the coco because there are only two   
   phrases: 
   “unpacked the plane” and “found the fishing pole.” 

    �  

They 

unpacked plane
the

found pole
fishingthe

and
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 example 2: joining three phrases 

  They unpacked the plane, found the fishing pole, and caught lunch. 

   You DO need commas because you are joining three phrases: 
“unpacked the plane,” “found the fishing pole,” and “caught 

lunch.” 

    �  

writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence. Label each word with the correct part of speech: noun, 
verb, adjective, or coordinating conjunction. Underline the phrases, then fill in 
commas if necessary. Finally, diagram the sentences.  

1. Flo grabbed a fishing pole and attached a lure.  
2. Flo attached a red lure and cast the line.  
3. The lure hit the water made a splash and was gone.   
4. Flo spun the reel and retrieved the lure. 
5. She chose a calm spot cast the lure and attracted a pike. 
6. She saw the pike and told Florence. 
7. The pike chased the lure but declined it.  
8. Florence was excited and cheered Flo. 
9. Flo cast the line hit the calm spot and spun the reel.  
10.The pike hit the lure and regretted it! 

 In the next examples, I throw in some of the previous lessons. Some of these 
sentences may look complex, but you should be able to do all of them if you see 
how the little pieces join up to make larger sentences. Expect to see two clauses 
and two phrases in most of the sentences. Have fun with the puzzles!  

They 

unpacked plane
the

found pole
fishingtheand

caught lunch
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11.Flo set the hook and spun the reel so Florence grabbed the net.  
12.Flo landed the fish so the net was unnecessary. 
13.The pike flopped flipped and writhed so I pounced. 
14.Flo and Florence yelled so I dropped it and moped.  
15.Florence clubbed it and pulled a gill and we had some fresh dinner! 
16.Flo wanted more dinner so she cast the line and hoped. 
17.It took a few tries but she caught two more fish! 
18.Flo used the cool river water and refrigerated the fish.  
19.The women shook hands and talked and they were happy.  
20.I watched them and sniffed the fishy air and I was happy. 

your turn: 

 If you like, write the following sentences from the perspective of the bear the 
women scared away earlier. Imagine the bear is in the bushes, sniffing that fish 
along with the dog.  

a. Write two short sentences. In each, use two phrases. You will need no 
commas.  

 Use the following template, based on sentence #10, for your first 
sentence: 

 ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___   ___  . 
  adj    n       v       adj    n      cc       v         n    

b. Write two sentences. In each, use two phrases and two clauses. You will 
need one comma. 

 Use the following template, based on sentence #20, for your first 
sentence: 

 ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___   ___ , ___  ___  ___  ___. 
   n       v       n      cc      v      adj    adj     n         cc     n       v      adj 
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Lesson 9 

“Me and him” or “He and I”? 

 Many people get confused by pronouns. Pronouns like “I,” “me,” “him,” “her,” 
and “it” take the place of nouns, and they function as nouns. I usually make no 
distinction between “nouns” and “pronouns” when I’m teaching diagramming because 
it doesn’t matter: they’re all nouns.  
 There is a distinct difference between pronouns, though: some can ONLY 
function as subjects of sentences (to the left of the verb), and some can ONLY 
function as objects (to the right of the verb). Some can be both.  

                                 �  

 The confusion over whether a sentence should go “Me and him are happy” or 
“He and I are happy” has everything to do with subjects and objects. One of those 
sentences is wrong.  
  

 The first and easiest way to solve your confusion is to drop one of the pronouns 
and change the verb to being singular: 
   
  “Me and him are happy” or “He and I are happy”? 
  “Me is happy?”  (This only sounds correct if you are three years old.) 
  “I am happy?”  (Perfect!) 
  “Him is happy?”  (Doesn’t sound right!) 
  “He is happy?”  (Perfect!) 
    
  Therefore, “He and I are happy” is correct.  

pronouns 

that are 

subjects

pronouns

that are

objectspredicate
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 You may find it useful to see a list of pronouns that can ONLY be used as 
subjects at the start of sentences, a corresponding list of pronouns that can ONLY be 
used as objects at the end of sentences, and the words that can function as either 
one : 7

writing practice: 

 Fill in the blank using one of the two words provided, then diagram. Use the 
chart if you’re not sure which word to use: ONLY subjects can be on the subject 
side of the sentence, and ONLY objects can be on the predicate side of the 
sentence.  

1. Flo and  _____ drank some water.     (I? me?) 
2. Flo liked Florence and ____ .   (I? me?) 
3. ______ and I were friends.   (She? Her?) 
4. ______ and I were friends.   (They? Them?) 
5. My friends were Flo and ______.     (she? her? see “note” above) 
6. I napped, but ______ and Florence talked.  (she? her?) 

your turn: 

 Write two sentences. In one sentence, use two subjects where one of 
the subjects is a pronoun, like in #1. In the other sentence, use two objects 
where one of the objects is a pronoun, like in #2.  
 If you like, write about how Florence and Flo come over to pet the dog. 

subjects objects 

1st person singular I me

2nd person singular you you

3rd person singular he, she, it him, her, it

1st person plural we us

2nd person plural you (you folks, you all) you (you folks, you all)

3rd person plural they them

 This is not entirely true. You may have heard someone say, “It is I.” This is correct. Much to the 7

annoyance of grammar purists, though, “It’s me” has become correct as well. When using a “to be” 
conjugation, the traditional rule has been to use the subject pronouns on the predicate side. 
Therefore, “It is I” is traditionally correct. Language shifts, though, and this rule is becoming less and 
less prevalent. The only person I know who still says, “This is he” is my father, who is almost 80.  
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Lesson 10 

Subordinating Conjunctions  

 Like the coordinating conjunctions, the subordinating conjunctions join clauses. 
Unlike the cocos which can also join words and phrases, though, the subcos ONLY join 
clauses.  
 There are a lot of subordinating conjunctions. There is no simple memory trick. 
Instead, I use a test sentence and fill in the blank: 

 Dogs eat fish ____________ the fish are delicious.  

 If a word fits in the blank, even if it’s awkward, it’s a subordinating conjunction: 
  

 The clause that starts with the sub co is called the “subordinate clause.” It 
MUST be paired with an “independent clause.” A sub clause with no independent 
clause is a fragment, not a real sentence.  

 An independent clause is the one in charge. It can stand on its own. It doesn’t 
need the subordinating clause, but the sub clause needs it. For this reason, the 
independent clause deserves to be the first half of the sentence, the one that gets 
the capital letter. If the sentence is organized this way, the sentence does not need a 
comma between the two clauses. In fact, that’s usually a mistake. 

     ind. clause            sub. clause 

Correct: Dogs eat fish  if the fish are delicious. 

 If you start a sentence with a sub clause, you have messed with the natural 
order of things, but you are not wrong. Because it makes your sentences more varied 
and interesting, you should start sentences with sub clauses sometimes, but you also 
need to show that you’ve messed with the natural order of things. You do this by 
placing a comma after a sub clause that is in front of its independent clause. Look at 
the first two sentences of this paragraph as examples.  

                sub. clause           ,     ind. clause 

  Correct: If the fish are delicious ,  dogs eat fish. 

if when since as although

once unless while now that so that (not a co-
co!)

before after even though because etc.
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 In general, you usually use a comma if anything gets in the way of the 
independent clause. This is not a rule, but it is a guiding principle that will be seen 
over and over again in these lessons! 
   
writing practice: 

 Rewrite the sentences below and underline the subordinate clauses. Don’t try to 
diagram these sentences yet, but you can come back and diagram them after 
reading the next lesson if you want more practice.  

1. Flo and Florence approached the plane while I took a nap.  
2. Flo grabbed the front end once Florence held the back end.  
3. One pushed the float as the other pulled it.  
4. They pushed and shoved since the plane was stuck.  
5. The plane created a furrow when it crashed.  
6. The propeller was twisted because the plane crashed .  8

7. The women were stuck unless they moved the plane.  
8. The floats were fine although the plane crashed.  
9. We hit the water before we hit the sandy beach.  
10.We had a plane-shaped boat even though we had no plane! 
   (diagram “plane-shaped” as one adj) 

 Now, rewrite each of the above sentences with the sub clause starting the 
sentence. Don’t be mad. This is a way to help you understand how subordinate 
clauses work. Remember, if the sub clause is in front of its independent clause, a 
comma is appropriate. These sentences you rewrite with a sub clause first should 
have a comma after the sub clause.  

 A common error is to just move the subco; move the entire sub clause. 

 example: While I took a nap, Florence and Flo approached the plane.  

 You may have noticed with some distress that I ask you to start a sentence with “because.” 8

“Because” is a subordinate conjunction; you may start a sentence with “because,” just like you may 
start sentences with “while,” “when,” or “if.”  
   Why then have so many teachers told you differently? I like to think that the concept of “formal” and 
“informal” writing was a bit beyond your understanding in elementary school, and perhaps the idea of 
“dependent” and “independent” clauses was a bit much as well. As a result, perhaps the teachers 
simplified the lesson to “just don’t start a sentence with ‘because’.” Now you can handle the truth: 
they were lying to you. Sorry. They still loved you. 
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Lesson 11 

            Diagramming Subordinate Conjunctions 

 You diagram subcos exactly the same as cocos. The only trick is that, unlike 
cocos, you may find subcos at the beginnings of sentences.  

It doesn’t matter which clause comes first: the independent clause ALWAYS gets 
diagrammed on top. The subordinate clause ALWAYS gets diagrammed underneath it.  

We use a diagonal line because subordinate clauses are not quite whole 
clauses: they are dependent and cannot stand on their own. As a result, they are put 
off to the side, almost like how a small child holds hands with an adult. Like the small 
child needs the independent adult for survival, so does the dependent clause need the 
independent clause.  

It doesn’t matter to which side you put the subordinate clause’s diagonal line, 
but I tend to go left unless the sentence construction forces me to go right.  

example: They had a boat if the plane reached the river. 

  �  

example: If the plane reached the river, they had a boat.  

   �  

They had boat

if

plane reached river
thethe

a

they had boat

If

plane reached river
thethe

a
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite the following sentences with the sub clauses first. You will 
need to add a comma. Then label each word with the correct part of speech: 
noun, verb, conjunction, or adjective. Finally, try to diagram the sentence.  

1. I took a nap while the women searched the gear pile.  
2. Flo cheered when Florence found the hatchet and ax.  
3. Florence cheered once Flo found the rope.  
4. I awoke because they cheered.  
5. Flo found my harness and called me as Florence tied a knot.  

 Below, the sentences already begin with a sub clause. Rewrite the 
following sentences with the sub clause last. You will need to get rid of the 
comma. Finally, diagram.  

6. After the women attached it, one float had a rope. 
7. Since I was strong, they attached me.  
8. Now that the rope was attached, we strained and pulled.  
9. Even though both women and I pulled the rope, the plane was immobile.  
10.Although Florence, Flo, and I did our best, the plane stayed. 

    

your turn: 

If you like, use the following sentences to explain how you might get the stuck 
plane to the river.  

a. Write a sentence that starts with a sub co.  
b. Write a sentence that begins with an independent clause and ends with a sub 

clause.  
c. Write a sentence that starts with "Because." It's okay.  

  

some sub cos: 

if when since as although

once unless while now that so that (not a co-
co!)

before after even though because etc.
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Lesson 12 

Sentences with BOTH Subcos and Cocos 

 You often use both subcos and cocos in sentences; you may not have known it! 
Now, let’s see if you can do it on purpose and do it correctly.  

 You are going to take a sentence with two clauses, then add another clause. 
This is not creating a run-on sentence. Run-on sentences incorrectly join two or more 
clauses. The problem is not the number of clauses: the problem is how the clauses are 
joined. One kind of good sentence, on the other hand, is one that it is made of 
multiple clauses joined in purposefully different ways. 

 The next sentences will be familiar: you just diagrammed them in the previous 
lesson. Now, you’re going to add to them. I’m using the same sentences you’ve 
already seen because these sentences are starting to look long! I want you to see how 
long sentences are just made up of small, manageable parts. 

writing practice: 

In the following five sentences, add a two-word clause to the end of the 
sentence with a coco. (It doesn’t have to make perfect sense! My students seem 
to enjoy writing, “…and they exploded” after most sentences.) You will need to 
add a comma. Then diagram.  

Remember, the subordinate clause gets a diagonal line, and the independent 
clause joined with a coordinating conjunction goes straight below. Both are 
connected to the first independent clause.  

I did the first one for you, adding “and I dreamed.” 

1.  I took a nap while the women searched the gear pile, and I dreamed.  

�  

I took nap
a

while

women
the

searched pile

gearthe
and

I dreamed
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2. Flo cheered when Florence found the hatchet and ax.  
3. Florence cheered once Flo found the rope.  
4. I awoke because they cheered.  
5. Flo found my harness and called me as Florence tied a knot.  

 In the following five sentences, add a two-word clause to the beginning of 
the sentence with a coco. You will need to add a comma. Then diagram. Be 
careful of the order of the diagram! Remember: the independent clause is always 
diagrammed on top of its subordinate clause. I did the first one for you. 

6. I watched, and after the women attached it, one float had a rope. 

  

7. Since I am strong, they attached me.  
8. Now that the rope was attached, we strained and pulled.  
9. Even though both women and I pulled the rope, the plane was immobile.  
10.Although Florence, Flo, and I did our best, the plane stayed. 
    

your turn:   

 If you like, use the following sentences to describe the beach around the plane.  

a. Write three sentences with a sub co at the beginning of the sentence. Just use 
two clauses.  

b. Write the same three sentences, but add a clause to the end with a coco.  
c. In the next three sentences, try to write the same three clauses from #2, but 

put the clauses in a different order. 

  float had rope
a

after

women
the

 attached it

and

I watched

one
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Lesson 13 

Sentences with BOTH  Subcos and Cocos (continued) 
  

We often use more than one clause in our sentences, and often even more than 
two clauses. This challenges our ability to punctuate! The rules stay the same, 
though, even as the sentences get longer. As you saw in the last lesson, long sentences 
are made up of small, manageable pieces.  

Let’s review why there are commas or not in sentences with cocos and subcos. 

 Example 1:  The women talked until they had a new plan, and I liked it. 

-There no comma between the first two clauses because the 
independent      clause is in front of its subordinate clause.  

-There a comma between “plan” and “and” because the coco is 
joining a  new clause.  

    �  

 Example 2: It was late, but although the day was over, the women had work.  

   -There is comma between “late” and “but” because a coco is 
joining     clauses. 
   -There is also a comma between “over” and “the women” 
because the     subordinate clause is in front of its independent 
clause. 

they had plan

and

I

The

 liked it

until

women talked

newa

ind. clause

sub. clause

joined to 

firs
t clause

new
ind.clause
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�  

writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence and try to punctuate correctly. It may be helpful 
to label each word with the correct part of speech: noun, verb, adjective, or 
conjunction. Diagram the sentence and see if you still agree with your earlier 
punctuation. Adjust punctuation as necessary. It may help to underline and 
label the different clauses to help you see the patterns. 

1. The women talked because they had a new plan and I trusted them. 
2. Because I missed a part I was confused but that was okay. 
3. They walked the river bank and they fetched sticks and logs until they 

had a big pile.  
4. Since it was evening Florence started a fire and Flo brought the 

refrigerated pike. 
5. We roasted the fish and once I ate my dinner I begged. 
6. The women ignored me and talked so I slept until I heard the hatchet. 
7. I lifted my head and complained but even though I complained they 

made more noise.  
8. Flo used the hatchet while Florence used the ax and they chopped two 

logs. 
9. They chopped one side and when that side was flat they chopped the 

other. 
10.I found another spot because they were loud and I wanted sleep.  

It was late

but

women
the

had work

although

day was over

the

ind. clause

2nd ind. clause

sub. clause

joined to 2nd 

ind. clause
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your turn: 

 If you like, use the following sentences to describe a time where someone 
woke you up when you just wanted to sleep.  

a. Write a sentence that has three clauses: two independent clauses and one 
subordinate clause. (Just like all the above sentences.) Start this sentence 
with a sub clause. This means you’ll need at least two commas.  

b. Write another sentence that has three clauses that does not start with a sub 
clause: use two independent clauses and one subordinate clause. (Just like 
most of the above sentences, other than #2 and #4.) This means that you will 
need at least one comma, maybe two. 

some sub cos: 

  

if when since as although

once unless while now that so that (not a co-
co!)

before after even though because etc.
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Lesson 14 

Variations on the Sub Clause 

 So far, I have only presented a single sub clause attached to an independent 
clause, but there are other possibilities.  
 For instance, you can attach two sub clauses to a single independent clause. 

  example 1: Because I was tired, I slept even though they made noise.  

  �  

 Another common pattern is to join two sets of sub clause/ind clauses together 
with a coco. 

  example 2: It was late when they finished, and once they stopped, they 
slept.   

    �  

I slept

even though

they made

Because

I was tired noise

It was late

when

they finished
and

they slept

once

they stopped
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 Of course, each of these clauses can be moved around the sentence without 
much changing how the sentence would be diagrammed. 

 alternative examples: 
I slept even though they made noise because I was tired. 
I slept because I was tired even though they made noise.  

 They finished when it was late, and they slept once they stopped.  
They slept once they stopped, and it was late when they finished. 

 Good writing varies sentence patterns. You don’t always want to start a 
sentence with a subco, nor do you always want the sub clause last. You don’t always 
want one clause or two in a sentence; sometimes, three or four clauses is reasonable.  
 Note that I am not writing run-on sentences here, even if they are long 
sentences. A run-on sentence would be something like the next example. 

 run-on sentence: It was late and they finished and they stopped so they slept.   

You can see how awkward and stilted this sentence is, and all I’ve done is exchange 
the subcos for cocos and dropped the punctuation. Good writing involves being able 
to write long, complex sentences! The trick is to know enough to do it correctly. 

writing practice: 

 Each of the below sentences either follows the first example in this 
lesson or the second. Rewrite each sentence and punctuate correctly. Label 
each word with the correct part of speech: noun, verb, adjective, or 
conjunction. Finally, try to diagram the sentence and double check your 
punctuation. It may help to underline and label the different clauses to help 
you see the patterns. 

1. I sniffed their work when they were done because I was curious.  
2. I learned nothing when I smelled the wide boards but they had some 

purpose since the women made them. 
3. Even though I learned nothing I guarded them because Flo and 

Florence made them.  
4. As the sun rose and gave warmth the women woke and since they 

were rested they continued the mysterious log project. 
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Lesson 15 

Commas in Front of Subordinate Clauses  

 There is an exception to the guideline that states that a sentence does not 
need a comma if the independent clause is in front of its subordinate clause. 

 There are some subordinate conjunctions which hint that they are opposite of 
what one might expect from the independent clause. The subordinate conjunctions 
that typically can show this are “although,” “even if,” “even though,” and “though.” 

 If you follow an independent clause with an opposite idea in a subordinate 
clause, you may use a comma to highlight that contrast. It is not necessary. It is not 
required. It is a matter of emphasis, and it is in the writer’s hands. 

 examples: 

1. I guarded the logs even though I understood nothing.  

This sentence reads a little different with a comma: 

2. I guarded the logs, even though I understood nothing.  

 It is not a big change, but there are times that you will want to use a comma to 
accent the contrast, and you should know that you will not be breaking any 
guidelines.  

 I do have a word of warning: as with anything that breaks a guideline, this 
exception should be used in moderation. Don’t overdo it. Use it for effect, then go 
back to the guideline.  

Your turn: 

 Write three sentences that use either “although,” “even though,” or 
“though” in a subordinate clause after the independent clause. Try to set up a 
sense of contrast. Use a comma in at least one of them.  

 If you like, write the sentences about how one women snores, but that 
the other one can sleep through it.  
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Lesson 16 

Adverbs 

 Adverbs are great. They’re the spice that’s been missing from our sentences 
thus far.  
Adverbs can answer four questions: 

1. Where? 
2. When? 
3. How? 
4. Why? (always longer than one word; more on this when we get to prepositions; we ignore it for now) 

How? 
 This is the type of adverb that most people recognize as “an adverb.” 
These are  the words that often end in “-ly” and describe verbs.  

 Just as an adjective gets diagrammed under the noun it describes, 
adverbs get  
 diagrammed under the verbs they describe. 

  example: I sniffed eagerly. (He sniffed how?) 

�  

Where? 
 "Where" is always a place, so it can be confused with nouns. You should 
have the  skills to determine if the word is a noun or an adverb now:   

  For instance, if I wrote that “I love the outdoors,” I use 
“outdoors” as a    direct object, which is a noun: “outdoors” 
gets “love.” 

  example: I love the outdoors.  

�  

I sniffed

eagerly

I love outdoors
the
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On the other hand, if I wrote that “I went outdoors,” I use 
“outdoors” as an adverb.  

  “Outdoors” looks like a noun, but “outdoors” does not get 
“went.”    Instead, it answers the question of “Where?”. 

   example: I went outdoors. (I went where?) 

�  

When? 
 Words like “yesterday,” “tomorrow,” and “never” can be adverbs, but 
they can also be nouns: it depends on how they are used in the sentence.  

  example: The women chopped the logs yesterday. (They chopped   
        when?) 

�  

   The adverb gets diagrammed under the word it describes:   
   chopped. The “logs” are not yesterday. The chopping was  
   yesterday.  

  example: Yesterday was confusing.  (What was confusing?) 

�  
   Here, “Yesterday” can only be the subject of the sentence. 
   That makes it a noun. The difference is all about what  
   question the word answers. 

I went

outdoors

women chopped logs

yesterdayThe

Yesterday    was    confusing
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 Unlike adjectives, which only describe nouns, adverbs can describe more than 
just one part of speech. Adverbs can describe verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs. 

 adverbs describing adjectives: 

   example: I was so hungry.    (How hungry?) 

�  
    note: While this word “so” looks like the coco, it does not  
     function as a coco here. Instead, it describes how  
     hungry the dog is: here, it’s an adverb. 

 adverbs describing other adverbs:  

   example: I sniffed very eagerly.   (How eagerly?) 

�  

I was hungry

so

I sniffed

eagerly

very
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite the following sentences, underline the adverb, and note what question 
it is answering. I helped you get started on the first five. There is only one adverb 
in each sentence. When you finish identifying the adverbs, diagram each sentence, 
placing the adverb under the word it describes. 

Sentence                What question does the adverb answer? 
       (Where? When? How?) 

1. I woke late.            when 
2. I was so hungry. 
3. I sniffed eagerly.  
4. Breakfast was very late. 
5. The women were not focused.  
6. They were distracted today. 
7. I whined pathetically.  
8. Florence called me over. 
9. I went there.  
10.She scratched my ears distractedly.  

your turn:   

 Write three sentences with an adverb in each. Try to use the three types 
of adverbs we’ve covered: “where,” “when,” and “how.” Circle the adverb in 
each sentence.  

 If you like, write the sentences about how Flo makes breakfast for the 
dog.     
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Lesson 17 

Moving Adverbs Around 

 The neatest thing about adverbs is that, like subordinate clauses, they can 
often move around the sentence. To do this correctly, you simply have to use a 
comma if the adverb gets in front of the subject/predicate; use two commas if 
the adverb gets in between the subject/predicate. 

 example: I got breakfast eventually. 

   �  

 example: Eventually, I got breakfast. 

   �  

 example: I, eventually, got breakfast. 
   (awkward, it’s true, and you would rarely want to use a comma like this in such a short sentence,   
   but there are times this format is useful- view this as an exercise in reinforcing the guideline that   
   the sub/pred should not get split up without good reason, and that a comma is never wrong if you   
   do interrupt them) 

   �  

The adverb is always diagrammed below the word it is describing; where you write 
it in the sentence doesn’t change its function or its place in the diagram. 

I got 

eventually

breakfast

I got 

Eventually

breakfast

I got 

eventually

breakfast
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writing practice: 

 In the following sentences, move the adverb to the beginning of the 
sentence. Then move the adverb in between the subject and predicate. Add a 
comma or commas as appropriate. 

 For the moment, add all the commas. You will probably find some of the 
commas stylistically awkward, and I would agree with you. The problem here is 
that the sentences are so short. Nonetheless, view this exercise as an 
opportunity to recognize adverbs. Once you can recognize them and 
understand how they can move around a sentence, then it’s easier to make 
informed decisions about the stylistic value of using or not using a comma.  

 Finally, diagram.  

example:  I ate my breakfast happily.            

rewrite with adverb at beginning:  Happily, I ate my breakfast. 

rewrite with adverb in the middle: I, happily, ate my breakfast.  

   �  

1. I sniffed their projects curiously. 
2. I understood nothing still. 
3. The boards had long handles now. 
4. The women stopped suddenly. 
5. They were done finally!  

I ate breakfast

happily
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Even More Adverb Fun! 

Write the following adverbs in two similar sentences, putting the adverb in two 
different locations in each set of sentences. Don't diagram. 

If you like, try predicting what the boards will be used for!  

1. later 

a. 

b. 

2. tomorrow 

a. 

b. 

3. slowly 

a. 

b. 

4. luckily 

a. 

b. 

5. now 

a. 

b. 

6. As a finale, write one sentence with two or more adverbs in it. Put at least 
one adverb at the beginning of the sentence and at least one adverb elsewhere in 
the sentence. 
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Lesson 18 

Multi-Word Verbs 

 Multi-word verbs are a result of conjugation. We conjugate verbs to move 
between tenses, like “past” and “future” tenses, and between first, second, and third 
person. If it’s helpful, see the first lesson’s chart for some examples of the 
conjugation of the verb “to be.”  
 When we change tenses, we sometimes add words like “was” and “could,” 
creating multi-word verbs. These words might be called “helping verbs” by some; 
worse, these sorts of words might be called “subjunctive modal auxiliary” verbs by 
others. Frankly, this just confuses the matter as far as I am concerned. From the 
perspective of how to understand construction of the sentence and punctuate it, it is 
more useful to see the entire verb as just the “verb.” 
   
  example: I dug a hole.  

      �    
  
 example: I was digging a hole. 

   �  
   
  example: I could dig a hole. 

   �  
   
  example: I would have dug a hole. 

I dug hole
a

I was digging hole
a

I could dig hole
a
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  �  
  

 example: I am digging a hole and helping the women. 
  (here, the “am” modifies verbs in both phrases)    

   �  

writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence. Label each word with the correct part of speech: noun, 
verb, adverb, conjunction, or adjective. Finally, try to diagram the sentence.  

1. Florence was standing. 
2. She was thinking.  
3. I was watching. 
4. She was holding the board. 
5. Both women were holding their boards. 
6. Flo was making a line. 
7. She was dragging the board and making a line. 
8. She was using the board and moving sand. 
9. Suddenly, I was getting it!  
10.They had made shovels!  

your turn: 
  

 Write three or more sentences with multi-word verbs. Many multi-word 
verbs start with words like “was” or “were.” Try to be sure that you have an 
action in the sentence. 
 If you like, write about what the dog should have been doing instead of 
just watching Flo and Florence work.  

I would have dug hole
a

I am

digging hole
a

helping women

the

and
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Lesson 19 

Telling the Difference Between Multi-Word Verbs and Adjectives 

 One issue with these multi-word verbs is that they often look similar to 
sentences with “to be” conjugations and adjectives: 

 example 1: The women were digging.  

  �  

example 2: The women were tired.  

   �  

The first example uses “were digging” as a verb. The women have an action: they dig. 
The next example uses “were” as the verb, but “tired” is an adjective describing the 
women. While the women can do the action of “digging,” they cannot do the action 
of “tired.” 

 While these two sentences look similar, hopefully, after some experience with 
diagramming, you can tell an action from a description.  

 Sometimes, adverbs drop in between the two parts of the verb. No comma is 
needed because the adverb is part of the verb; it is not getting in the way of 
anything.  

 example 3: The women were happily digging.  

�  

women were digging

The

women were      tired

The

women were digging

The happily
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence and punctuate. Label each word with the correct part of 
speech: noun, verb, conjunction, adverb, or adjective. Finally, try to diagram the 
sentence.  

1. The women were very tired.  
2. They had been digging and their shovels were working well.  
3. Their trench reached the plane and was pretty deep. 
4. It was deep but it was not wide. 

5. Only one float could fit.  
6. The sand was damp as they shoveled deeper. 
7. The trench did not reach the river.   
8. The ditch was seeping water and the women were worried. 
9. If they could not dig deeper their idea would fail.  
10.They were hurrying shoveling sand and breathing hard.  

your turn: 

  Using multi-word verbs, write three sentences. Multi-word verbs start 
with words like “was,” “were,” “did,” “had been,” or “could.”  

 Do something interesting in each one, like join clauses with a coco or a 
subco, use an adverb, or have plural subjects or predicates.  
  
 If you like, write the sentences about what sort of mistakes the dog 
commits while trying to help dig the trench.  
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Review: Lessons 1-19 

  
            If you’ve made it this far, you’re doing great! We’re at “i” in the alphabet. We 
have three vowels! We can metaphorically spell “bag,” “had,” and “Abe.” While this 
is nice, knowing nine letters is not knowing how to read.  If you stopped here, even 
with all the knowledge you have, you wouldn’t get much writing benefit out of this 
diagramming stuff.  
            We’re about to add another layer of complexity, so a quick review is in order 
to make sure we are solid on the basics before moving on. 
  

writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence and punctuate. Label each word with the correct 
part of speech: noun, verb, conjunction, adverb, or adjective. Finally, try to 
diagram the sentence.  

1. The two women dug. 
2. They had blisters. 
3. Flo and Florence were tired and sore.  
4. Their hands were sore but they dug.  
5. Florence took a break and wiped her forehead. 
6. I whined once and scratched the ground because I was concerned.  
7. _____ and I stared.  (“She” or “Her”?) 
8. Since she was tired she had an idea. 
9. She called me and because I was a good dog I went. 
10.She touched the ground and I scratched it.  
11.She laughed touched the spot again and encouraged me. 
12.I dug a bit and she encouraged me again so I dug harder. 
13.She touched another spot and when she did I dug madly.  
14.I was digging and it was so fun! 
15.Because I was a helper I dug very eagerly when she pointed again! 
16.Sand was flying everywhere as the women laughed and encouraged me. 
17.I was having fun although it was still work.  
18.Finally I was helping and it was great. 
19.Before I stopped we had reached pooling water and we climbed out.  
20.It had been a long day but we were almost ready now. 
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your turn: 

            Write a short story of your own that uses the patterns of each of the 
twenty sentences in the diagram practice as possible, but uses almost entirely 
different words. Focus especially on using the same sorts of phrases, clauses, 
and commas.  

 If you like, tell the story from the perspective of a mosquito who is 
trying to bite the women or the dog.  
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Lesson 20 

Prepositions 

 Prepositions are everywhere. Once you start to notice them, you'll see them in 
most of your sentences. (In fact, these three sentences have four of them).  

 Prepositions are made of two parts, and these two parts always go together and 
should not be split: the first part is the preposition; the second part is a noun. This 
noun is the "object of the preposition." Together, the preposition and its object are 
called the "prepositional phrase." 

 There are three categories of prepositions: time, space, and condition.  

 In those three categories, there are many, many, many prepositions. It is much 
easier to learn a few test sentences than to try to memorize gigantic and incomplete 
lists of these things. Any words that can make sense in the blanks below are 
prepositions. There are many prepositions that don’t quite fit here either. If you can’t 
figure out how a word fits in your diagram at first, it’s probably a preposition. 

 TIME:    I’ll eat fish  ____________ work.   

 SPACE:   I’ll eat fish  ____________  the plane.  

 CONDITION:  I’ll eat fish  _____________ my friends.  
   

 You may notice that some words like "as," "after," and "for" look like 
conjunctions. Sometimes, they are conjunctions. The difference is that, here, these 
words are followed by a noun. They don't join clauses. That's the difference; it is only 
confusing if you can't tell a clause from a noun. This should not be an issue.  

time space condition

during 
before 
after 
since 
… 
… 
… 
etcetera!

in  
under 
around 
over 
out of 
… 
… 
etcetera!

with 
like 
as 
for 
because of 
of 
… 
etcetera!
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 Remember, a preposition is followed by a noun, and this pair is called the 
“prepositional phrase.” For instance, in the test sentence “I’ll eat fish  ________ 
work,” the prepositional phrase could be “during work,” “after work,” “before work,” 
or any other combination of preposition and noun.  

 In the story below, I included five prepositional phrases, one preposition in 
each of five of the sentences. See if you can find them. One of the sentences does not 
have a preposition in it. Look for a word that can fit one of our test sentences and 
that is followed by a noun. You may want to come back to this paragraph after the 
next couple lessons and see how you did.  
  
 Now, the women started to dig under a float as they 
extended the ditch. The plane slowly settled sideways into the 
growing trench. The wings tilted until one almost touched the 
ground. It appeared that the plane was in a sharp turn. The 
women looked at their work and stepped back. They nodded to 
each other.  
  

your turn: 

 Write five sentences that include a prepositional phrase and circle it.  

 If you like, try predicting what is going to happen when the river pours into the 
ditch. 
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Lesson 21 

Prepositional Phrases as Adverbs 

 Remember, all prepositions have a noun called the “object of the preposition.” 
Together, the prep and the object are the "prepositional phrase." Interestingly, all 
prepositional phrases function as either adverbs or adjectives.  

 Remember that adverbs can answer four questions: where, when, how, and 
why. We had left "why" alone back in the first adverb lesson because that question is 
always answered by more than one word: a prepositional phrase!  

 I napped after work.   
  (When did the dog sleep? The phrase "after work" is an adverb!) 

 I napped under the plane. 
  (Where did the dog nap? The phrase "under the plane" is an adverb!) 

 I was tired like my friends. 
  (How was the dog tired? The phrase "like my friends" is an adverb!) 

 I napped because of my exhaustion. 
  (Why did the dog nap? The phrase "because of my exhaustion" is an   
  adverb!) 

 To diagram these sentences, the prepositional phrase gets diagrammed as an 
adverb under the verb, an adjective, or other adverb. 

 example: I napped after work.  

    �  

 example: I napped under the plane. 

    �  

I napped

after
work

I napped

under
plane

the
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 example: I was tired like my friends. 

    �  

 (note: The dog is “tired” like the friends; he is not “was” like the friends. The prep goes under the word   
 it describes; in this case, the word being described is an adjective.) 

 example: I was napping because of my exhaustion. 

     �  

 Just like with regular adverbs, prepositional phrases can move around the 
sentence. They can go at the end of sentences, or they can move to the front, or they 
can move to the middle. Sometimes, this sounds like Yoda, so it's not always 
appropriate, but it is grammatically fine. 

 I was napping because of my exhaustion. 

 Because of my exhaustion, I was napping. 

 I, because of my exhaustion, was napping.  

Each of the above sentences would be diagrammed in exactly the same way (other 
than capitalization): 

                           �  

I

my

was tired

like
friends

I was napping

because of
exhaustion

my

I was napping

because of
exhaustion

my
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite the sentences below, moving the adverb to a different part of 
the sentence, and punctuate. You will probably notice that some prepositional 
phrases sound better at the end of clauses instead of at the front. Finally, 
diagram the sentence.  9

 example:          They just stood for a while.  

   For a while, they just stood.  

   �  

1. After their short break, they acted.  
2. A final sand wall blocked the river like a dam.    
3. The dam had been growing taller since morning.  
4. Water seeped under the wall.  
5. Before long, it would collapse.  
6. It would collapse because of the river.  
7. The women did not wait for that.  
8. They came in like a wrecking ball.  
9. Flo hoisted her shovel over her head! 
10.Florence, with a yell, stabbed the dam! 

your turn: 
 Write six sentences with prepositional phrases. Try to use a couple 
prepositional phrases that function as adjectives. 

a. The first two should have a prepositional phrase at the end of the 
sentence.  

b. The next two should have a prepositional phrase at the start of the 
sentence, which requires one comma.  

they stood
For

while
a

just

 I hope you’re like me and that you find creating an adverb from the combination of a preposition and 9

a noun to be bizarre and wonderful. It’s like saying, “Here I have a brick and here I have a cherry. If I 
put them together, I have a cow.” It’s magical!
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c. The last two sentences should have a prepositional phrase between the 
subject and predicate, which requires two commas.  

 If you like, tell the story of what unexpected event happens as the dam 
breaches and water pours into the trench. 
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Lesson 22 

Prepositional Phrases as Adjectives 

 Prepositional phrases not only function as adverbs, but they can also function 
as adjectives. This can get a bit confusing because the prepositional phrases that are 
adjectives can look like adverbs.  

 For instance, if I had the preposition "in the dam," that seems to answer 
"Where?" and is an adverb. It could be.  

 If I wrote, though, "The hole in the dam grew," that prepositional phrase now 
describes, through the location, what kind of hole is growing. The phrase doesn't tell 
us where to look for the hole; the phrase tells us what kind of hole is growing. Only 
one kind of hole is growing: the one that is in the dam. That makes this prepositional 
phrase an adjective. 

 We diagram these phrases the same way as adverbial prepositional phrases, but 
because they are adjectives, we put them under the nouns they describe: 

    The hole in the dam grew. 

    �  

  

 There are no commas around “in the dam” because it’s part of the subject. As 
an adjective, it’s attached to the subject. It’s not interrupting anything; it is the 
thing.  

hole

The

grew

in
dam

the
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writing practice: 

 In the following sentences, rewrite the sentence, circle the prepositional 
phrases, then diagram the sentence.  

The following sentences will have prepositional phrases that all function as 
adjectives and should be diagrammed under a noun.  

1. The hole in the dam grew.  
2. The water from the hole poured through.  
3. The float of the plane was surrounded.  
4. The water in the ditch deepened.  
5. Sand near the edge collapsed. 

The following sentences will have prepositional phrases that function as 
EITHER adjectives OR adverbs.  

6. The trench was full of water.  
7. Florence opened the breach wider with her shovel.  
8. Half of the plane was now floating.  
9. Their shovels of wood had done it! 
10.The plane in the trench rocked gently.  

The following sentences will have BOTH kinds of prepositional phrases in 
each. 

11.Most of the weight was on that float.  
12.The wings of the plane swayed with the water.  
13.The women grabbed the rope on the float and pulled at it.  
14.The other float of the plane was still stuck to the ground.  
15.They were prepared for this, and they implemented the next idea in 

their plan.  

your turn: 

 Write six sentences with prepositional phrases in them.  
a. The first three sentences should have prepositional phrases that 

function as adverbs.  
b. The next three sentences should have prepositional phrases that 

function as adjectives.  

 If you like, predict how the women work with the dog to free the plane. 
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Lesson 23 

Prepositional Phrases in Chains 

 There can be many prepositions in a single sentence. Some of these are 
separate from each other, and some of them can get chained together. These chains 
can go forever.  

 For example, I have underlined the three prepositional phrases in the following 
 sentence: 

  The plane was stuck on a beach in the middle of nowhere. 
    

 The prep phrase "on a beach" answers the question "Stuck where?": it gets 
diagrammed  under the word it describes. It makes sense to say, " The plane was stuck 
on a beach." 

 The prep phrase "in the middle" also answers the question "Stuck where?": it 
gets diagrammed under “stuck,” right next to the first prep phrase. It makes some 
sense to say, "The plane was stuck in the middle.” 
  
 On the other hand, it does NOT make sense to say, "The plane was stuck of 
nowhere.”  Unlike the previous two prepositional phrases, the prep phrase "of 
nowhere" describes  the “middle,” not “stuck.”  The plane is not stuck in the middle 
of New York, for instance, or in the middle of the ocean: the phrase “of nowhere” is 
an adjective describing just what kind of “middle” this is. Therefore, it needs to get 
diagrammed  under the noun it describes. The result is a chain of prepositional 
phrases! 

   �  
  
 The trick is to determine which prep phrases go where; it's got everything to do 
with what question each prep phrase answers. 
  
 Also, notice that no extra punctuation is necessary in the sentence since 
neither the subject nor the predicate is getting interrupted. 

plane

The

was stuck

on
beach

in
middle

the of
nowhere

a
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 Don’t be confused by lists of more than one object of the preposition.  

 More than one object doesn’t create more than one prepositional phrase; it 
just creates a compound objects of the preposition.  

  example: The plane was stuck in sand and willows.  

     �  
writing practice: 

 Rewrite, note the parts of speech, punctuate, and diagram the following 
sentences. I underlined the prepositional phrases in the first five sentences for 
you. Prepositions can be tricky at first! Have fun puzzling them out! Or perhaps 
the real trick is that the sentences are starting to look long and intimidating? 
Remember, all these long sentences are made of little parts that you know. 

1. They tied the rope to my collar and set me in front of the plane.   

2. I pulled forwards with vigor towards the river, but the plane didn’t budge 
from its spot.  

3. Florence rushed to the wing on the left of the plane. 

4. The tip of this wing was tilting towards the ground.  

5. Flo went to the wing on the other side. 

6. This wing slanted into the air, and Flo could barely reach it near the body of 
the plane.  

7. Flo was too short for this job, so she grabbed the wooden shovel and pushed 
it against a strut on the wing.  

8. When Flo pushed up, the weight of the plane tipped entirely onto the float 
in the water, and the other float lifted off the ground! 

9. With the plane on one float, I pulled it easily towards the opening of the 
river as the women cheered me on! 

10.In a moment or two, the plane was floating freely in the river. 

plane was stuck

in sand
and
willows

The
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your turn: 

 Write one sentence that has a chain of prepositional phrases. Your goal is 
to create the longest chain you can invent! Have fun with this! 

 If you like, you might write about how the women rewarded the dog for 
his efforts. 
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Lesson 24 

Invisible Prepositions 

 Just like we lose letters to contractions when speaking informally, we also lose 
entire words from our sentences. Those words are understood to be there, sort of, but 
they're invisible.  

 Look at the following sentence and imagine diagramming it: 

Flo gave me a treat. 

�  

 At first glance, one might think that "me" is the direct object; it is a noun that 
follows an action verb. The trouble with this is that she did not give a "me." The "me" 
does not get  the action of the verb: the "me" does not get given; the "treat" gets 
given. What the heck? 

If "treat" is the direct object, then the "me" doesn't seem to have a place. Of 
course, it does: it is part of a prepositional phrase, but because people like to 
use shortcuts, we sometimes find it useful to just drop the preposition from the 
phrase. To diagram this, we need to add the invisible preposition back: 

Flo gave a treat (to) me. 

(I have no idea why the "me" changes position when we write or speak 
this way, but it would sound odd to say, "She gave the money me" or "She 
gave to me the money." English is weird.)  

 Now that we see that there's an invisible preposition, we understand that "me" 
is like  the object of a preposition in a prepositional phrase, and we can diagram the 
sentence: 

Flo gave me a treat. 

     �   
 An object of a preposition that lacks the preposition, like the “me,” is called 
an indirect  object. 

Flo gave me?

a treat?

Flo gave treat
a(to)

me
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writing practice: 

 In the following sentences, circle the indirect object, which is the noun that 
comes after the invisible preposition, and rewrite the sentence with the 
preposition added back in. Then diagram, including the preposition in 
parenthesis, as above.  

1. Flo handed Florence the rope. 
2. Florence tied the plane to a tree, sat down, and gave me a hug.  
3. When Flo walked up to us, Florence offered her a seat. 
4. They awarded each other a solemn handshake.  
5. They laughed and protested because I jumped in their laps and gave them 

some kisses.   

your turn: 

 Write a sentence with an indirect object and invisible preposition.  

 If you like, you could write what Flo and Florence gave the dog for dinner.  
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Lesson 25 

 Semi-Colons (;)  

 A semi-colon (;) is the third way to join clauses.  

 We've already learned that we can join clauses with a coordinating conjunction 
or a subordinating conjunction. Most any place that you use one of these, you can use 
a semi-colon instead. The only guideline is that the clauses have to be related to each 
other, and they usually are anyway, so that's not much of a guideline. 

 example with coco:  
  The day was ending, but we had been successful.   
     

   �  

 same sentence, but with a semi-colon: 
  The day was ending; we had been successful.  

   �  

 It's an odd punctuation mark that is best used rarely and for effect. It's 
noticeable, so don't use it so much that it becomes distracting to the reader.  

day was ending

but

we had been successful

The

day was ending

we had been successful

The
;
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite the following sentences, but remove the cocos or subcos that 
join clauses and replace with a semi-colon instead. Finally, diagram the 
resulting sentence. The semi-colon joins the clauses, so write it where you 
would have put the coco or subco. 

 These sentences are starting to look long and complex. Don’t be 
intimidated! To diagram, first break them into their clauses, then look for 
things like prepositional phrases, multi-word verbs, and adverbs. Everything 
will fall into place! Puzzles are no fun if they aren’t a little challenging. Have 
fun! 

1. The day was ending, but we had been successful.  
2. The plane was in the river, and we could start our float trip tomorrow.  
3. It had been a hard day, and we needed rest.  
4. We needed dinner, so Flo took the fishing pole to a spot near an eddy.  
5. Florence started a fire because the old one had gone out during the day. 
6. She pushed the coals together, and with dried birch bark from the 

beach, she had a crackling fire again. 
7. I sat near Flo since she was catching fish.  
8. I love fish because they wiggle on shore so enticingly. 
9. Flo brought Florence her catch, and we feasted as the sun dipped low on 

the horizon. 
10.The women took a last look at the plane in the river before they went to 

sleep in the tent with a deep sense of pride.  

your turn: 

 Write three sentences that include a semi-colon. 
   
  If you like, write about how a bear chews through the rope tying the plane to 
shore!  
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Lesson 26 

Semi Colons and Sub Cos 

 When writing longer sentences, the writing is often more pleasant for the 
reader if the writer has varied the ways that clauses are joined. A paragraph with 
nothing but sub cos would be noticeably monotonous, but trouble can arise.  

 There are only four ways to join clauses, and we have discussed three of them 
so far: the coordinating conjunction (“coco”), the subordinating conjunction 
(“subco”), and the semi-colon (;). 

 Two clauses can only be joined by one conjunction. If you try to join two 
clauses with more than one conjunction, it's like having two people trying to drive a 
car on the highway, both sitting in the driver's seat, both trying to steer, brake, and 
accelerate: the result will be a grammar disaster, a two-clause pileup!  

 This is easy to see and fix if the conjunction falls between the two clauses: 

  The next day dawned as beautiful as the previous day; and the plane   
  looked great.  
   
 There’s a problem! These two clauses are joined with BOTH a semi-colon  
   and a coco (“and”)! 
    
 I’ll drop the coco: 

  The next day dawned as beautiful as the previous day; the plane    
  looked great. 

 This exercise is a bit more difficult if the sentence starts with a subco that 
joins the clauses, then incorrectly also uses a semi-colon in between the two clauses: 

  If there had been any worry about it floating; those fears were gone.  

   These two clauses are joined with BOTH a subco (“If”) and a semi-  
   colon! 

   I’ll drop the semi-colon: 

  If there had been any worry about it floating, those fears were gone. 
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writing practice, part 1: 

 In the following sentences, there are only two clauses, so only one conjunction 
is needed. Rewrite the following sentences correctly, getting rid of the coco or 
subco. Diagram the result.   

1. The women packed the plane; as the sun rose.  
2. They packed everything; and they even packed the wooden shovels.  
3. Once we were packed; Florence and I climbed into the plane.  
4. She gave me my spot in the back on the gear; and Flo untied us.  
5. As the current took us; Flo jumped in. 

writing practice, part 2: 

 In the following sentences, there are three clauses, so two conjunctions are 
needed. Use the three short sentences in any order to create a single longer 
sentence using a semi-colon and either a coco or a subco to join the three. 
Diagram the result.   

 In the answer key, I’m going to diagram the sentences in the order they appear, 
but there are other acceptable patterns you could use if you wish.  

example: 
1. We went backwards.  
2. The current took us.  
3. This was dangerous. 

  We went backwards once the current took us; this was dangerous.   

   �  
1. 
We could have hit sweepers. 
We could have torn the wings. 
We might have become stuck again. 

We went
backwards

once

current took us

the

this was dangerous

;
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2. 
Flo and Florence grabbed the wooden shovels. 
They used them as paddles. 
The plane spun around.  

3.  
All was well for a moment. 
We went straight. 
Then, the current nudged the rudders.  

4. 
The plane went sideways. 
It spun. 
Soon, the front of the plane pointed upriver again.  

5. 
The women paddled again. 
They paddled on the left float. 
Flo stood in the front. 

6.  
Florence sat at the back of the float. 
They paddled. 
The plane turned to the right. 

7. 
The plane pointed downriver again. 
It didn’t stop. 
It spun to the right. 

8. 
It pointed upriver again.  
Flo scrambled over to the other side.  
They paddled once more.  

9.  
The plane spun. 
It twirled in a circle. 
They could not get it in the correct direction.  

10.  
Florence laughed dejectedly.  
Flo just shook her head.  
They needed a solution.  
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your turn:   

 Write three sentences that use both a semi colon and either a coco or a sub co 
in them.  

 If you like, predict how Flo and Florence solve their problem.  
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Lesson 27 

Conjunctive Adverbs 
(are not conjunctions) 

 Conjunctive adverbs join ideas between clauses, but they do not join the 
clauses themselves. 

some conjunctive adverbs: 

 Early on, it may be easy to confuse the conjunctive adverbs with subordinate 
conjunctions, but the two kinds of words have different jobs.  

 With a conjunctive adverb, the second clause is often a comment on the 
previous  clause, but one clause is not less than the other. They are related, but 
they are not  
 attached. 

 The conjunctive adverbs get diagrammed just like other adverbs. 

  example: This was a problem. Indeed, this was dangerous. 

�  

       
       The clauses are not connected.  

therefore also instead

finally later furthermore

indeed meanwhile then

however nonetheless and lots of others...

This was problem

a

this was dangerous

Indeed
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite the sentences below, but insert a conjunctive adverb into the 
beginning of the second sentence. Try to use different conjunctive adverbs, but 
some repetition is inevitable. Diagram as two unconnected sentences.  

 Example: They needed a solution. They needed it soon. 

    They needed a solution. Furthermore, they needed it 
soon. 
         

�  

1. Florence had a new idea. She used the paddle as a rudder.  
2. The plane was floating too slowly. She didn’t have much effect.  
3. Flo was annoyed. She took a break. 
4. Flo was through with the plane for now. She could be productive in 

other ways. 
5. She found her fishing pole. She sat down on the float.  
6. Flo was facing upstream. Behind her, the plane drifted backwards in a 

wide section of the river. 
7. Flo cast the line and reeled it in. Next to her, Florence was having no 

luck with her rudder idea.   
8. Flo cast again, and as she reeled slowly, the lure drifted beneath her. 

She paused.  
9. Underwater, the lure had drifted faster than the plane. The lure had 

gone under the plane. 
10.Flo had an idea. She put the pole away. 

some more conjunctive adverbs: 

They needed solution

a

they needed it

Furthermore soon

accordingly still subsequently

besides additionally strangely

conversely otherwise obviously

elsewhere ergo (fun, archaic word) ... and lots of others...
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Lesson 28 

Conjunctive Adverbs and the Semi-Colon 

 Conjunctive adverbs join ideas from one clause to another. This connection 
often calls for the use of a semi-colon.  

 Since the ideas of the separate clauses are already joined by the conjunctive 
adverb, using a conjunction like a coco or a subco sometimes seems like more than 
you need. A semi-colon is often more elegant.  

 The semi-colon joins the clauses.   

  example:  
   Flo dug in the gear pile; finally, she found the tent.      

    �  

 Because the conjunctive adverb is an adverb, it can be moved to pretty much 
anywhere in the sentence, and it still does the job of joining the ideas of the 
sentence, but these peculiar words do seem to upend the general guideline about 
using a comma if something gets in the way of the subject/predicate.  
  
 With conjunctive adverbs, the use of commas seems to be solely about the 
amount of effect and impact the writer wants the word to have. 

 example:  
  Flo dug in the gear pile; she found the tent, finally. 
   
  I wouldn’t usually encourage the use of comma when adding a  
  word long after the subject and predicate has passed, but this can  
  make sense with conjunctive adverbs.  
  

Flo dug

in

gear

pile
;

she found tent
thefinally

the
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 example:  
  Flo dug in the gear pile; she finally found the tent. 

   I have previously encouraged commas around a word that    
   interrupts the subject/predicate, but unless the writer really   
   wants to stress how the awkward structure create a feeling that   
   the search, much like the sentence itself, took much longer than   
   it needed to, I would not use commas here. 

   The length of the clauses matters as well. In clauses as short as   
   these, the use of two commas would make for distracting and   
   awkward writing.  

 example:  
  Flo dug in the gear pile; then she found the tent. 

  Very short conjunctive adverbs like “then” usually don’t get   
  commas. A comma would not be wrong after it, though. On the  
  other hand, a comma in front of it instead of a semi colon would  
  be wrong. Don’t confuse a conjunctive adverb with a coordinating  
  conjunction just because it’s short.  

  
 Regardless of where the writer places the conjunctive adverb, or whether the 
writer uses commas or doesn’t, the sentence would be diagrammed in exactly the 
same way. 

writing practice: 

 Rewrite the following sentences, but add a conjunctive adverb, varying 
its location in the sentence and adding commas as appropriate. Finally, 
diagram.  

 For clarity in the answer key, I will put the conjunctive adverb at the 
start of the second clause, but I encourage you to vary its position, adding 
commas as you think appropriate.  

 example: Florence questioned her; Flo said nothing.  

      Florence questioned her; however, Flo said nothing. 

   or 

      Florence questioned her; Flo said nothing, however. 
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   or 
    
     Florence questioned her; Flo, however, said nothing. 

    �  

1. Flo silently unpacked the tent; Florence watched her.  
2. Florence liked the mystery; she just observed.  
3. Flo separated the rain fly from the tent; she put the rest away. 
4. She went to the front of the plane; she tied one end of the rain fly to one float 

and left it there.   
5. Then, Flo grabbed a paddle; they had tried this before, but Florence helped 

anyway. 
6. With some effort, they turned the plane around; Flo pulled the fly across to the 

other float.  
7. Flo dropped the fly in the water; it billowed beneath them.  
8. Florence watched; Flo tied the free end of the fly to the other float. 
9. In the water beneath us, water poured into the tent fly; it bulged forward. 
10.The river’s current pushed the fly downriver like a sail; the problem was solved 

as the plane was pulled in the correct direction behind it! 

your turn: 

          Write three sentences using a semi-colon and a conjunctive adverb.  

          If you like, write about how Florence celebrated Flo’s bright idea. 

Florence questioned her

Flo said nothing

however

;
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Review: Lessons 19-28 

Prepositional Phrases,  
Conjunctive Adverbs,  

Subordinate Conjunctions,  
and the Semi Colon 

 If you can write a sentence with various combinations of conjunctive adverbs, 
prep phrases, subcos, and a semi colon or two, you are starting to get good at this! 
Let's put it all together.  

writing practice: 

 Rewrite, then punctuate the following sentences. Other than adding 
missing conjunctions or conjunctive adverbs, you shouldn’t have to add any 
other words. You might find it useful to underline the clauses and phrases 
before trying to punctuate. Finally, diagram them!  

 As sentences get longer, the punctuation gets more important. You will 
probably notice that some of the sentences are unclear at first. With 
punctuation, the meaning becomes clear. 

 example: From my seat I joined the fun I barked.  

       From my seat, I joined the fun; I barked. 

�  
1. From the front of the plane the women turned and called me.  
2. I jumped down from my seat and walked carefully along the float to Flo.  
3. I was wagging my tail and panting happily Flo knelt down and pet me.  
4. On the other float Florence called me so I leapt gingerly across the gap. 
5. Even though I nearly lost my balance and fell in I recovered Florence pet 

me too. 

I joined fun
theFrom

seat
my;

I barked
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your turn: 

 Write three sentences. Use a conjunctive adverb, a sub co, and a semi 
colon in each one. This means that each sentence will have to be at least three 
clauses long. Use a prepositional phrase or two if you’re feeling up for an extra 
challenge! 

 If you like, predict what they’re going to do now that they’re floating 
downstream.  
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Lesson 29 

Appositives 

 An appositive renames a noun immediately after that noun. Unlike the 
predicate nominative we saw in lesson five, such as "Florence was a geologist," the 
use of the appositive puts the renamed noun directly after the noun it is renaming, 
separated by no words at all.  

  example:   Florence, a geologist, was very smart.  
   
 The appositive in that sentence is "a geologist." It renames the subject. It is the 
same thing as the subject. We put it in commas because it is unnecessary information. 
There is only one “Florence” in this story; the other woman goes by “Flo.” We don’t 
need clarifying information to distinguish one Florence from the next.  

 If there were more than one Florence, no commas might be appropriate 
because the appositive would be necessary to distinguish one Florence from the next:  

  Florence the geologist was very smart, but the other Florence was  
  even smarter.  

 Either with or without commas, we diagram the noun and the appositive in the 
same spot since the subject and the appositive are the same. The appositive goes in 
parentheses.  

    �  

Florence   (geologist) was smart

verya
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 We may use commas with appositives when they come at the end of a sentence 
and don’t interrupt the subject/predicate. This is because these commas are the 
result of the appositive being necessary or unnecessary.  

  example: She went to the University of Texas, a very good school.   

   �  

  

 Sometimes, the appositive has more than one noun. If so, you just stack them 
up. 

  example: The geologists, Flo and Florence, were smart. 

   �  

She went

to
U. of Texas     (school)

the a good

very

geologists

Flo 

and 

Florence

The

were smart
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite each sentence. Add a comma or two because of the appositive; we’ll 
treat all the appositives as unnecessary information. Finally, diagram the 
sentence.  

1. I should tell you about the two women Flo and Florence. 
2. Florence a geologist was very smart.  
3. She had come to Alaska the North Country for adventure.  
4. Flo her friend from Maryland had joined her.  
5. They were both geologists scientists of rock. 
6. The times the 1940s were different than today. 
7. Flo and Florence very bright people could only find secretarial jobs.  
8. They hated their desk work their indoor drudgery.  
9. Then they had an idea a daring plan. 
10.They traveled to Maryland and enrolled in a flight school CPTP Aeronautics. 

your turn: 

 Write three sentences that use appositives.  

 If you like, you could imagine the different vehicles that Flo and 
Florence would have had to use to get from Alaska in the early 1940s, when no 
road connected it to the Lower 48, to Maryland.  
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Lesson 30 

The Colon (:) 

 The colon is, perhaps, the most misused punctuation mark. With a little 
understanding of grammar, though, the colon is easy to understand.  

 In short, the colon says, "Here comes something!" It's exciting! It's like, 
"Surprise! Look!" 

 The only rule is that you must have a complete sentence before using a colon.  
  
 Like the semi-colon, it's an odd punctuation mark that is best used rarely and 
for effect. It's noticeable, so don't use it so much that it becomes distracting to the 
reader.  
  
 Once you have that complete sentence, you can add on a word, a list of words, 
or even a clause.  

1. example with a colon joining to a word: 
  Flo and Florence learned to fly planes: any planes.  

2. example with a colon joining to a list of words: 
  Flo and Florence learned to fly planes: small planes, big planes, 
and even  
  fighter planes.  

3. example with a colon joining to a clause: 
  Flo and Florence learned about planes: they could fly anything. 

Remember, a colon must follow a complete sentence. You may not split an adjective, 
predicate nominative, or a direct object from the verb; also, you may not split up a 
preposition.  

 WRONG: The way Flo could fly was: amazing!       (splitting the adjective from   
               the verb) 

 WRONG: Her favorite thing was: planes.         (splitting the predicate   
               nominative from the verb)         

 WRONG: She really liked: planes.        (splitting the d.o. from the  
                       verb) 
  
 WRONG: She was at home in: the sky.                (splitting up a preposition).  
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 Colons and appositives often function similarly.   

 Here is a sentence with an appositive: 

   The geologist, Flo, was very smart. 

 Here is a similar sentence using a colon instead: 

  I knew a very smart geologist: Flo.  

 In the first sentence, “Flo” is just extra information, almost like an 
afterthought. The next sentence uses a colon, which makes the name “Flo” 
feel a bit set apart, important, and interesting.  

  In both sentences, “Flo” renames the geologist. This similarity is why 
words that  come after colons are often diagrammed as appositives. 

   I knew a very smart geologist: Flo. 

   �  
   

 If the sentence has two or more words after the colon, you stack them up, just 
like you do with multiple appositives. 

  example: I liked these two scientists: Flo and Florence. 

   �  

I knew geologist
a smart

very

(Flo)

I      liked     scientists

    Flo

         and

Florence

these two
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 If the colon is used to join the clauses, however, it is not creating an 
appositive; it serves a different purpose, yet it still says, “Here comes something!” If 
the colon is being used as a conjunction, it is placed between the clauses just like any 
other conjunction. 

 Using a colon to join clauses is the fourth and final way of joining clauses, 
complementing the coordinating conjunction, the subordinating conjunction, and the 
semi colon.  

   example: Flo and Florence learned about planes: they could fly 
anything. 

       �  

 As with any nouns, the nouns that make up the appositive can get adjectives. If 
those adjectives become significantly lengthy, it may be advisable to put the whole 
appositive up on a pedestal. This allows the entire appositive to be tucked neatly into 
one spot.  

  example: Unlike Florence, Flo liked the fast ones: the fighter planes  
        with big engines.  

�  

they could fly anything

learned

about
planes

:

Flo

Florence
and

planes

the fighter with
engines

big
Flo liked

Unlike
Florence

ones

the fast
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writing practice: 

 Write and diagram the following sentences. While you will not be adding 
any punctuation, the use of the colon is so problematic that I think it’s a fine 
idea to practice writing sentences with a colon used correctly. Notice 
especially how every colon is preceded by a complete sentence.  
 If you get stuck trying to figure out the appositive, remember that 
colons also join clauses.  

1. In WWII, the male fighter pilots were overseas: Europe.  
2. New fighter planes off the production line needed delivery by 

someone: women!  
3. Flight schools promoted the Women Airforce Service Pilots: the 

WASPs. 
4. The WASPs delivered the fighter planes from the factories to their 

destinations: shipping ports and military training bases. 
5. It was romantic and prestigious: of 25,000 applications, only 1,073 

women were accepted into the program, and Flo was one of them.   
6. Flo was tempted: in the end, she could not resist, and Florence did 

not blame her.  
7. Florence liked planes, but she only wanted them for one thing: 

transportation. 
8. Once Flo left, Florence fell into a job in Washington D.C.: the U.S. 

Geological Survey.  
9. Both of them had planned on Alaska: wartime disturbed a lot of 

plans.  
10.When the war ended, Florence easily found a job for Flo in D.C., but 

they still wanted that wild and untamed country: Alaska! 

your turn:  

 Write three sentences: each sentence should have a colon in it. Try to 
have a colon leading to all three options: a word, a list, or another sentence.  

 If you like, you could predict how Flo and Florence got back to Alaska. 
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Lesson 31 

Recognizing and Diagramming Infinitive Verbs 

 Infinitive verbs are the root verb with the "to" in front, like "to fly," "to sit," "to 
dig," and "to drift."  
 They are interesting because, while they are the infinitive form of the verb, 
they do not act as verbs. Sort of. Bizarrely, they do act as nouns, adjectives, and 
adverbs, but then also and at the same time, retain some verb-like qualities. You’ll 
see what I mean. 

 Look at the following sentence: She liked planes.  

  The "planes" get liked: they’re a direct object: they’re nouns. If you can 
like it, it    must be a thing: it must be a noun. 

 Now, I’ll change the end of the sentence: She liked to fly. 

  If she can like it, it's a noun; "to fly" functions as a noun!!  

 We diagram the infinitive verb just as if the "to" is a preposition (which it's not 
in this case). We give it a little pedestal to sit on because the whole infinitive verb is 
the direct object. The whole noun has to go in that one little spot, so we make room 
for all of it with the pedestal. 

   example:  She liked to fly.  

   �  

 Sometimes, the infinitive verb gets a direct object. It starts to act like a little 
clause within your larger sentence. That is to say, the infinitive verb acting as a noun 
now also acts like a verb again…at the same time. This creates an infinitive phrase.  

   example:  She liked to fly planes. 

   �  

She liked

to fly 

She liked

to fly planes
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 Those infinitive verbs can not only take direct objects, but also adverbs, 
adjectives, and prepositional phrases, and when this happens, the infinitive phrase 
can get very long and complicated. Even if the sentence gets a bit long, no commas 
are needed unless something is interrupting the subject/predicate.  

   example:  She liked to fly planes in any weather.  

   �  

writing practice:  

 Rewrite the following sentences. As you rewrite, think about how you will 
diagram the  sentence, how it all fits together. Then diagram. 

1. They wanted to leave, but it was hard. 
2. They tried to get real geology jobs in Alaska; they wouldn’t take insulting 

secretarial work again. 
3. While they managed to apply for Alaska jobs, they were always rejected.  
4. They decided to remain positive.  
5. After a few years, though, they needed to take action.  
6. If they did not get good geology jobs in Alaska, they committed to quit.  
7. They resolved to go to Alaska, and they told their boss.  
8. Their boss tried to change the women’s minds, but the women were adamant: 

they weren’t bluffing.  
9. The boss agreed to write letters of recommendation and to look for good jobs 

for them. 
10.The women began to look for a plane, and their boss found them jobs.  

your turn: 

 Write three sentences using infinitive verbs as direct objects. Try to use 
not only the infinitive verb, but also objects, adverbs, adjectives, and 
prepositional phrases! You might want to use some of the same verbs I used for 
the predicate: wanted, tried, needed, decided, managed. 

 If you like, write about what they had to do in order to buy a plane. 

She liked

to fly planes
in weather

any
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Lesson 32 

Infinitive Verbs at the Beginning of Sentences 

 Infinitive verbs can be diagrammed as nouns. We've used them as direct 
objects. 
  
    example: She liked to fly fast planes. 

   �  

 We can also use infinitive verbs anywhere else we may use a noun, like for the 
subject. 

    example: To fly fast planes was her favorite thing.  

   �  

  Notice that there are no commas in the above sentence. This is because  
  you would not put a comma between a subject and the predicate that  
  are right next to each other. It doesn't matter that the subject is now  
  four words long; it doesn't matter if you think you pause between    
  "planes" and "was"; you still don't use a comma.  

We could even make the subject longer, and a comma would still be 
wrong. 

 example: To fly fast planes into the sky and occupy the air with   
                the birds was her favorite thing. 

She liked

to
fly planes

fast

To
fly planes

fast
was thing

her favorite
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  �  
writing practice: 

 I'm going to start a sentence with an infinitive verb. You finish it with a 
“to be” conjugation and a word or two, then diagram. 

 example: To prepare for the trip…. 
   

  To prepare for the trip was exhausting.  

   �  

1. To get a new job … 
2. To locate a good plane … 
3. To determine a route … 
4. To find the time …. 
5. To acquire the money … 

your turn: 

 Write three sentences that start with an infinitive verb followed by a “to 
be” conjugation. You do not need to diagram these, but you could try! 

 If you like, write about the afternoon they leave work in D.C. for the last 
time. 

To

fly planes

fastinto
air
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thewith
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Lesson 33 

Infinitive Verbs Starting Sentences, but with Commas 

 Infinitive verbs can not only function as nouns, but they can also function as 
adverbs or adjectives; it depends on where they are used in the sentence. 
Prepositional phrases also function as adverbs or adjectives, and the way we diagram 
these infinitive verbs looks very similar to diagramming prepositional phrases.  
   

  example: They had worked to make money for the plane. 

   �  
   
   Adverbs answer when, where, how, and why.  

   Why had they worked? The adverb “to save money” answers the  
   question and is an infinitive phrase. 

 In a previous lesson, we moved adverbs around the sentence.  

 Since adverbs can go anywhere in the sentence, these infinitive phrases can go  
anywhere in the sentence too. If they get in front of the subject/predicate, though, 
add a comma, just like you would with any adverb. 
    
   example: To save money, they had worked.  

   �  

  Notice that the two sentences are diagrammed almost exactly the same   
  way: an adverb is an adverb no matter where it goes in the sentence. 

 In an abundance of caution, I want to point out why these sentences that start 
with infinitive verbs use a comma and the why the sentences from the previous 
lesson, that also start with an infinitive verb, do not. In the previous lesson, the 
infinitive phrase was the subject of the sentence; we don’t put commas between the 

They     had worked

to
save     money

they     had worked

To
save     money
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subject and the predicate for no reason. In this lesson, the infinitive phrase is an 
adverb getting in the way of the subject. The two types of sentences may look similar 
on the surface, but they are fundamentally different.  

    
writing practice: 

 In the following sentences, rewrite with the infinitive phrase in front of 
the independent clause. Punctuate as necessary and diagram. 

 example: They went to a local airfield to see a man about a plane.  

  To see a man about a plane, they went to a local airfield.  

  �  

1. They walked onto the runway to see the Cessna 180.  
2. The owner stepped out of his car to introduce himself.  
3. They shook hands to introduce themselves.  
4. Flo and Florence took a close look at it to learn about the plane.  
5. They needed a mechanic to approve the sale.  
6. A mechanic was found to do the work. 
7. They paid him to investigate the plane’s performance and maintenance 

record. 
8. He did his checks and flew the plane to verify its safety. 
9. He was very thorough to guarantee the plane’s dependability.   
10.It just needed some superficial work to be ready for sale.  

     
your turn: 

 Write three sentences with infinitive phrases that function as adverbs at 
the beginning of the sentence.  Then, rewrite the same sentences, but with the 
infinitive phrase at the end of the sentence.  
 If you like, explain what superficial work they might want. I suggest a 
paint job with wolf teeth on the cowling.  

they went

to
airfield

a local

To
see man

aabout
plane
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Lesson 34 

Infinitive Verbs as Adjectives, Adverbs, Nouns, and Chains 
  
                                                                        
            You have already seen how infinitive verbs can function as nouns and as 
adverbs.  
  
            Infinitive phrases can also function as adjectives. 

  example: In Alaska, the runways to land on were lakes and gravel bars. 

�  
  Here, the infinitive verb “to land on” is being used to describe the kind   
  of runway.   

 Also, just like with prepositions, infinitive phrases can be part of long chains. 

        example: They bought special gear like floats to prepare to fly 
       from Maryland on the East Coast to Alaska in the West. 

  �  
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite the following sentences. You have seen how infinitive verbs and 
phrases can move around sentences, sometimes getting a comma, sometimes 
not. These sentences are built using a number of different kinds of infinitive 
phrases. 
  
 As you rewrite, think about how you will diagram the sentence, how it 
all fits together.  Determine which of the infinitive phrases are nouns, which 
are adjectives, and which are adverbs. Then diagram. 

1. First, they finished the paperwork to transfer to Alaska. 
2. Then, they bought the Cessna 180 to make the trip. 
3. This was the best plane to have in Alaska. 
4. To land on the tundra, the Cessna could use giant tires. 
5. It could use floats to land on rivers and lakes.  
6. It could be used to escape very short runways. 
7. It was slow, but if one wanted to arrive safely, it was the plane to 

fly. 
8. To be safe was one of their primary goals.  
9. They pooled their money to buy the plane, and they worked to 

prepare it for the trip. 
10. They wanted to be ready to leave at the start of the summer. 

  

your turn: 

            Write four sentences with infinitive verbs. 
a. In one sentence, make the infinitive verb a direct object. 
b. In another sentence, make the infinitive verb the subject. 
c. In the next, use the infinitive verb as either an adverb or an 

adjective. 
d. Finally, try to write a sentence where you chain at least two 

infinitive verbs together.  
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Lesson 35 

More Weird Nouns: Gerunds 

 Gerunds are when we turn a verb into a noun by adding "-ing."  

 Let's go back a lesson or two:  She liked planes.   

�  

Again, anything that we can like is a thing, and things are nouns. The 
“planes" are nouns. Anything that follows "liked" will be a noun.  

 Previously, I showed that "to fly" acts as a noun: "She liked to fly."   

�  

 We can trade out "to fly" for "flying”: “She liked flying.” 

�  

  In this sentence, "flying" is a gerund. Gerunds are verbs that have been   
  turned to nouns by adding an "-ing." Gerunds are diagrammed diagonally   
  on a step-shaped pedestal to differentiate them from everything else.  

She liked planes

She liked

to fly

She liked

flying
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 Just like with infinitive verbs and prepositions, these gerunds often lead to 
phrases. 

  example: She liked flying fast planes into the sky. 

�  
 Gerunds can go anywhere in the sentence that nouns can go: 
  
  example: Flying fast planes was fun.  

�  

writing practice #1: 

 As you rewrite the following sentences that contain gerunds, start diagramming 
them in your head. Then diagram on paper. 

1. Packing was difficult.  
2. They enjoyed deciding about essential gear. 
3. They imagined surviving an emergency and packed accordingly.  
4. Stuffing everything into a small plane took time. 
5. Eventually, the waiting was over.  
6. It was time for flying! 
7. The blooming of the cherry blossoms in Washington D.C. scented their 

departure.  
8. They were not burdened with regretting anything.  
9. The roaring of their little engine took them north.  
10.While Florence enjoyed the flying and seeing the scenery, Flo enjoyed the 

piloting most.  

She liked

flying planes
fast into

sky
the

Flying planes
fast was fun
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writing practice #2: 

 Not all words that end with “-ing” are gerunds. Some are parts of verbs. 
Some are adjectives. You’ve got to look at the rest of the sentence to figure 
out what’s going on.  

 In a following lesson, yet another word ending with “-ing” will be 
presented. Let’s review what we’ve got so far before introducing a new idea. 
Below, there are a number of sentences that use words that end with "-ing." 
See if you can puzzle out which are which and diagram them correctly! 

1. As they flew north, the world below them was turning more brown.  
2. In a couple of days, they were seeing snowy hilltops .  
3. Blooming blossoms on the trees were replaced by bare branches and 

dormant buds. 
4. They flew up the coast with only minor incidents, like dodging storms, to 

note in their journals.  
5. The crossing into Canada was uneventful.  
6. After presenting their passports to a warm and friendly Mountie, they 

were flying north again.  
7. However, freezing temperatures soon had them in coats and hats.  
8. Flying further north quickly became impossible because of ice on lakes 

and rivers.  
9. More waiting was necessary to let spring catch up with them. 
10.They found themselves in a welcoming little village. 

your turn: 

 Write three sentences that use three different kinds of words that end in 
“-ing.”  
In one sentence, use a gerund. In another, use a verb. In the next, use an 
adjective.  

If you like, describe how Flo and Florence feel about having to wait for 
warmer temperatures before continuing on their trip. 
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Lesson 36 

Adjective Clauses with Relative Pronouns "Who" and "That" 

 Just like there are nouns that are longer than one word, adjectives can be 
longer than one word too. An adjective clause is an entire clause that functions as one 
adjective.  

 Let's start easy and move to more complexity. 

  example: The man was nice.  

�  

 Let's add some more information about the man. I've underlined the adjective 
clause: 

  example: The man who met their plane was nice. 

  Perhaps not all the men were nice. Maybe the man who sold them the   
  plane was rude. That’s a different man. We know which man is being   
  referred to because of the adjective clause.  
    

 If you look at the underlined words, you can see that the "who"    
 functions as a subject, and that the rest of that clause has a verb and a   
 direct object.  

�  

  The whole adjective clause is ONE adjective describing the man. 

  An adjective clause should come immediately after the noun it    
  describes. It's how they work best. Putting the adjective clause    
  elsewhere can create confusion.  

man was nice
The

man

who met plane

was nice
The

their
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 To diagram, it’s probably easiest to look at the examples! 

  If you demand explanation, though, I'll do my best. 

While this looks like you are creating a two independent clauses, and 
that a conjunction is needed, you are not. While you do have two 
clauses, one on them is just an adjective, not an independent clause.  

 The relative pronoun ("who" or "that") is diagrammed as the subject of   
 the adjective clause.  

The relative pronoun ("who" or "that") is connected with a dotted line to 
the noun that the adjective clause describes. You know you've done it 
correctly if the noun being described in the sentence can replace the 
relative pronoun in the adjective clause. For instance, in the adjective 
clause "who met their plane," we can replace "who" with "The man" and 
the meaning is still the same: “The man met their plane.”  

 Adjective clauses can go after any nouns. Sometimes, the word order is 
inverted, putting the direct object “that” in front of its subject. To diagram, we put 
everything back where it belongs. 

  example: The women liked the village that they saw. 

�  

  Here, I've moved the adjective clause to the end of the sentence and   
  used the relative pronoun “that.” After putting the “that” at the end of   
  the clause, I  know I am correct because I can replace “that” with “the   
  village,” and the meaning is the same: “they saw the village.” 

 Adjective clauses can cause comma confusion. For one, they can make the 
subject so long that it seems that a comma must be needed somewhere. This is 
especially true when using a “to be” conjugation as the predicate. 

women liked
The

saw that

the
village
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  example: One thing that the dog disliked was the kids.  

  There is no comma between “disliked” and “was.” To do so would be   
  putting a commas between a subject and a predicate for no reason.  

�  

 Next, commas can be appropriate around adjective clauses, but they are not 
required. Adjective clauses that are necessary information do not need commas. 
Adjective clauses that contain unnecessary information can get commas. This is often 
up to you, but the commas can change the sentence significantly:  

a. The teacher who had left the village was from some city. 

    vs. 

b. The teacher, who had left the village, was from some city. 

In the first sentence without commas, it is understood that there are a 
number of teachers and one of them is being singled out for having left 
the village. The adjective clause is necessary to distinguish him from the 
others. 

In the second sentence with commas, there is only one teacher in the 
world of this story, and the adjective clause is purely extra and 
unnecessary information.  

Either way, the sentences would be diagrammed in the same way. 

thing
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�  
 Also, even though commas are used for unnecessary information, they also can 
serve to set the information aside and highlight it, making it more important. There is 
no one rule about why you should or should not use commas around adjective clauses. 
Now that you can see that they exist, though, you can start playing with how 
sentences turn out differently with the addition or subtraction of the commas. 

writing practice: 

 Rewrite the following sentences. As you rewrite, think about how you will 
diagram the sentence and how it all fits together. Note the adjective clause and 
imagine the sentence without it. Add in commas around the adjective clauses if 
you wish. Diagram. 

1. The man who met them had some news. 
2. His news was about the ice that covered the lakes. 
3. The other pilots who were flying north were still using skis.  
4. The ice that covered the lakes up north was still melting.  
5. At first, the news that he told them was disappointing.  
6. They wanted to explore the country that beckoned them. 
7. Instead, they spent their first night there in the house of a teacher who had 

left.  
8. No one had liked the teacher who had been there.  
9. The teacher had left behind a dog that was very skinny. 
10.That dog that he had abandoned was stuck on a chain and neglected.  

          

your turn: 

 Write five sentences that use an adjective clause that starts with "who" 
or "that." Try to diagram one of your easier sentences to double check that 
you're using the adjective clause correctly.  

 If you like, write about the people they meet in the village, like the 
storekeeper, another teacher, or some kids who visit. 
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Lesson 37 

Adjective Clauses with the Relative Pronouns "Who" and "Whom" 

 The correct use of "who" and "whom" is difficult for many people, and as a 
result, the difference has gone out of fashion. It may be that the difference between 
these two words will disappear in a couple decades. Does it matter? Not all the time. 
Not with all people. Not in all circumstances. Nonetheless, yes, it does matter: having 
the ability to know the difference when you need to is a clear sign of education and 
knowledge. Also, it’s a common question, and you have the skills to understand the 
difference now. 

 First, let me give you the quick trick. Then I’ll explain in more depth why it 
works.  

In short, use “who” if the next word in the sentence is not a noun. Use 
“whom” if the next word is a noun. This pretty much always works.  

 For a longer explanation for why this trick works, continue reading.  

 You use "who" if you are using it as the subject of an adjective clause. The 
“who” is the only word that can be the subject. This is why you will not find another 
noun directly after it.  

  example 1: The man who met their plane was nice.  

�  
   
  example 2: The man whom they met was nice.  

�  
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 You use "whom" if you are using it as the object of an adjective clause. The 
“whom” is followed by the noun “they.” The “they” is the real subject. Any noun 
after the “whom” would be the subject, and the “whom” is bumped back to its 
proper spot at the end of the adjective clause.  
  

 (In example 2, I can double check my work because the relative pronoun   
 “whom” can be replaced by the noun that the adjective clause is describing: 
 “they met the man.”) 

 When trying to decide whether to use “who” or “whom,” you use “whom” for 
all objects, including objects of the preposition, of the adjective clause. In the two 
examples below, I show the two possible positions for the preposition “with.” Either 
pattern is correct, and since both patterns are the same words serving the same 
function, they are both diagrammed the same way. 

 example 1: A woman whom they chatted with told them about the teacher. 
 example 2: A woman with whom they chatted told them about the teacher.  

�  
  

note: It is considered more correct to place the preposition before its noun, such as in 
example #2. This is because all prepositions must be followed by a noun. Example 1 
inverts the correct order and puts the object of the preposition before its preposition. 
This guideline is losing its strength, but if you know they difference between “who” 
and “whom,” you may as well know the correct order of prepositional phrases too. 
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writing practice: 

 Fill in the blank with either a “who” or a “whom,” then diagram the sentence. 
Use the trick!  
  

1. The teacher _____ had left the village was from some city. 
2. One person _____ they chatted with at the store said unpleasant things 

about him.  
3. He was mean to the children _____ entered his class.  
4. He was mean to his dog ____ never left his chain.  
5. The kids with _____ Flo and Florence visited at the playground disliked him. 
6. Some kids, _____ could not do much to the teacher, were mean to his dog 

instead.  
7. The dog hid when the kids ____ he was scared of visited the two women. 
8. The dog _____ was the object of this attention was a big husky.  
9. The women started feeding the dog ____ nobody cared for. 
10.The dog, _____ didn’t trust anyone, was shy at first.  

your turn: 

 Write four sentences. Two of the sentences should use "who" in an 
adjective clause and two should use "whom."  

 If you like, write about the other teachers in the school and how they 
had acted around the mean teacher. 
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Lesson 38 

Adjective Clauses with Relative Adverbs “When,” “Where,” “Why”  

 Not all adjective clauses start with words that are nouns, like "who" or "that." 
Some adjective clauses start with adverbs like “when," "where,” and "why."  

 Since these words are adverbs and are diagrammed as adverbs under the verb, 
this means that the dotted line sometimes has to take a convoluted route to reach 
them.  

  example: The village where they lived for a couple of weeks was 
friendly.  

�  

  example: Still, they looked forward to the time when they could leave 
that place.  

�  
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite the sentence and underline the adjective clause or clauses. 
Diagram the sentence.  
 When diagramming, it does not matter where the adjective clause is 
placed under the independent clause: just bring that dotted line from the noun 
to the relative pronoun of “when," "where,” or "why” somehow or another.  
 These adjective clauses may look like subordinate clauses to you, but 
notice that they are always preceded by a noun and act as an adjective to that 
noun: they are adjectives.  

1. The dog hid during the times when kids came around.  
2. He did not understand the reason why kids teased him. 
3. Because he was scared of the kids, he sometimes was aggressive during 

the incidents when they teased him.  
4. Even when he was safe in his dog house where he could hide, he was so 

sad.  
5. The women felt bad for him, so they brought him in the house where he 

could relax. 
6. Inside, he got a place where he was safe.  
7. He learned about places where he was allowed to use the bathroom and 

places where he was not. 
8. He learned the difference between floors, where he could eat food, and 

tables, where he could not. 
9. Flo and Florence liked this dog, and they began to worry about that 

moment when it was time to leave him behind.  
10.Outside, the sun continued to shine, and the date when they would 

leave drew closer.  

your turn: 

 Write three sentences with adjective clauses. One sentence should use 
"when," one should "where," and the last should use "why." Diagram what you 
can to double check that you've used an adjective clause and not something 
else accidentally.  
 Be especially careful of “when.” Since this can be used as a subordinate 
conjunction, make sure you have a noun before the “when” in these sentences, 
not an entire clause.  

 If you like, you could tell the how the kids view the dog as they walk to 
and from school. Maybe he is as scary to them as they are to him. 
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Lesson 39 

Adjective Clauses with "Which" 

 "Which" is an important word to notice because many people try to start  
sentences with "which." I see errors that look like this: "She dropped the hammer. 
Which was a mistake."   
Of course, if an adjective clause MUST follow a noun, the adjective clause can't start 
a sentence! You can’t start a formally correct sentence with “which”! 

 As with any adjective clause, you can use commas around the clause or not. It 
depends on whether you think the adjective is essential information (don't use 
commas) or just extra information that you didn't really have to include (use 
commas).  

 Whichever you choose, they are diagrammed the same way. The relative 
pronoun, “which” in this case, is connected with a dotted line to the noun that it 
modifies. The noun and the “which” should be interchangeable if you’ve done it 
correctly.  

  example: The day which the women had been fearing arrived.  
     or 
       The day, which the women had been fearing, arrived.  

�  
 As with previous relative pronouns, like “who” and “that,” the “which” can go  
anywhere a noun can go:  

  example: The women made a decision which gave them relief. 

�  
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writing practice: 
 
 I’ve added commas as I saw fit, but they are, I'm afraid, neither wrong 
nor right. It depends on how you want each sentence to sound.  
  
Rewrite, add or subtract commas as you see fit, underline the relative clause, 
and diagram.  

1. The women decided to bring this animal which had won their hearts.  
2. The space which they made for him was very tight, but it was enough.  
3. He squeezed himself into the plane which the women had carefully 

loaded. 
4. They taxied down the runway and lifted into the sky, which welcomed 

them.  
5. The dog, which was me, soared into a new life of adventure! 

your turn: 

 Write a few sentences using “which” to begin a relative clause. 
Remember, you can’t start a sentence with “which.”  

 If you like, write about how uncomfortable the dog was and what he did 
that caused some trouble.  
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Lesson 40 

Noun Clauses 
(“whichever,” “what”, “whatever,” “whoever,” “whenever,” and “wherever”) 

 Noun clauses are entire clauses that sit in the spot of the subject, the direct 
object, or the indirect object. They are ONE little thing, but they are ENTIRE clauses 
fitting into that little spot. They are much like adjective clauses; if you made it past 
those, noun clauses will be fine. 

 Much like adjective clauses can be recognized by the words such as “that,” 
“who,” “where,” and “which” which start them, noun clauses can be recognized by 
their introductory words as well: “what,” “whatever,” “whoever,” “whenever,” 
“wherever,” and “whichever.” 

   example: I took whatever space they offered me. 

    �  
 Noun clauses can also function as subjects. 

   example: Whoever decided to give me a seat on the plane was   
          nice. 

   Notice that there is no comma between “plane” and “was.”   
   While there may be some sort of pause there, or not, that spot is   
   simply the break between the long subject and the predicate.   
   There is never a reason to put a comma between a subject and   
   predicate that are right next to each other.  

   �  
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 Noun clauses can occupy the place of objects of prepositions as well. 

  example: I would have sat in the lap of whoever let me. 

   �  

 If the noun clause has a “wherever” or “whenever,” diagram those words as   
 adverbs. Similarly, you would diagram “whichever” as an adjective. 

  example: Wherever we were going was fine with me.  

   �  
 Finally, I can use a whole clause as a predicate nominative (a noun after a “to   
 be” conjugation). 

  example: My destination was wherever we were going. 

�  
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writing practice #1: 

 Rewrite the following sentences. Notice, especially, that there are no commas 
needed in these sentences. Noun clauses can feel separated from the rest of the 
sentence because they are such large collections of words, but they remain a 
single noun. If you feel like adding a comma before or after a noun clause, fight 
the desire. Finally, diagram the sentences.  

1. Whatever the women wanted was fine with me. 
2. The next few days were a joy of doing whatever I wanted. 
3. Wherever I went was safe from scary kids.  
4. This was what I wanted.  
5. I did what the women did.  

 One complication of noun clauses that start with words like “whenever” is that 
these words can also be subordinate conjunctions. You can only tell the difference by 
understanding the structure of the sentence.  

  example: They fish whenever they are hungry.   
   
   I know that this sentence contains a subordinate clause because 
   there are two clauses, the “whenever” is not part of a noun   
   clause, and I can switch the two clauses: Whenever they are   
   hungry, they fish. 

 Perhaps, this ability of subordinate clauses, some of which use subordinate 
conjunctions like “whenever” and “wherever,” to move to the beginning of sentence 
is the reason that we can do a very odd thing with some noun clauses, which can also 
employ words like “whenever” and “wherever”: we can move them where they really 
don’t belong.  

 For instance, in the sentence “We ate whichever fish got caught that day,” 
there is a clearly a noun clause: “whichever fish got caught that day.” It functions as 
a direct object. It is not a subordinate clause. Nonetheless, it does not sound weird to 
put the direct object first. We add a comma because the direct object is getting in 
the way of the subject/predicate:  

  Whichever fish got caught that day, we ate. 

 It would be bizarre to take a sentence like “We ate fish” and invert it to begin 
with the direct object: “Fish, we ate.” Nonetheless, moving noun clauses makes for 
interesting and correct writing.  
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writing practice #2: 

 In the following sentences, determine if you are dealing with a subordinate 
clause or a noun clause. Next, if you have a noun clause, determine if the noun 
clause should be followed by a comma or not. Either way, add the comma if 
necessary and diagram.  

1. We bought fuel in whatever community we found.  
2. The women sometimes bought meat sugar or coffee from whoever would 

sell it. 
3. Whenever we hit Hudson Bay we turned west.  
4. Wherever we went on the Arctic coast we found military bases: the D.E.W. 

line. 
5. Whoever met our plane was always eager to help us.  
6. Whatever we needed we got.  
7. Whenever we left the plane was the most fun for me.  
8. I did whatever I wanted to do.  
9. Whatever I wanted to do I did.  
10.I was able to explore wherever we were.   

your turn:  

 Write four sentences with noun clauses using either “whichever,” 
“whatever,” “whoever,” “whenever,” or “wherever.” Try not to repeat yourself. 
Do your best to diagram each sentence you write. If you do end up writing a 
subordinate clause by accident, keep it and diagram it anyway to help you start 
seeing the difference between the two more clearly.  

 If you like, you can write about the reaction of the Canadian military 
soldiers in the remote Arctic who discover that a plane has just landed with 
two women and a dog on board.  
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Lesson 41 

Expletives 
(“that,” "if," "whether, " and "whether or not") 

 Some words don't do much in a sentence. They exist, but they don't actually 
have a job grammatically; these are the expletives.  

 Expletives are commonly found at the start of noun clauses. Words like “that,” 
"if,"  
"whether, " and "whether or not" can introduce noun clauses, but they are not strictly 
necessary. 
  
 The use of “that,” especially, looks similar to an adjective clause. In an 
adjective clause, the “that” can be replaced by the noun that the adjective clause is 
modifying. (You could remind yourself how that works with that last sentence, if you 
like, and then figure out how “that” was used in two different ways in this sentence!) 

 When “that” is used as an expletive, though, it has no role. It has nothing that 
it is replacing. We could drop it from the sentence, and the sentence still works.  

  example: I knew that I trusted these women.  

�  
 To diagram expletives, these words are pushed out of the sentence because 
they don't have an explicit job. They float over the sentence, vaguely present, but 
not actually part of anything, much like a 12-year-old boy at a junior-high dance.  

 At the same time, these words must serve some function. They seem to smooth 
the 
potentially rough transition between a verb and a long noun clause. We’ve gotten 
used to them. Many sentences would sound awkward or incorrect without them.  

 Other sentences sound awkward with them. Sometimes, you have found 
yourself writing two "that"s next to each other in a sentence. This is because one of 
them is an unnecessary expletive, and the other is a necessary part of the sentence. I 
suggest you drop the unnecessary one.  

I knew

that
I trusted women

these
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writing practice: 

 An expletive can be tricky to spot. They can look like a number of other 
words, like adjectives or subordinating conjunctions.  

 Rewrite the sentences, thinking about how the sentence would sound if 
the expletive had been dropped, then diagram. In at least one of the following 
sentences, the expletive seems necessary to me, but this is more because of 
what I’m used to hearing than a grammatical necessity.  

1. I had known that the world must have good people in it, and I had found 
mine. 

2. I didn’t know whether or not I deserved them. 
3. The women told me that I was a good dog.  
4. They didn’t question whether they trusted me.  
5. They didn’t wonder if I would stay with them. 
6. I was surprised to find that I had been accepted. 
7. I admit that I thought that that was pretty cool. 
8. Of course, I also thought that stealing a fish from the frying pan was 

fine. 
9. Flo said that I shouldn’t. 
10.She threw a stick at me, but I understood that she did it with love; that 

fish burned my tongue! 

your turn:   

 Try writing three or four sentences using an expletive. You can diagram 
just about anything now, so try to diagram your sentences to make sure that 
you have an expletive. These words can be tricky to use on purpose, but by 
trying to use them, you are better able to notice them. By noticing them, you 
are better able to decide when you want them in your future writing or not.   
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Lesson 42 

 Participles 

For the purposes of this lesson, participles are verbs that end in "-ing" and act 
as adjectives. You’ve seen weirdness like this before: gerunds are verbs that end in "-
ing" and act as nouns.  

Participles make sense if you think of them as parts of an adjective clause. 

example: “The women who were flying the plane often ignored me.” 

If we drop the “who were,” we are left with the participle phrase: 

example: “The women flying the plane often ignored me.” 

The participle is diagrammed diagonally under the noun it is describing. 

�  

Just like with adjective clauses, commas can be used around the participle 
phrases; it depends both on if the information seems necessary and on what you want 
to stress. For instance, by adding commas around the participle phrase in the example 
sentence, the phrase becomes more of an action the women are doing as opposed to 
a description of which women are doing it: 

example: “The women, flying the plane, often ignored me.” 

Most importantly, the participle should be next to the noun it describes. Letting 
the participle stray too far from its noun creates confusion about which noun is 
getting modified, often with unintended and humorous results; these are called 
“dangling participles.”  

The

women

flying 

the

plane

ignored me

often
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For reasons lost to history, dropping “who was” allows us to move the participle 
phrase to the front of the sentence. Put a comma after it because it is now in the way 
of the subject, but it is still the same sentence and is still diagrammed the same way.  

 example: Flying the plane, the women often ignored me.  

             �  

 Be careful moving the participle. Remember that a participle should be placed 
next to the noun it is modifying. Doing otherwise could create a disastrous dangling 
participle. 

  dangling participle example: Flying the plane, I watched the women.  

   Here, by moving the participle next to the “I,” the pilot flying 
   the plane seems to be an observant dog.  

 By placing the participle next to the noun it modifies, the sentence works as 
intended  again. 

  example: I watched the women flying the plane.  

                     �  

   

  

the

women

Flying 

the

plane

ignored me

often

I watched women

the

flying plane
the
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writing practice:  

 Rewrite, but drop the “who was,” “who are,” or “that is” of the adjective 
clause and place the remaining participle phrase at the front of the sentence. Add 
a comma. Diagram.  

1.  example: Dogs who are sitting in the back should not be ignored for too 
long.  

        Sitting in the back, dogs should not be ignored for too long. 

�  
2. Food that is sitting in bags will be discovered. 
3. Socks that are smelling particularly interesting will be chewed.  
4. Things that are moving around are always enticing.  
5. Pilots who are focusing their attention outside may miss important stuff 

inside the plane. 

 In the next sentences, do not move the participle phrase to the front because 
it would probably end up being a dangling participle. Imagine the sentence if you 
did move it, but don’t. Some of the sentences would be more amusing than the 
others! Rewrite as they are and diagram.  

6. The women ignored me as I, panting contentedly, sat in the back. 
7. I sniffed the air flowing from the vents. 
8. I watched the clouds drifting past the window.  
9. I listened to the women talking on their headsets.  
10.I listened as the engine, roaring reassuringly, propelled us along.  

your turn: 

 Just for fun, try to create a dangling participle on purpose. Write two 
sentences: one correct, and one incorrect.  
 You’ll need two nouns in the sentence, a subject and a direct object. 
Start by writing a sentence with a participle describing that direct object. 
Then, if you move the phrase to the front of the sentence, the dangling 
participle will now seem to be describing the subject of the sentence instead 
of the object. The most amusing “mistake” wins. 

dogs should be ignored

not for
long

too

Sitting

in
back

the
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Review: Lessons 29-42 

 While the following sentences incorporate many things from many lessons, 
appositives to participles (lessons 29-42) receive particular attention. 

 We have now reached “u” in the alphabet. All that’s left to cover is “Vv” 
through “Zz.” While these letters are important, you’ve already covered the most 
common concepts and ideas. If you have mastered the previous lessons, the following 
lessons will go quickly for you.  

 One interesting fact discussed in these last few chapters is that not every word 
that ends with an "-ing" is a verb. Adjectives can end with “-ing.” Participles can end 
with "-ing." Gerunds also end with "-ing." It's not so easy to tell them apart at first. 
This is important because the grammar rules are different for verbs, adjectives, and 
nouns. For instance, while I can move adjectives around in the sentence, verbs 
usually follow a noun.  

 Rewrite the following sentences and punctuate as you see fit. Commas, 
especially with participle phrases and adjective clauses, can be used or not, 
depending on how you wish the sentence to sound. You will find that some sentences 
are unclear until you add a comma or two.  

1. Occasionally I would hear an interesting noise.  
2. It was coming from the sides of the Cessna 180 our dependable plane. 
3. The noise murmuring near the floor attracted my attention.  
4. I wanted to find it and the women who were up front were not paying attention 

to me.  
5. The women flying the plane were focused on their work.  
6. I tried digging to find it but space was tight.  
7. Nonetheless, digging is something that I do well. 
8. I needed to know if I could reach the sound.  
9. I was able to get my head down near the floor by wiggling through some gear. 
10.Flo and Florence hearing nothing because of the engine noise stared ahead.  
11.I heard the noise whispering to me.  
12.The plane turning towards a new heading banked.  
13.The noise which had been attracting my attention was closer now.  
14.Then I found what was making that tempting sound: a piece of rubber line that 

ran from the front of the plane to the back.  
15.The sound increasing as the plane turned was too much: I bit. 
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your turn: 

 See if you can write three sentences with three different kinds of words 
that end in “-ing.” Write with a verb, a gerund, and a participle. Extra credit in 
my heart if you can put all three in one sentence! 

 If you like, write about what the women are doing instead of noticing 
the trouble that the dog is getting into in the back of the plane.  
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Lesson 43 

Linking Verbs  

 Going back to our first lesson, you already know that there are two types of 
verbs: action verbs and the “to be” conjugations. To be thorough, we need to expand 
this list a bit. 

 Really, “to be” conjugations are a type of “linking verb.” Linking verbs connect 
adjectives and predicate nominatives to the subject. You know they are linking verbs 
if you can replace the verb with a “to be” conjugation and the sentence still makes 
sense. For instance, “to feel” can be a linking verb. If something follows the linking 
verb, it is diagrammed with a backslash. 

example: “I felt bad” is pretty much the same as “I was bad.” 

             �                                      �  

The complicated part is that “to feel” can also be an action verb: it can take a 
direct object. 

 example: “I felt the cable in my mouth.”  

  �  
Verbs that can take a direct are called “transitive verbs.” These are the action 

verbs. The prefix “trans-“ means “to go across.” A transitive verb goes from one noun 
to another. 

Verbs that cannot take a direct object are called “intransitive verbs.” These 
include the linking verbs, such as “to be.” Any noun you can put after a “to be” 
conjugation just describes or renames that noun that came before it. 

The trouble is that some verbs, depending on how the sentence is written, can 
be either one. The verb “to feel” is an example. 

felt badI badwasI

felt
in the

I cable

my
mouth
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 Knowing that something is a linking verb makes no difference as to how we 
punctuate sentences, but as the sentences we punctuate and diagram start to get 
more complicated, it’s good to realize that some verbs look like actions, but are 
really linking verbs describing something.  

writing practice: 

 Rewrite the following sentences, note whether the verb is transitive or 
intransitive and diagram.  
          
                example: Flo felt something in the steering. 

�  

1. In the back of the plane, I tasted the line. 
2. It tasted gross.  
3. I sniffed it again, but it smelled lifeless. 
4. Something was moving in there, though, so I remained interested.  
5. It felt great to chew this thing! 
6. Suddenly, at the front of the plane, Flo grew nervous. 
7. She became alert. 
8. Something seemed alive in the steering cable.  
9. It acted weird.  
10.She felt a jolt of concern. 

Flo    felt    something
in

the    steering
pedals

trans.
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your turn: 

 Choose a few of the following verbs in the table and write two sentences 
with each verb. One verb should take a direct object, making it “transitive.” 
The other verb, though it looks the same, will be “intransitive” and will not be 
followed by a direct object. 

 If you like, write about what the women do and feel as the plane starts 
to act strangely.  

      some verbs that can act as intransitive/linking verbs or transitive verbs: 

to feel to leave to act

to smell to grow to remain

to taste to get to expand
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Lesson 44 

Diagramming Questions 

 Questions are inverted statements. To diagram, we just put everything is the 
normal order as if we were making a statement. 

   example 1:  Was I bad? 

      is the statement 

      I was bad. 

  Both the question and the statement are diagrammed the same   
 way, other than capitalization, because they are, at root, the same 
thing: 

�  

   example 2:  What was I doing? 

      is the statement 
  
     I was doing what. 

          �  

   example 3:  Why was it moving? 

      is the statement 
  
     It was moving why. 

          �  

I was bad

I was doing what

It was moving
why
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite, turning every question into a statement, then diagram. 

1. What was this tempting thing? 
2. Could I bite through it? 
3. Why did it taste so bad? 
4. How was this so difficult? 
5. Would the women be proud of me? 
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Lesson 45 

Diagramming Dialogue 

 There are five dialogue patterns: 

1. Dialogue last:      Flo said, “Something is wrong.” 
2. Dialogue first:   “What is it?” asked Florence. 
3. More than one sentence: “Give me a minute. Hang on,” Flo said.     
4. Interrupted sentence:  “Can I do anything,” Florence asked, “to                 

        help?” 
5. Just dialogue:   “Shush.” 

  

Diagramming dialogue it is a direct object. 

 example: Flo said something. 

            �  

 Whatever Flo says is a direct object. Her words get “said.” It might be 
“something,” or it might be a long sentence.   

  example: Flo said, “Something is wrong.” 

�  

Flo said something

Flo said

Something is wrong
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 If we turn the dialogue around to create pattern #2 so that it starts the 
sentence, the dialogue still gets “said,” so it is still the direct object. 
 Also, I reversed the subject and the predicate in pattern #2 so that the 
sentence ends with the subject. This is one of the only places where English allows a 
verb to precede the subject. Regardless, the subject remains the subject, even if it is 
the last word in the sentence, and is diagrammed accordingly. Here, the diagram is a 
palindrome of the sentence! 

  example: “What is it?” asked Florence. 

         �   

 Even if the “Flo said” interrupts the dialogue in the middle, the diagram 
remains the same because the essential nature of the sentence has not changed.  

 ` example: “Something,” Flo said, “is wrong.” 

�  

 Lastly, if you use the “just dialogue” pattern, the dialogue is still a direct 
object: that someone said it is obviously implied. To diagram, use parentheses to add 
the implied subject and predicate back into the sentence. 

  example: “Something is wrong.” 

          �  
  

  Flo       asked 

it   is    What

  Flo       said 

Something   is    wrong

 ( Flo       said )

Something   is    wrong
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The commas and capitalization of dialogue can be confusing at first, but the 
underlying rules are easy to understand. There are only two rules.   

Let me present the same five sentences as before and use them to explain the 
rules.  

1. Dialogue last:      Flo said, “Something is wrong.” 
2. Dialogue first:   “What is it?” asked Florence. 
3. More than one sentence: “Give me a minute. Hang on,” Flo said.     
4. Interrupted sentence:  “Can I do anything,” Florence asked, “to 

        help?” 
5. Just dialogue:   “Shush.” 

   
The first rule is that you should always capitalize the beginning     

 of sentences, both yours and of the person speaking.  

 In the pattern #1 above, the word “Something” is capitalized     
  because that is the start of Flo’s sentence.  

 In the second sentence, the word “asked” is not capitalized    
  because that is not the start of a sentence.  The issue of the    
  question mark is discussed shortly.  

 In the fourth sentence, where the “Florence asked” interrupts the   
  sentence, the “to” remains lower case because it is a     
  continuation of the  previous sentence, not the beginning of a new   
  one. 

 Also, the word “I” is always capitalized:  I was chewing on the    
  cable. “Yum,” I said. 

The second rule is just as easy: in short, you always need some sort of    
 punctuation between your sentence and the words of your character.  

 This punctuation is usually a comma. Unlike most other commas    
  taught in these diagramming lessons, this comma does not have to   
  do with interrupting the subject/predicate. Instead, the dialogue    
  commas simply mark where your sentence goes into and comes    
  out of a character’s spoken words: you will never have a quotation   
  mark for dialogue that does not have some sort of punctuation    
  next to it, on one side or the other.  
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 There are other punctuation marks that can be confusing because    
  they look like end punctuation: 

1. “Something is really wrong!” said Flo. 

2.  “We’re going down?” her partner asked.   

3. “I don’t know. But look for a good spot to land,” Flo said. 

 Here, the first sentence ends with an exclamation mark, which   
  causes some people to think that the “said” should be capitalized. 
  This is incorrect because “said” is not the start of anyone’s    
  sentence. In the case of dialogue, the exclamation mark doesn’t   
  end the sentence; it shows how the sentence should be spoken.   
  It’s a direction from the author. The same goes for the question   
  mark. Using it changes how we might read the story: “We’re going 
  down?”  is very different from “We’re going down!”.  

  The period is reserved for ending sentences. It can only go at the   
   end, not in the middle. It has only one job: end punctuation. If   
   the sentence ends with dialogue, the period goes inside the   
   quotation mark: “Heck.”  

  You may have noticed that the sentence "But look for a good spot   
   to land” starts with a coordinating conjunction. This is    
   grammatically incorrect (see lesson 6), but this is how we speak   
   most of the time: we use contractions; we say “gonna” instead of   
   “going to”; we start sentences with coordinating conjunctions.   
   There is nothing particularly wrong with this as long as we can   
   recognize when and how to move over into more formal language   
   when it is appropriate. This does pose a challenge for    
   diagramming, though. Seeing as informal language breaks the   
   rules, there is no correct way to diagram grammatical errors. If   
   you wish to try, do so with a sense of play and imagination.  

  To diagram more than one sentence of dialogue, such as in    
   pattern 3 from the example above, just leave spaces between the 
   sentences in the diagram; nothing connects them, but all the   
   sentences should be stacked in that space for the direct object. 
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite, adding punctuation to the following sentences, then diagram. If you 
have more than one sentence of dialogue, like in #4 and #5, they just float one above 
the other: nothing connects them.  
  

1. Dialogue first:    “This is not good” exclaimed Flo. 
2. Dialogue last:   Florence said “I trust you” 
3. Interrupted sentence:  “I wish” Flo suddenly said more calmly “that I 

had my      aviator helmet from the WASPs” 
4. More than one sentence: “You will land us safely. Are we in for a wild ride”   

    her partner asked 
5. Just dialogue:   “I think so. I’ve got a bad feeling” 

your turn: 

 Write your own five-sentence story using all five dialogue patterns. Pay 
attention to capitalization and punctuation around the quotation marks.  
  
 If you like, write the dialogue that they would be saying to the dog if 
they knew what he was doing back there.  
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Lesson 46 
Further Explorations of “Which”: 

The Sentence Appositive 

 In the previous lesson on “which,” I showed how the word begins adjective 
clauses. In that lesson, I said that “which” must come after a noun: 

  example 1: I continued gnawing on the cable, which I was managing to   
    chew through a strand at a time. 

       Here, “which I was managing to chew through”    
       describes the cable. You saw this use of “which” in  
       lesson 39. 

  

 Sometimes, though, the noun is not so obvious.  

  example 2: Flo pressed the steering pedals to try to get a feel for the  
           problem, which was an unwitting mistake.  

       Here, “which was an unwitting mistake” does not describe the 
       “problem”: it describes the whole previous clause! Flo paddling 
       the steering cables is the unwitting mistake.  

 Technically, not having a noun precede the “which” is an error.  Often, in less 10

formal writing, this noun is dropped. To be formally correct, though, the word 
“which” needs to have a noun precede it. The previous sentence could be written 
correctly by adding that missing noun: “an action.” 

  example 3: Flo pressed the steering pedals to try to get a feel for the  
          problem, an action which was an unwitting mistake.  

 The comma is there because the entire phrase associated with “which” is an 
appositive: a sentence appositive . While in general we use commas around 11

appositives if the information is unnecessary, for some reason, the comma is pretty 
standard when a sentence ends with a sentence appositive. 

 Some grammarians disagree. They see example #2 as perfectly fine. Personally, I like the consistency 10

of seeing “which” connect to a noun that it modifies. 

 For a review of appositives, see lesson 29. 11
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 Previously, we diagrammed adjective clauses with “which” under the noun they 
renamed. 

  example: The line which I was chewing, the steering cable, was tough. 

   �  

 Now, though, the sentence appositive with “which” literally refers to the entire 
sentence! There is nowhere in the sentence where we can refer to the whole 
sentence: we have to diagram this appositive off to the side. 

 example: Flo pressed the steering pedals to try to get a feel for the problem,   
      an action which was an unwitting mistake. 

  �  

The

line

whichI was chewing

the steering

(cable) was tough

Flo pressed pedals
steeringtheto try

to get
a 

feel 
for

the

an
action

which was
an unwitting

mistake
problem
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite the following sentences, adding in the missing noun in front of the 
“which.” You choose the noun that makes the most sense to you; I’ll write one that 
makes sense to me. Finally, diagram the sentence. Have fun solving the puzzles! 

1. Flo first pressed the pedal on the undamaged side, which caused us no 
problems.  

2. When Flo pushed the pedal on my side, the extra tension was too much, which 
strained the cable’s last strands.  

3. I had already achieved a significant amount of damage to that cable, which I 
was proud of.  

4. The cable suddenly parted in my mouth, which gave me a huge sense of 
satisfaction. 

5. The cable also cut my mouth, which I didn’t feel until later.  
6. My satisfaction was brief, which I deserved.  
7. The plane started making a tight spiral, which I hadn’t foreseen when I gnawed 

that cable. 
8. The plane was spinning down like a leaf in autumn, which was not good.  
9. I crouched down on the gear with spread legs, which did not help much, as I 

was pressed, yelping, to the side of the plane. 
10.Florence glanced back, which showed she cared about me. 

your turn: 

 Write three sentences using “which” to create a sentence appositive. Be 
careful that you don’t accidentally drift into simply writing an adjective clause that 
starts with “which.”  

 If you like, write about what someone would have seen from the ground if 
they’d looked up as this plane was coming down, looking like it was going to crash.  
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Lesson 47 

Further Explorations of Multi-Word Verbs 

 Some verbs just come in pairs. Verbs like “to hang on” look like they might be a 
verb (“to hang”) followed by a preposition (“on”). Maybe, at some point in the history 
of English, they were seen as two different things. Over time, though, those words 
have become an idiomatic expression. That is to say, the combination of those words 
has a specific and understood meaning, regardless of what the words may mean 
separated from each other. They go together as one verb. 
 When you find yourself with a sentence that looks like you have two 
prepositions next to each other, you probably have a multi-word verb. 

 example: Florence hung on to whatever she could grab. 

�  

  
writing practice: 

 Rewrite and diagram.  

1. Florence wanted to pass out. 
2. She wondered if anyone would find out about the crash.  
3. She had loved flying from the first time when she had taken off from a runway. 
4. The plane had had an open cockpit, and she had whipped off her hat so that 

her hair had danced around her face.  
5. She remembered how she had zipped up her jacket to stay warm.  

your turn: 

 Try to think of another multi-word verb and use it in a sentence. Multi-word 
verbs that end with “out” or “up” seem to be prevalent.  

Florence hung on

to she could grab whatever
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Lesson 48 

Interjections  

 Previously, we looked at expletives like “that” and “if” that often seem pretty 
useful. Some expletives are entirely disposable, though. These are the interjections.  
  
 In general, these disposable expletives are informal and do not belong in 
formal writing. People do use expletives, though. Swear words are, perhaps, the most 
common interjection, from the gentle “heck” to the more disgraceful “@#%*.” 

 They are purely informal and should not be used in formal writing.  

  example: Florence thought to herself, “Heck, this isn’t a bad way 
to go.” 

�  

  
 The "Heck" does nothing in the sentence. As a result, it is attached 
loosely to the 
  sentence like a balloon, hanging jovially and brightly above the 
sentence, but  
 not doing anything. 

 There is a comma in the sentence perhaps because the expletive is 
getting in the  way of the subject/predicate, or perhaps because the 
expletive doesn’t  
 really belong no matter where one tried to put it into the sentence. 
Regardless  
 of the reason, use a comma when using an interjection.  

Florence thought
to herself

this is
badnot

way
to go

Heck

a
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite, and as you do, imagine how you will diagram each sentence.  

1. Well, Florence thought she was going to die, but Florence was having a 
good time.  

2. “Holy cow, this is better than that tailspin in a P59!” she yelled as the 
plane pirouetted. 

3. Trying to remain calm, Florence cried out, “Jeez Louise, can you save 
us?” 

4. “Working on it! Whoop!” 
5. “Oh goodness,” Florence muttered.  

your turn: 
  
 Of course, swear words can also be adjectives, nouns, or verbs, but you 
can pursue this line of exploration on your own. It might be amusing, if you are 
the sort of person that finds this amusing, to try to use the same swear word 
many times in the same sentence, but as different parts of speech. There are 
only eight parts of speech! How many parts of speech can you represent with 
the same swear word? (Maybe this would be a good exercise to do in your head 
where it wouldn’t leave a written record….) 

 If you like, you could have Florence decide to give Flo some profanity-
laden advice about getting the plane under control more quickly.  
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Lesson 49 

Diagramming Orders: the Invisible Imperative  

 When someone tells someone else to do something, they use an order, also 
called an imperative. They might say, "Go!" or "Stop it!"  
 Orders don't look like complete sentences, but that's just because they are 
missing the subject: "you." 
 If an order is given to someone, it is obvious that the talker must be talking to 
that person. As a result, the subject "you" can be dropped: it is implied anyway. 
 That being said, "you" is rarely (dare I say "never"?) allowed in formal writing. 
While it is interesting to see how an imperative is diagrammed, realize that you 
should generally not use these in formal writing. In dialogue, however, “you” is used 
all the time! 

 To diagram an order, just add the "you" back in. Put it in parentheses to show 
that, while it is implied, it's not actually there. Start! 
    

    �  

writing practice: 

 Rewrite as you decide how you will diagram the sentence. Because dialogue is 
often informal, some imagination may be required to try to capture how you would 
diagram the sentence accurately. I’m not sure there is only one correct answer. Have 
fun! 

1. Flo yelled, “Yahoo! Buckle up!” 
2. “Be quiet,” Florence responded, “and fly this plane!” 
3. “I am! Oh, I am! Come on, baby!” she said. 
4. “I mean land this plane!” Florence said.  
5. “I’m on it. Sit back and enjoy the ride,” Flo replied happily, watching the 

spinning world around her.  

  
your turn: 

 Write a sentence with an imperative.  

 If you like, imagine what the dog wants to tell Flo.  

(You) Start
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Lesson 50 

The Oxford Comma 

 I have been careful to explain why commas exist in sentences: generally, they 
exist to show how the subject and predicate has been interrupted. In the case of the 
appositive or adjective clause, they set apart unnecessary information. In other cases, 
they separate items in a list of three or more. I have been careful to show that “and” 
is a conjunction, and that the comma is a punctuation mark, and that the two are 
completely different.  

 The English language does not make things so simple, though.  
  
 In a list, I can replace the “and” with a comma. 

  example: Flo was doing a difficult, complex task.  
     
    In this case, the comma has replaced the “and”; the 
comma is  
    functioning as a conjunction!  
    This does NOT mean you can join clauses with commas.  
    The comma ONLY works as a conjunction in lists.  

�  

 This is super annoying: this seems to show that commas and conjunctions can 
be the same thing, a concept which in every other use is not the case.  

 The problem arises when I write three or more things in a list: if I had three 
things in a list, I would need commas anyway. 

  example: Flo was doing a difficult, complex, and engrossing task. 

 If the comma is acting as a conjunction, why use both a comma and a 
conjunction between “complex” and “engrossing”? Shouldn’t one or the other be 
enough? 

Flo was doing task

difficult

complex

a
,
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 Following this logic, the British tend to drop the last comma. The Americans 
tend to keep that last comma, called the “Oxford comma,” because commas don’t 
act as conjunctions in any other setting. Neither is actually right or wrong. If you’re 
American, though, that last comma should feel correct, satisfying, and patriotic.  

  
writing practice: 
  
 Rewrite the following sentences, drop the “and”s, add commas instead, and 
diagram. 

1. Flo’s light and professional touch on the steering pedals was expert.  
2. With the broken cable on one side, she applied gentle and steady pressure to 

the other. 
3. For Florence, the slow and frustrating results were disheartening. 
4. Nonetheless, while it was difficult to notice at first, the plane’s narrow and 

constricted spirals became wider and wider.  
5. Then, in a moment Florence later described as upliftingly magical, Flo steered 

the plane out of its uncontrolled and unrestrained spiral.  
6. Florence’s relief was unboundedly expansive as the plane flew into a controlled 

and coordinated turn in the other direction.  
7. Looking down, Flo found a gentle and meandering spot in the river. 
8. Trying to time the dangerous and uncertain landing just right, Flo seemed 

nervous for the first time. 
9. Flo concentrated as we flew, widely circling, towards the safe and unyielding 

earth. 
10.We touched down on the river gently, but we were headed directly for a dark 

and menacing cut bank. 
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Lesson 51 

Let’s Confuse Things With the Objective Complement 

 As we reach the end of this endeavor, I want to introduce something totally 
new. Up until now, every sentence diagram could only have a maximum of three 
spaces on the base line that could be expanded and compounded, but remained, at 
their essence, only three spaces: 

             �       or    �  

 There is one other possibility. It is not so common that it needed to be 
addressed earlier and confuse things, but it is common enough that you will use it 
when writing sentences, and you will stumble if you notice it while trying to diagram 
an interesting sentence: 

�  
   
  example: Flo felt something weird: it was trust. 

   �  

This fourth slot is for an adjective that describes the direct object in a unique way; 
it’s the “something” that is weird, but it’s not a “weird something.” It’s almost like a 
truncated adjective clause.  

subject       predicate      adj. or noun subject predicate noun

subject predicate direct object adj. or noun

Florence    felt    something     weird

it was trust

:
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 Like with adjective clauses, the objective complement can come with an 
expletive: “as.” Sometimes, the “as” is included; sometimes, it’s not.  

  example: In her mind, Florence nominated Flo as President. 

�  

writing practice: 

1. Florence had deemed our fate as certain.  
2. She had believed herself dead.  
3. Now, she considered Flo’s skill miraculous. 
4. Florence judged us lucky, but we weren’t safe yet.  
5. She found herself wondering how Flo would get us out of this one. 

your turn: 

 This objective complement pattern is common, but only with certain verbs. 
Choose one or two of the verbs I used in the diagram practice above and create your 
own sentence.  
   
 If you like, add to my descriptions of how Florence feels about surviving what 
had seemed to be a certain plane crash.  

Florence     nominated      Flo          President

as

In
mind

her
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Lesson 52 

More Participles! 
The Nominative Absolute 

 The name “nominative absolute” is not something you need to remember, but 
the concept will be helpful. You probably write sentences using these with some 
frequency; now you’ll be able to know that you’re writing them correctly.  
 Previously, in lesson 42, I introduced participles that ended with “-ing.” 
Remember, participles are verbs that act like adjectives. For instance, the following 
example sentence contains the participle phrase “Landing the plane.” It’s a 
description of Flo, almost like an adjective clause.  

  example: Landing the plane, Flo was not safe yet. 

 The nominative absolute also contains a participle, but not all participles have 
to end in  
 “-ing.”   

  example: The first crash averted, Flo had to also avoid crashing into the 
river  
       bank. 

   In this sentence, the word “averted” describes the crash. You 
could  
   imagine adding a “was” to turn that phrase into a clause: 

    The first crash was averted, but Flo had to also avoid 
crashing in  
    the river bank. 
    
  That is not the sentence we have, though. In our sentence, “averted” 
describes 
  the crash: “averted” is a participle, and we diagram it just like the ones 
that 
  end with “-ing.” 

     �  

crash

firstThe averted
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 The nominative absolutes can go in front of the sentence or behind it. 

  example: Florence watched as the bank approached, her hands clenched 
    together. 

�  
 The nominative absolute, usually made up a noun and a participle, is a lot like 
the sentence appositives (the ones with “which” at the beginning) of a few lessons 
ago. They describe or comment on the entire sentence that follows or precedes it. 
They do not describe a piece of the sentence: they describe the whole sentence, so 
they have to be diagrammed off to the side. Diagram the nominative absolutes to the 
left if they come first in the sentence; diagram them to the right if they come at the 
end.  

  example: Her hands steady, Flo adjusted the throttle. 

�  
  
 Like the sentence appositives with “which,” pretty much anywhere these 
nominative absolutes go in a sentence, they get a comma.  

Florence watched   hands

her
clenched

together

the

bank    approached

as

Flohands

Her steady

adjusted throttle
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writing practice: 

 Rewrite the following sentences, adding punctuation as necessary. You will find 
that the sentences are unclear without the commas to guide you.  

1. My tail tucked firmly between my legs I tried to climb into Florence’s lap, but 
she pushed me back.  

2. Flo adjusted the throttle her brow knitted in concentration. 
3.  She pushed the working steering pedal to the floor her head looking over her 

shoulder at the beach. 
4. Slowing in the water the plane turned its nose swinging towards the river’s 

sandy shore. 
5. The plane turned away from the cut bank its floats heading for the beach.  
6. Florence gasped in surprise and joy her hands rising to her face. 
7. Their inertia barely diminished the floats hit the beach. 
8. Its momentum suddenly slowed the plane tipped its tail into the air. 
9. The propeller hit the dirt its fine engineering warped by the impact.  
10.The propeller ruined the plane came to a halt and the tail fell to the ground. 

your turn: 

 Try to write two sentences with a nominative absolute in each. Write to write 
one nominative absolute at the beginning of the sentence; write the other at the end. 
Don’t forget the commas.  
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Conclusion 

diagram practice: 
  
 Diagram the following story in your head as you read. I don’t think there is too 
much here that should pose a challenge.  

 Once we had slept, dug the trench, flooded it, and got the plane 
off the beach, we packed up our gear, jumped in, and pushed off. I 
found my spot in the back of the plane, curled up, and let the river 
flow.  
 The women figured out how to use the tent fly as an underwater 
sail to point us in the right direction, and everything was pleasant. They 
had moments where they’d paddle madly to try to avoid sweepers or to 
set the plane up for rounding a bend, but most of their time was 
relaxed. The river was getting wider. We stayed in the middle, mostly.  
 Each woman had her own float. Flo unrolled a ground mat on 
hers, leaned back against one of the braces, and cast her fishing line 
into the river. Florence preferred to watch from her seat in the plane or 
read a book. Sometimes, like me, she napped.  
 We fell asleep and woke to the sound of the splash of the lure 
and the reel whirring it back. Sometimes, the women talked about how 
they’d ended up here, and I learned their stories. 
 We were fine. If we stayed on the river, we’d hit a village or a 
town eventually. There would be a moment, somewhere in our future, 
when someone would find us, or we’d find them, and there’d be some 
excitement over our bent propeller, our crash landing, and our escape 
from the beach. For the moment, though, it was just us and the river.  
 This moment was important to enjoy because I was not looking 
forward to the women figuring out what had happened to their steering 
cable!  
  Later, they’d order a new propeller and steering cable sent in 
from somewhere; I’d be in trouble; we’d continue our trip. The future 
was ahead, though. 
 This moment, I was content with the sound of the fishing line. We 
had a flowing river. We had a setting sun. We had each other. That was 
enough. 
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Answer Key 
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Lesson 1 
key: 
“n” = noun 
“v” = verb 

1. 
n     v 
It poured.  

�  
2. 
      n            v 
Florence slept. 

�  
3.  
  n     v 
Flo slept. 

�  
4.  
    n            v 
Clouds shifted. 

�  
5. 
    n          v 
Stars appeared.  

�  

It poured

Florence slept

Flo slept

Clouds shifted

Stars appeared

6. 
   n        v 
They were.  

�  

7.  
   n    v 
We were. 

�  
8. 
   n     v 
She was. 

�  

9. 
n   v 
It was. 

�  
10.  
n  v 
I am. 

�  

They were

We were

She was

It was

I am
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Lesson 2 

key: 
“adj”= adjective 
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1. 
adj   adj      n           v 
The two women slept.  

�  
2. 
   n        v       adj 
They were asleep.  

�  
3.  
 adj     n        v       adj 
Their tent was damp.  

�  
4.  
  adj         n              v 
Black shadows dripped.  

�  

9.  
adj   adj            n          v 
The wing’s shadow grew. 

�

women slept

The two

They were asleep

tent was damp

The

shadows dripped

Black

shadow grew

The wing's

5. 
 adj    n       v 
Flo’s shoulders shivered.  

�  
6. 
adj adj    n       v 
A full moon rose.  

�  

7. 
n    v     adj 
It was bright. 

�  
8. 
adj  adj     n       v     adj 
A cool breeze was gentle.  

�  

10. 
adj     n        v          adj 
The future was uncertain. 

�

shoulders shivered

Flo's

moon rose

A full

It was bright

breeze was gentle

A cool

future was uncertain

The
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Lesson 3 

    

                                     n  v   adj 
1. It’s bright. = It is bright. 

�  

             adj     n      v   
adj   
2. The moon’s full. =  The moon is 

full.  

�  

       adj   adj     n       
3. The dark plane’s still. = The dark 

plane 
       v   adj 
       is still.  

�  

It is bright

moon is

The

full

plane is still

The dark

   n      v     adj 
4. We’re chilly. = We are chilly. 

�  
                    n        v        adj 
5. We’ll be okay. = We will be okay.  

�  

We are chilly

We will be okay
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Lesson 4 
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1. 
      n            v         adj    n 
Florence opened her eyes.  

�  
2.  
n   v     n 
I saw her. 

�  
3.  
  n     v        adj          n 
She has beautiful eyes.  

�  
4. 
n     v        adj   n 
I wagged my tail. 

�  
5. 
 n     v       n 
She saw me.  

�  

Florence opened eyes

her

I saw her

She has eyes

beautiful

I wagged tail

my

She saw me

6. 
n       v               n 
I approached her. 

�  

7. 
n     v       adj        adj              n 
I sniffed her outstretched hand.  

�  
8. 
 n          v           adj   n 
She scratched my ears.  

�  

9. 
adj      n          v        adj   n 
Her hands cupped my face.  

�  
10. 
  n       v       adj    n 
She kissed my nose.  

�  

I approached her

I sniffed hand

her outstretched

She scratched ears

my

hands

Her

cupped face

my

She kissed nose

my
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Lesson 5 

1. 
     n           v    adj    n 
Florence was a pilot.  

�  
2.  
  n    v         adj        n 
Flo was another pilot.  

�  
3.  
  n         v       adj       n 
They were smart people.  

�  
4.  
    n       v          n 
They were scientists.  

�  

5.  
  adj     n       v         adj  n 
Their jobs were interesting ones.  

�

Florence was pilot

a

Flo was pilot

another

They were people

smart

They were scientists

jobs were ones

interestingTheir

6. 
  n        v           n 
They were geologists.  

�  

7.  
  adj      n        v   adj        n 
Their plane was a Cessna 180. 

�  
8. 
n  v     adj   adj   adj     n 
It was the best little plane.  

�  
9.  
  adj     n         v   adj   n 
Their plane was a wreck.  

�  
10. 
n    v   adj   n 
It was a mess.  

�

They were geologists

plane was Cessna 180

Their a

It was plane

the best little

Their

plane was wreck

a

It was mess

a
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Review Lessons 1-5 
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1. 
 n        v 
Flo stretched.  

�  

2.  
 n        v 
She groaned.  

�  

3.  
  n      v     adj 
She was cold.  

�  

4.  
     n              v      adj  adj     n 
Florence started a camp stove.  

�  

5.  
 n       v          n 
She made coffee.  

�  

11.  
      n           v       adj   adj   n 

Flo stretched

She groaned

She was cold

Florence started stove

a camp

She made coffee

6.  
adj    n           v  adj   adj      n 
The coffee was a strong brew.  

�  

7. 
  n        v        n 
The needed it.  

�  

8.  
       n            v      adj     n  
Florence sipped the coffee.  

�  
9.  
  n      v         adj    adj     n 
Flo added some cold water. 

�  

10. 
  n       v        n 
She gulped it.  

�  

16.  
n    v        adj 

coffee

The

was brew

a strong

They needed it

Florence sipped coffee

the

Flo added water

coldsome

She gulped it
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Lesson 6 

“cc” = coordinating conjunction 
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1.   
adj    n        v       cc        v 
The bear stood and growled.    
   

�  

2.  
    n            cc    n    v 
Florence and Flo stood.  

�  

3. 
   n       v         cc       v 
They waved and yelled.  

�  

7.  
n   v        adj      cc     adj 
I was worried and angry.  

bear
The

stood

growled
and

Florence

Flo
and stood

They
waved

yelled
and

4. 
 adj    n       v          cc       v 
The bear sniffed and growled.  

�  

5.  
adj       n        cc   n    v         n 
The women and I made noise.  

�  

6.  
     n            v       adj   n     cc      n 
Florence found the gun and bullets.  

�  

10. 
     n             v            v          cc     v 
Florence loaded, aimed, and fired.  

The

bear
sniffed

growled
and

and

women

I
made noiseThe

andFlorence found

gun

bullets

the
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Lesson 7 
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1.a 
adj     n              v           cc    n        v 
The women pointed, and they talked.  

�  

1.b 
   n     v      cc     n       v 
They sat, and they talked.  

�  

1c 
adj       n           v         cc  n    v 
The women talked, but I slept.  

�  

2.b 
adj      adj        n        v       adj  cc   n  

women pointed

The
and

they talked

They sat

and

they talked

women talked

The
but

I slept

1.d 
adj   n       v      cc  n     v 
The sun rose, but I napped.  

�  

2.a 
adj       n             v                cc   adj   n     
v        
The clouds disappeared, and the sun was  
   adj 
bright.  

�  

3.a 

sun rose

The
but

I napped

clouds disappeared

The
and

sun

the

was bright
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Lesson 8 
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1. 
      n               v      adj   adj     n      cc       
v  
Florence grabbed a fishing pole and 
attached 
adj   n 
 a lure.  

�  

2. 
 n       v        adj  adj    n    cc     v   adj    
n 
Flo attached a red lure and cast the line.  

�  

3. 
adj    n     v   adj     n          v     adj   n        
cc              
The lure hit the water, made a splash, 
and  
   v    adj 
was gone.  

�  

andFlo

grabbed pole

a fishing
attached lure

a

andFlo

attached lure

a red
cast line

the

and
lure

hit water
the

made splash
a

was gone
The

4.  
 n       v    adj    n     cc        v          adj   
n 
Flo spun the reel and retrieved the lure.  

�  

5. 
  n       v    adj  adj    n        v    adj   n      
cc  
She chose a calm spot, cast the lure, and  
        v      adj  n 
attracted a pike.  

�  

6. 
 n      v     adj    n     cc   v           n 
She saw the pike and told Florence.  

�  

andFlo

spun reel 
the

retrieved lure

the

and
 She

chose
a

cast lure
the

attracted

calm

pike
a

spot

andShe
saw pike 

the
told Florence
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Lesson 9 
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Lesson 10 

1. 
  n    cc  n    v       adj       n 
Flo and I drank some water. 

�  

2. 
 n      v          n          cc    n 
Flo liked Florence and me.  

�  

3. 
 n     cc   n    v       n 
She and I were friends. 

�  

4. 
  n      cc   n   v         n 
They and I were friends.  

�

and

Florence

I
drank water

some

andFlo liked
Florence

me

and

She

I
were friends

and

They

I
were friends

5.  
adj      n        v        n   cc    n 
My friends were Flo and her (or “she”!) 
      -see note for explanation 

�  

6.  
n     v         cc    n    cc          n            v 
I napped, but she and Florence talked.  

�

andfriends were
Flo

she/herMy

and

I napped

but
she

Florence
talked
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key:   “sc” =  subordinate conjunction 
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1. 
   sc     n   v   adj  n    n    cc        n 
While I took a nap, Flo and Florence  
        v             adj     n 
approached the plane.  

�  

2. 
  sc          n            v    adj   adj    n       n               
Once Florence held the back end, Flo  
      v        adj   adj     n 
grabbed the front end.  

�  

5.  
  sc      n      v          adj    n          v       
adj 
When it crashed, the plane created a  

Florence

Flo

and approached plane

the

While

I took nap

a

Flo grabbed end

the front

Once

Florence held end

the back

3. 
sc  adj    adj       v      n    n        v        
adj    n 
As the other pulled it, one pushed the 
float. 

�  

4. 
  sc     adj     n       v      adj      n         v         
cc 
Since the plane was stuck, they pushed 
and 
      v 
 shoved. 

�  

one pushed float

the

As

other pulled it

the

Since

plane stuck

they

pushed

shoved

and

the

was
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Lesson 11 
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1. 
  sc      adj      n              v         adj  adj     
n    n 
While the women searched the gear pile, 
I  
   v  adj   n 
took a nap.  

�  

2. 
  sc            n            v       adj     n        
and  n     n 
When Florence found the hatchet and ax, 
Flo 
       v 
 cheered.  

�  

3.  
  sc      n      v      adj    n            n              
v 
Once Flo found the rope, Florence 
cheered.  

�  

I took nap

While

women searched pile
the gearthe

Flo cheered

When

Florence found

hatchet

the
and

ax

Florence cheered

Once

Flo found rope
the

4.  
    sc          n          v         n    v 
Because they cheered, I awoke. 

�  

5.  
sc      n            v   adj   n    n       v      adj    
n 
As Florence tied a knot, Flo found my 
harness  
 adj    v        n 
and called me.  

�  

9.  

I awoke

Because

they cheered

found

my
and

called

Flo

harness

me

As

Florence tied knot
a
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Lesson 12 

(I added my own two-words clauses as examples.) 
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2. 
  n       v           sc           n             v     
adj      n 
Flo cheered when Florence found the 
hatchet 
  cc   n    cc   n    v 
 and ax, and I snored.  

�  

3.  
        n              v       sc      n      v      adj    
n             
Florence cheered once Flo found the 
rope,  
  cc  n       v 
 so Flo smiled.  

�  

7. 
     n        v      cc     n         v           n  

noun verb

"coco"

Flo cheered

when

Florence found

hatchet

the
and

ax

noun verb

"coco"

Florence cheered

once

Flo found rope

the

4.  
n     v          sc          n          v         cc  n   
I awoke because they cheered, and I  
      v 
grumbled.  

�  

5.  
n       v      adj      n        sc      n            v   
adj 
Flo found my harness as Florence tied a 
    n     cc      v       n     cc n   v 
 knot and called me, so I went.  

�  

9.   
 n       v      cc   adj     n        v        adj 
We tried, but the plane was immobile 
       sc             adj     n         cc   n    v       
adj 

noun verb

"coco"

I awoke

they cheered

because

noun verb

"coco"

found

my
and

called

Flo

harness

me
as

Florence tied knot
a
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Lesson 13 
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1. 
adj       n           v           sc          n      v   
adj  adj 
The women talked because they had a 
new  
  n       cc  n     v           n 
plan, and I trusted them.  

�  

2.  
    sc        n     v     adj  n    n   v      adj           
cc  
Because I missed a part, I was confused, 
but 
    n    v      adj 
 that was okay.  

�  

The

women talked

because

they had plan

a new

and

I trusted them

I was confused

Because

I missed part

a

but

that was okay

3.  
  n         v        adj   adj     n       cc    n          
v 
They walked the river bank, and they 
fetched  
   n       cc   n      sc       n      v   adj adj   
n 
sticks and logs until they had a big pile. 

�  

4.  
   sc    n   v       n                 n            v       
adj  n 
Since it was evening, Florence started a 
fire,  
 cc    n       v          adj       adj              n 
and Flo brought the refrigerated pike.  

�  

They walked bank

the river
and

they fetched and

sticks

logs
until

they had pile

a big

Florence started fire

a
Since

it was evening
and

Flo brought fish

the refrigerated
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Lesson 14 
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1. 
n   v          adj     n        sc    n  v     adj 
I sniffed their work when I was done  
    sc       n   v      adj 
because I was curious. 

�  

2.  
n    v             n          sc     n      v       adj   
adj 
I learned nothing when I smelled the 
wide  
    n         cc    n      v       adj       n            
sc    adj 
boards, but they had some purpose since 
the  
    n            v       n 
women made them.  

�

I sniffed work

their

becausewhen

they were done I was curious

I learned nothing

when

I smelled boards

the wide
but

they had purpose

some
since

women

the

made them

3.  
       sc            n     v             n         n     
v 
Even though I learned nothing, I 
guarded 
   n          sc        n    cc        n            
v  
them because Flo and Florence made  
   n 
them.  

�  

4. 
sc  adj   n     v      cc      v         n          
adj 
As the sun rose and gave warmth, the  
      n         v        cc     sc      n         v            
women woke, and since they were  
  adj         n           v          adj       adj         
adj 
rested, they continued the mysterious 
log  
     n 
project.  

�

I

becauseEven though

guarded them

I learned nothing and

Flo

Florence
made them

they continued

the
since

they were rested

women

the

woke

As

sun

the

rose

project

mysterious

and
gave warmth

and
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Lesson 16 
adv = adverb 
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1. 
n   v      adv 
I woke late. 

�  

2. 
n  v   adv   adj 
I was so hungry.  

�  

3. 
n    v           adv 
I sniffed eagerly. 

�  

4.  
      n           v     adv   adj 
Breakfast was very late. 

�  

9. 
n   v       adv 

I woke

late

I was hungry

so

I sniffed

eagerly

Breakfast was late
very

5.  
adj      n           v      adv    adj 
The women were not focused.  

�  

6.  
   n       v          adj          adv 
They were distracted today. 

�  

7. 
n    v              adv 
I whined pathetically. 

�  

8. 

Florence called me over. 

�  

10. 
 n      v         adj       n        adv 

women

The

were focused

not

They were distracted

today

I whined

pathetically

Florence called me

over
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Lesson 17 
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Lesson 18 

1. 
n    v        adj       n              adv 
I sniffed their projects curiously. 
Curiously, I sniffed their projects. 
I, curiously, sniffed their projects. 

�  

2. 
n        v                n         adv 
I understood nothing still.  
Still, I understood nothing.  
I, still, understood nothing.  

�  

3. 
adj      n         v     adj      n          adv 
The boards had long handles now.  
Now, the boards had long handles.  
The boards, now, had long handles.  

�  

I sniffed projects

curiously their

I understood nothing

still

boards had handles

nowThe long

4.  
adj       n             v            adv 
The women stopped suddenly.  
Suddenly, the women stopped. 
The women, suddenly, stopped.  

�  

5.  
  n        v      adj      adv 
They were done finally! 
Finally, they were done.  
They, finally, were done.  

�

women stopped

suddenlyThe

They were done

finally
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1. 
     n                v 
Florence was standing. 

� ’ 
2.  
 n          v 
She was thinking. 

�  

3. 
n      v 
I was watching. 

�  

4.  
  n         v               adj     n 
She was holding the board.  

�  

5.  
 adj        n                v               adj       n 
Both women were holding their boards.  

�  

6.  
 n         v            adj  n 
Flo was making a line.  

�

Florence was standing

She was thinking

I was watching

She was holding board

the

women

Both

were holding boards

their

Flo was making line

a

7.  
 n          v               adj     n     cc       v      
adj  n 
She was dragging a board and making a 
line.  

�  

8. 
 n           v         adj     n       cc       v           
n 
She was using the board and moving 
sand.  

�  

9. 
    adv       n       v              n 
Suddenly, I was getting it.  

�  

10. 
  n            v               n 
They had made shovels. 

�  

She

was dragging

and

making

board

a

line

a

She

was using

and
moving

board

sand

the

I was getting it

Suddenly

They had made shovels
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Lesson 19 
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1. 
adj      n            v     adv   adj 
The women were very tired. 

�  

2. 
   n        ------ v -------         cc     adj      n 
They had been digging, and their shovels  
 ----- v -----        adv 
were working well. 

�  

3.  
 adj       n           v          adj    n        cc   
v 
Their trench reached the plane and was  
  adv     adj 
pretty deep. 

�  

6.  

women were tired
veryThe

They had been digging

and

shovels
their

were working
well

trench
Their

reached plane
the

was deep
pretty

and

4.  
n   v     adj      cc  n   v    adv   adj 
It was deep, but it was not wide.  

�  

5.  
adv   adj    n      ---- v --- 
Only one float could fit.  

�  

9.  
sc  n        v    [adv] v     adv       adj    n 

It was deep

but

it was wide
not

float

one
Only

could fit
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Review 1-19 
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1. 
adj   adj      n         v 
The two women dug. 

�  

2.  
  n       v        n 
They had blisters. 

�  

3. 
  n    cc       n             v      adj    cc    adj 
Flo and Florence were tired and sore.  

�  

4.  
  adj      n         v       adj    cc     n       v 
Their hands were sore, but they dug.  

�  

8. 
   sc      n    v      adj      n     v    adj   n 

women dug

The two

They had blisters

Flo

Florence
and andwere

tired

sore

hands were sore

but

they dug

Their

5.  
    n            v    adj    n     cc       v       
adj 
Florence took a break and wiped her  
      n 
forehead.  

�  

6.  
n     v        adv    cc        v           adj      n 
I whined once and scratched the ground  
    sc        n  v          adj 
because I was concerned.  

�  

7. 
 n     cc   n    v 
She and I stared. 

�  

11. 
 n        v              v          adj     n      adv    

andFlorence
wiped forehead

her

took break

a

and

scratched
I

whined

ground
the

because

I was concerned

once

She

I
and stared
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Lesson 21 

“p” = preposition 
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1. 
  n         v       p        adj    adj      n 
They acted after their short break. 
or 
They, after their short break, acted.  

�  

2.  
  p   adj   n  adj   adj    adj    n         v        
adj 
Like a dam, a final sand wall blocked the  
  n 
river. 
or 
A final sand wall, like a dam, blocked the 
river. 

�  
3. 
  p           n          adj    n      ------  v  
-------- 
Since morning, the dam had been 
growing  
  adv 
taller. 
or 
The dam, since morning, had been 
growing taller. 

�  

7. 

They acted
after

their

break

short

wall

A final sand

blocked river

like
dam

a

dam

The

had been growing

taller since
morning

4. 
    p       adj   n        n         v 
Under the wall, water seeped.  
or 
Water, under the wall, seeped. 
(short sentences should not have so many commas: 
don’t do this) 

�  

5.  
n            v                   p         n 
It would collapse before long. 
or 
It, before long, would collapse. 

�  

6. 
              p     adj    n     n            v 
Because of the river, it would collapse. 
or 
It, because of the river, would collapse. 

�  

9. 
  p     adj     n       n       v        adj      n 
Over her head, Flo hoisted her shovel! 
or 

Water seeped

under
wall

the

it would collapse
Before

long

It would collapse
because of

river

the
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Lesson 22 
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1. 
adj    n     p  adj    n      v 
The hole in the dam grew. 

�  

2. 
adj     n        p      adj   n         v        
adv 
The water from the hole poured in. 

�  

3. 
adj    n     p   adj    n        v         adj 
The float of the plane was surrounded.  

�  

4. 
adj     n       p  adj    n           v 
The water in the ditch deepened.  

�  

hole grew

in
dam

the

The

water poured

from
hole

the

inThe

float was surrounded

of 
plane

the

The

The

water deepened

in
ditch

the

5. 
   n       p    adj     n          v 
Sand near the edge collapsed. 

�  

6. 
adj      n         v   adj   p     n 
The trench was full of water. 

�  

7. 
    n               v        adj     n          adv     p    
adj 
Florence opened the breach wider with 
her  
    n 
shovel.  

�  
8. 
  n    p   adj    n            v               adv 
Half of the plane was floating now.  

�  

Sand collpased

near
edge

the

trench was full

of
water

The

Florence opened breach

thewith
shovel

her

wider

Half

of
plane

the

was floating

now
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Lesson 23 
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1. 
  n       v    adj     n   p   adj    n        cc   
v    n    p 
They tied the rope to my collar and set 
me in  
    n    p   adj    n 
front of the plane.   

�  

2. 
n   v            adv        p       n          p         
adj 
I pulled forwards with vigor towards the  
   n      cc   adj     n     v  [adv]  v         p     
adj 
river, but the plane didn’t budge from its 
   n 
 spot. 

�  

They

tied rope

the to
collar

my
and

set me

in
front

of
plane

the

I pulled

forwards with
vigor

towards
river

the

from
spot

its

plane

the not

did budge

but

3. 
     n             v       p    adj    n    p    adj   
n   p 
Florence rushed to the wing on the left 
of 
 adj    n  
 the plane.  

�  

4. 
adj   n   p  adj     n           v                 p        
adj        
The tip of this wing was tilting towards 
the  
     n 
ground.  

�  

Florence rushed

to
wing

the on
side

the left ofplane

the

tip was tilting

The of
wing

this

towards
ground

the
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Lesson 24 
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1. 
n        v              n         adj    n 
Flo handed Florence the rope.  

�  

2.  
     n           v     adj    n     p  adj   n      v     
adv 
Florence tied the plane to a tree, sat 
down,  
 cc     v      n   adj  n 
and gave me a hug.  

�  

3. 
  sc       n        v      adv   p  n         n             
v 
When Flo walked up to us, Florence 
offered  
 n  adj   n 
her a seat.  

�  

(to)

Flo handed rope

Florence
the

(to)

Florence

tied plane
theto

tree
a

and

gave hug

me

sat
down

(to)

Florence offered seat

her

to

Flo walked

up
us

When

a

4. 
  n          v          adj       n    adj     adj 
They awarded each other a solemn  
      n 
handshake.  

�  

5. 
  n          v          cc         v            sc          
n      
They laughed and protested because I  
     v       p    adj    n     cc     v       n         
adj       
jumped in their laps and gave them some  
   n 
kisses.  

�

(to)

They

other
each

handshake

solemna

awarded

They

protested
and

laughed

gave    kisses
and

jumped

I

them
(to)

because

in laps
their

some
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Lesson 25 
“;” = conjunction  
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1. 
adj    n          v            ;  n         v               
adj 
The day was ending; we had been 
successful. 

�  

2. 
adj      n      v     p   adj   n   ;  n            v          
adj 
The plane was in the river; we could 
start our 
  adj    n          adv 
 float trip tomorrow.  

�  

3. 
n       v         adj  adj    n  ;  n       v           
n 
It had been a hard day; we needed rest.  

�  

day was ending

The

we had been successful

;

plane

The

was

in
river

the;

we could start trip

ourtomorrow float

It had been day

a hard

;

we needed rest

4. 
  n        v            n     ;  n     v      adj    
adj 
We needed dinner; Flo took the fishing 
   n    p  adj  n      p     adj     n 
 pole to a spot near an eddy. 

�  

5. 
     n             v      adj   n  ; adj  adj adj        
v 
Florence started a fire; the old one had 
gone 
adv     p       adj   n 
 out during the day.  

�  

We   needed dinner

;

Flo took pole

the fishingto
spot

a near

an
eddy

Florence started fire
a

;

one

the old

had gone

out
during

day

the
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Lesson 26 
writing practice, part 1 
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1. 
adj     n             v        adj    n     c  adj   
n 
The women packed the plane; the sun  
  v 
rose. 

�  

2. 
  n        v                n         c    n     adv       
v 
They packed everything; they even 
packed  
adj      adj          n 
the wooden shovels.  

�  

note:  
For #3 and #5, I put the clause that had 
been subordinate at the end of the 
sentence, preserving the original order. 
Once you dropped the subco, though, the 
clause was no longer subordinate, and 
therefore, either clause could lead these 
sentences. If you diagrammed #3 with 
“we were packed” first, you are not 
wrong. 

women

The

packed plane

the

sun rose

the

;

They packed everything

they packed shovels

theeven wooden

;

3.  
    n          cc   n  v   p   adj     n       n     
v  
Florence and I got in the plane; we were  
  adj 
packed.  

�  

4. 
 n      v      n    adj    n   p   the   n     p   
adj    n  c 
She gave me my spot in the back on the 
gear;  
 n       v       n 
Flo untied us.  

�  

5.  
 n       v      adv c adj    n          v     n 
Flo jumped in; the current took us.  

�

Florence

I
and

climbed
into
plane

the

we were packed

;

She gave spot

my

;

(to)
me

in
back

the on
gear

the

Flo untied us

Flo jumped

current took us

in

the

;
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writing practice, part 2 

     c 
“____” = You fill in the conjunction you wish, but be aware that the punctuation will 
change depending on which conjunctions you use: you’re on your own! Be your own 
editor!  

note: You may organize these clauses in any order and still be correct. For the ease of 
making a clear answer key, I have diagrammed the clauses in the order they appear.  
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1. 
 n    ------- v --------       n            c      n   
------ 
We could have hit sweepers ___ we could  
-- v ------     adj    n       c    n    -------- v 
--- 
have torn the wings ___ we might have  
---------     adj     adv 
become stuck again.  

�  

2. 
 n    cc        n               v        adj     adj 
Flo and Florence grabbed the wooden  
    n         c       n      v        n      p      n           
c 
shovels ___ they used them as paddles 
___ 
adj     n        v       adv 
the plane spun around.  

�  

5. 
adj      n              v          adv    c      n         
v 
The women paddled again ___ they 
paddled  

We could have hit sweepers

we could have torn wings

the

we might have become stuck

again

Flo

Florence
and

grabbed shovels

the wooden

they themused
as
paddles

the

plane spun

around

3.  
 n   v     adv   p  adj      n         c     n      v 
All was well for a moment ___ we went  
   adv       c     adv   adj      n             v       
adj 
straight ___ then, the current nudged the  
    n 
rudders.  

�  
4. 
adj     n        v         adv         c    n    v       
c  
The plane went sideways ___ it spun ___ 
 adv   adj     n     p   adj    n          v           
adv 
soon, the front of the plane pointed 
upriver  
  adv 
again.  

�  

7. 
adj     n          v             adv          adv     
c    n 
The plane pointed downriver again ___ it  
v [adv]  v      c    n    v    p    adj    n 

All was well
for
moment

the

current ruddersnudged

thethe then

we went

straight

plane went

sidewaysThe

it spun

front pointed

soon upriver againthe
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Lesson 27 

“ca”= conjunctive adverb 

note: I have used conjunctive adverbs that made sense to me, but there are lots of 
options.  

1.  
    n           v   adj   adj    n             ca                 n     v     adj      n       p  adj    n 
Florence had a new idea. Consequently, she used the paddle as a rudder.  

�  

Florence    had     idea

a new

she               used                      paddle 

theas
rudder

a

Consequently
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4. 
 n     v        adj       p      adj     n     p     n          ca         n            v           adj          
p   adj      n 
Flo was through with the plane for now. Instead, she could be productive in other 
ways.  

�

Flo         was       through she      could be     productive

the

with
plane

for
now other

ways
inInstead

3.  
 n     v        adj                 ca             n    v    adj    n 
Flo was annoyed. Accordingly, she took a break.  

�

Flo         was       annoyed she         took               break    

aAccordingly

2. 
adj       n          v              adv   adv           ca             n     v [adv] v       adj       n 
The plane was floating too slowly. Therefore, she didn’t have much effect.  

�

The

plane         was floating

slowly
too

she      did have                      effect

not muchTherefore
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6. 
 n         v               adv              ca                   p       n     adj     n           v          adv         
p adj  adj 
Flo was facing upstream. Meanwhile, behind her, the plane drifted backwards in a 
wide  
     n       p  adj    n 
section of the river.  

�  

     Flo     was facing

upstream

     plane    drifted

backwardsthe Meanwhile
behind 

her
in

of
river

the

section

widea

5. 
 n        v      adj     adj     n         ca      n     v     adv   p    adj   n 
She found her fishing pole. Then, she sat down on her float.  

�

     She    found     pole

her fishing

she      sat    

her

float
on

Thendown
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7. 
     n           v     adj   n     cc      v      n  adv       ca                 n             v             adj   
n     p     adj 
Florence cast the line and reeled it in. Meanwhile, Florence was having no luck with 
her  
    adj      n 
rudder idea.  

�

     Flo 
cast     line

the

reeled    it

in

and      Florence      was having        luck

Meanwhile with no
idea

rudderher
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8. 
  n    v      adv     cc  sc   n       v          adv    adj   n        v             p         n         ca             
n       v 
Flo cast again, and as she reeled slowly, the lure drifted beneath her. Suddenly, she 
paused.  

�  

9. 
       adv          adj    n          v              adv    p       adj    n         ca      adj   n          v              
p      adj 
Underwater, the lure had drifted faster than the plane. Oddly, the lure had gone 
under the 
     n 
 plane. 

�   

     Flo     cast

again

     she      reeled

slowly

her
beneath

lure      drifted   

the

and

as

Suddenly

she      paused

lure      had drifted   

the Underwater faster

than
plane

the

lure      had gone   

the under
plane

the

Oddly
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Lesson 28 

note: I have placed the conjunctive adverbs at the start of the second clause for 
clarity in the answer key. 

10. 
 n     v   adj     n         ca            n    v     adj   n      adv 
Flo had an idea. Therefore, she put the pole away.  

�

Flo       had         idea

an

She        put                     pole

Therefore theaway
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1.  
 n    adv             v         adj    n   ;        
ca 
Flo silently unpacked the tent; 
meanwhile,  
      n               v         n 
Florence watched her. 

�  

2.  
     n            v     adj      n       ;      ca            
n 
Florence liked the mystery; therefore, 
she  
adv      v 
just observed.  

�  

Flo    unpacked       tent

silently

Florence     watched     her

meanwhile

;

Florence       liked      mystery

the

she      observed

therefore

;

just

3. 
 n          v          adj  adj   n    p      adj   n   
; 
Flo separated the rain fly from the tent;  
       ca             n   v    adj    n     adv 
afterwards, she put the rest away.  

�  
4. 
 n        v     p  adj     n    p   adj    n    ; 
She went to the front of the plane; 
        ca               n    v     adj    n    p   adj  
adj   n 
mysteriously, she tied one end of the rain 
fly  
p   adj    n      cc    v    n    adv 
to one float and left it there.  

�

Flo     separated      fly

the

;

rain
from

tent

the

she       put                 rest

theawayafterwards

to
front

the
of

plane

the

She     went

to
float

one

mysteriously

of
fly

the rain

;

oneshe
and

tied                   end

left            it

there
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7. 
 n        v         adj   n  p  adj     n    ;   ca     
n  
Flo dropped the fly in the water; ergo, it  
      v              p           n 
billowed beneath them.  

�  

8. 
     n               v       ;        ca             n     
v    adj 
Florence watched; meanwhile, Flo tied 
the 
  adj      n    p   adj  n  p  adj    adj      n 
 other end of the fly to the other float.  

�  

Flo     dropped      fly

the
;

in
water

the

beneath
them

it       billowed

ergo

Florence        watched

to
float

the

Flo      tied                end

meanwhile of
fly

the

;

other

other

the

5. 
  adv    n          v      adj    n              ca            
n 
Then, Flo grabbed a paddle; obviously, 
they  
      v           n      adv      cc         n            
v 
had tried this before, but Florence 
helped  
   adv 
anyway. 

�  

6 
  p       adj       n        n          v       adj     
n         
With some effort, they turned the plane  
  adv    ;         ca             n       v      adj   
n    adv    
around; afterwards, Flo pulled the fly 
across  
 p   adj    adj     n 
to the other float.  

�  

Flo     grabbed     paddle

aThen

they         had tried            this

obviously before

;

Florence      helped

anyway

but

they     turned                    plane

thearound

;

With
effort

some

Flo          pulled                             fly

afterwards across
float

the other

to
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Review 19-28 
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1. 
  p       adj    n     p  adj    n       adj     n 
From the front of the plane, the women  
    v        cc       v       n 
turned and called me.  

�  

2. 
n     v         adv      p     adj    n     cc      v  
I jumped down from my seat and walked  
   adv          p      adj    n    p    n 
carefully along the float to Flo. 

�  

5. 

women

turned

and

called      me 
From

front
of

plane

the

the

and

walked 

from
seat

my

down

to
Flo

along
float

the

I

carefully

3.  
n      v               adj    n    cc       v          
adv    ; 
I was wagging my tail and panting 
happily;  
     n           v       adv      cc   v     n 
Florence knelt down and pet me.  

�  

4. 
 p   adj   adj      n           n             v      n     
cc  n 
On the other float, Florence called me, 
so I  
    v        adv         p      adj    n 
leapt gingerly across the gap.  

�  

and
I

was wagging     tail

my

panting

happily;

and

  pet     me

Florence

knelt

down

Florence       called       me

On
float

other
so

across
gap

the

I       leapt

gingerly
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Lesson 29 

note: Proper nouns, like the names of companies or the first and last names of 
people, are just one thing, one noun. Even if they are made up of multiple words, 
they are still representing one thing and are diagrammed accordingly.  
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1. 
n           v        n       p       adj  adj     n           
n 
I should tell you about the two women, Flo  
 cc        n 
and Florence.  

�  

2.  
     n         adj      n            v     adv   adj 
Florence, a geologist, was very smart.  

�  
3.  
  n         v            p     n        adj          n                   
She had come to Alaska, the North 
Country,  
 p        n 
for adventure.  

�  

6.  
adj      n      adj     n          v            adj      
p 

I       should tell      you 

about
women

the      two

   Flo

       and

Florence

Florence   (geologist)

a

was        smart

very

She        had come 

to
Alaska    (North Country)

the

for
adventure

4. 
 n    adj    n         p            n                v 
Flo, her friend from Maryland, had 
joined 
  n 
 her. 

�  

5. 
  n        v       adv       n                  n          
p 
They were both geologists, scientists of  
  n 
rock.  

�  

9. 
 adv    adj    v   adj    n    adj    adj      n 
Then they had an idea, a daring plan.  

�  

Flo   (friend)            had joined     her

from
Maryland

her

They     were         geologists   (scientists)

of
rock

both

they     had     idea     (plan)

Then an a    daring
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Lesson 30 
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1. 
p     n        adj   adj    adj       n         v 
In WWII, the male fighter pilots were  
     adv         adv 
overseas: Europe.  

�  

2. 
adj      adj         n        p   adj       adj          
n 
New fighter planes off the production 
line  
    v               n      p        n                n 
needed delivery by someone: women! 

�  

3. 
  adj        n              v           adj     
-------------n--- 
Flight schools promoted the Women 
Airforce 
----------------      adj     n 
 Service Pilots: the WASPS. 

�  

pilots          were   

The male fighter
In

WWII
overseas  (Europe)

planes        needed    delivery

fighter by
someone (women)

off
line

New

productionthe

schools     promoted      Women Airforce Service Pilots     (WASPS)   

Flight the the

4. 
adj       n             v          adj   adj           
n       p 
The WASPS delivered the fighter planes 
from  
adj       n         p   adj        n                  
adj 
the factories to the destinations: 
shipping  
   n      cc       adv       adj         n 
ports and military training bases.  

�  

5. 
n   v        adj          cc       adj         :  p     
adj 
It was romantic and prestigious: of 
25,000 
        n               adv   adj         n         
applications, only 1,073 women  
         v                  p     adj     n             
cc    n    v 
were accepted into the program, and Flo 
was 
   n   p     n 
 one of them. 

�  

WASPS        delivered       

The
factories destinations

from to

the their

planes

ports

shipping

bases

training

military

and

It      was     

romantic

prestigious
and

:

women   were accepted

1,073

only
applications

25,000 the

of into
program

and

Flo   was   one

of
them
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Lesson 31 

note: By now, I expect that you have a good sense of the parts of speech; therefore, I 
will no longer include the parts of speech in the answer key. If you have a question, 
looking at where the word is placed in the diagram should answer it.  
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1. 
They wanted to leave, but it was 
hard. 

�  

2. 
They tried to get real geology jobs in 
Alaska; they wouldn’t take insulting 
secretarial work again. 

�  

5. 
After a few years, though, they 
needed to take action.  

�  

They   wanted 

to
leave

but

it   was    hard

They    tried 

to
get     jobs 

   real  geologyin
Alaska

;

they    would take     work

not   again      insulting   secretarial

they      needed

to
take    action   

After
years

a      few

though

3. 
While they managed to apply for Alaska 
jobs, they were always rejected.  

�  

4. 
They decided to remain positive.  

�  

7. 
They resolved to go to Alaska, and they told 
their boss. 

�  

they    managed

to
apply  

for

Alaska
jobs

While

they   were   rejected

always

They   decided

to
remain      

postive

They   resolved

to
go  

to
Alaska

and

they   told   boss
their
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Lesson 32 

note: Your sentences are your own, but you should have a “to be” conjugation and an 
adjective.  
I have filled in the sentences to serve as examples.  
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Lesson 33 

1. 
To get a new job was difficult.  

�  

2.  
To locate a good plane was easy. 

�  

3. 
To determine a route was difficult.  

�  

  

To

was       difficult

get     job

a   new

To

was       easy

locate   plane

a     good

To

was       difficult

determine    route

a

4.  
To find the time was difficult.  

�  
5. 
To acquire the money was easy.  

�  

To

was       difficult

find      time

the

To

was       easy

acquire      money

the
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1. 
To see the Cessna 180, they walked onto 
the runway.  

�  

2.  
To introduce himself, the owner stepped 
out of his car. 

�  

3.  
To introduce themselves, they shook 
hands.  

�  

they    walked

the

To
see     Cessna 180

onto
runway

the

owner      stepped

the To
introduce     himself

out of
car

his

they     shook       hands

To
introduce     themselves

4.  
To learn about the plane, Flo and 
Florence took a close look at it. 

�  
5. 
To approve the sale, they needed a 
mechanic.  

�  
6. 
To do the work, a mechanic was found.  

�  

9. 
To guarantee the plane’s dependability, 

Flo

Florence
and

took                 look

To
learn    

about

it    
at

plane    

the

a     close

they     needed    mechanic

To
approve     sale

the

a

mechanic     was found

To
  do     work

the

a
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Lesson 34 
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1. 
First, they finished the paperwork to 
transfer to Alaska. 

�  

2. 
Then, they bought the Cessna 180 to 
make the trip.  

�  

3.  
This was the best plane to have in 
Alaska.  

�  

to
they      finished       paperwork

First the
to

transfer

Alaska

to

they      bought       Cessna 180

 make   trip
Then the

the

This    was     plane

the best to
have

in
Alaska

4.  
To land on the tundra, the Cessna could 
use 
giant tires.  

�  

5.  
It could use floats to land on rivers and 
lakes.  

�  

6. 
It could be used to escape very short 
runways.  

�  

To

Cessna 180    could use     tires

 land
giant

on
 tundra

the

to

It    could use     floats

 land
on

and

rivers

lakes

to

It    could be used 

 escape      runways

short

very
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Lesson 35 
writing practice #1 
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1. 
Packing was difficult. 

�  

2. 
They enjoyed deciding about essential 
gear. 

�  

3. 
They imagined surviving an emergency 
and packed accordingly.  

�  

7. 

Packing

was     difficult

They     enjoyed 

deciding

about 
gear

essential

They

imagined

packed

accordingly

and

surviving emergency
an

4. 
Stuffing everything into a small plane 
took time. 

�  
5. 
Eventually, the waiting was over.  

�  

6. 
It was time for flying.  

�  

9. 
The roaring of their little engine took 

Stuffing

into 
plane

everything

a     small
took     time

waiting

was     over
the

Eventually

It     was      time

for flying
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Lesson 35, #2 
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1. 
As they few north, the world below them 
was turning more brown.  

�  

2. 
In a couple of days, they were seeing 
snowy hilltops.  

�  

3.  
Blooming blossoms on the trees were 
replaced by bare branches and dormant 
buds.  

�  

7. 
However, freezing temperatures soon had 

world      was turning 

The below
them

brown

more
As

they    flew

north

they    were seeing    hilltops   

snowyIn
couple

of
days

a

blossoms           were replaced

on
trees

the

Blooming
by

and

branches

bare

buds

dormant

4.  
They flew up the coast with only minor 
incidents, like dodging storms, to record 
in their journals.  

�  

5. 
The crossing into Canada was uneventful. 

�  

6. 
After presenting their passports to a 
warm and friendly Mountie, they were 
flying north again.  

�  

9. 

They   flew  

the

up
coast incidents

with

minor

only

like dodging storms
to

record
in

journals

their

crossing

into
CanadaThe

was     uneventful

they      were flying

north     againAfter
presenting

their

passports
to

Mountie

a
warm

friendly
and
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Lesson 36 

1. 
The man who met them had some news. 

�

man     had    news
someThe

who     met    them
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3.  
The other pilots who were flying north were still using skis.  

�  

pilots           were using    skis

The other still

who   were flying 

north

2. 
His news was about the ice that covered the lakes.  

�

news    was
His about

ice

that    covered    lakes

the

the
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4.  
The ice that covered the lakes up north was still melting.  

�

    ice        was melting
The

that   covered    lakes
the

still

up
north

5. 
At first, the news that he told them was disappointing. 

�

   news      was     disappointing
the

first
At

he   told   that

them
(to)
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7. 
Instead, they spent their first night there in the house of a teacher who had left.  

�

they      spent    
their first

night
Instead there

house
in

the
teacher

of

a

who   had left

6. 
They wanted to explore the country that beckoned them.  

�  

They    wanted    

to
explore country

the

that   beckoned   them
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9. 
The teacher had left behind a dog that was very skinny.  

�  

teacher   had left     dog

The abehind

that    was    skinny

very

8. 
No one had liked the teacher who had been there.  

�

No one    had liked    teacher

the

who   had been

there
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Lesson 37 

10. 
The dog that he had abandoned was stuck on a chain and neglected. 

�

dog      was    

stuck

neglected

chain
on

a
and

The

he   had abandoned    that
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1. 
The teacher who had left the village was 
from some city.  

�  

2.  
One person whom they chatted with at 
the store said unpleasant things about 
him.  

�  

3.  
He was mean to the children who 
entered his class.  

�  

7. 

teacher     was   

The
city

some

from

who   had left    village

the

person      said     things 

One

they chatted

whom
with

unpleasant

store
at

the

He   was  mean

children
to

the

who   entered    class
his

4. 
He was mean to his dog who never left 
his chain.  

�  

5. 
The kids whom Flo and Florence visited 
at the playground disliked him.  

�  

6. 
Some kids, who could not do much to the 
teacher, were mean to his dog instead.  

�  

9. 

He  was  mean

dog
to

his

who   left    chain
hisnever

kids   disliked  him   

The
Flo

Florence
and

visited

playground whom
at

the

with

kids         were    mean
Some

dog
to

his

instead

who   could do     much  

teacher
to

the

not
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Lesson 38 
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1. 
The dog hid during the times when kids 
came around.  

�  
2. 
He did not understand the reason why 
kids teased him.  

�  
3.  
Because he was scared of the kids, he 
sometimes was aggressive during the 
incidents when they teased him. 

�

dog   hid

The during
times

the

kids    came

around when

He    did understand    reason
not the

kids   teased   him

why

he   was    aggressive
during

incidents

the

sometimes

they  teased  him

when

Because

he   was   scared
of

kids

the

4. 
Even when he was safe in his dog house 
where he could hide, he was so sad.  

�  

5. 
The women felt bad for him, so they 
brought him in the house where he could 
relax. 

�  

he   was   sad 

so

Even when

he   was   safe 

in
house

his dog

he    could hide    
where

women    felt

bad
him

for

so

they   brought   him

he   could relax

where

house
in

the
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7. 
He learned about places where he was allowed to use the bathroom and places 
where he was not.  

�

He    learned

about

places
he   was allowed   

to
use    bathroom

the

whereand

places
he   was

where    not

6. 
Inside, he got a place where he was safe. 

�

he    got     place

Inside a

he   was   safe 

where
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8. 
He learned the difference floors, where he could eat, and tables, where he could 
not.  

�

He    learned    difference

floors
he   could eat      food   

whereand

tables
he   could

where    not

the
between

9. 
Flo and Florence liked this dog, and they began to worry about that moment when it 
was time to leave him behind.  

�

Flo

Florence
and

liked    dog

this

and

they    began 

to
worry    

about
moment

that
it   was   time

to
leave     him

behind

when
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Lesson 39 

10. 
Outside, the sun continued to shine, and the date when they would leave drew 
closer.  

�

sun   continued    

the       Outside

to
shine    

and

date    drew 
the closer

they   would leave
when
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Lesson 40 

1. 
The women decided to bring this animal 
which had won their hearts.  

�  

2. 
The space which they made for him was 
very tight, but it was enough.  

�  

3. 
He squeezed himself into the plane 
which the women had carefully loaded. 

�  

women    decided

to bring   animal

The

this

which    had won    hearts

their

space    was    tight

they   made   which

for
him

The

but

it    was    enough

he    squeezed    himself
into

plane

the

women   had loaded    which

the carefully

4. 
They taxied down the runway and lifted 
into the sky, which welcomed them.  

�  

5. 
The dog, which was me, soared into a 
new life of adventure! 

�  

They

taxied

down
runway

the
and

lifted
into

sky

the

which   welcomed   them

dog    soared   

into
life

newa of
adventure

The

which   was   me 
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writing practice #1 

1. 
Whatever the women wanted was fine 
with me. 

�  

2. 
The next few days were a joy of doing 
whatever I wanted. 

�  

3. 
Wherever I went was safe from scary 
kids. 

�  

women    wanted    Whatever

the

was      fine

with
me

days     were     joy

The  next  few             a of
doing     

I     wanted    whatever

I     went    Wherever

was      safe
from

kids
scary

4. 
This was what I wanted.  

�  

5. 
I did what the women did.  

�  

This     was  

I     wanted   what

I    did 

women    did   what
the
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Lesson 40 
writing practice #2 
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1. 
We bought fuel in whatever community 
we found.  

�  

2. 
The women sometimes bought meat 
sugar or coffee from whoever would 
sell it. 

�  

3. 
Whenever we hit Hudson Bay we turned 
west.  

�  

7. 

We    bought    fuel

in

we    found   community

whatever

women     bought

meat

sugar

coffee
orThe          sometimes

from
whoever   would sell   it

we    turned

we    hit    Hudson Bay

west

Whenever

4. 
Wherever we went on the Arctic coast we 
found military bases: the D.E.W. line. 

�  

5. 
Whoever met our plane was always eager 
to help us.  

�  
6. 
Whatever we needed we got.  

�  

9. 
Whatever I wanted to do I did.  

we    found    bases      (D.E.W. line)  

military

we   went

Wherever

on
coast

the     Arctic

the

Whoever    met    plane

was      eager

always to
help    us

our

we    needed   Whatever

we    got 
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Lesson 41 
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1. 
I had known that the world must have 
good people in it, and I had found mine. 

�  

2. 
I didn’t know whether or not I deserved 
them. 

�  

3. 
The women told me that I was a good 
dog.  

�  

I     had known      

world   must have    people
the good in

it

that

I    had found    mine

and

I    did know     

not

whether or not

I     deserved    them

women    told    

(to)
me

I    was   dog

a     good

The

that

4.  
They didn’t question whether they 
trusted me.  

�  

5. 
They didn’t wonder if I would stay with 
them. 

�  

6. 
I was surprised to find that I had been 
accepted. 

�  

They   did question 

not

they    trusted   me

whether

They   did wonder 

not

if

I    would stay 
with

them

I   was     surprised 
to

find

I    had been   accepted 

that
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Lesson 42 
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1. 
Sitting in the back, dogs should not be 
ignored for too long.  

�  

2.  
Sitting in bags, food will be discovered. 

�  

3.  
Smelling particularly interesting, socks 
will be chewed.  

�  

6.  
The women ignored me as I, panting 

dogs should be ignored

not for
long

too

Sitting

in
back

the

food    will be     discovered 

Sitting

in
bags

socks    will be     chewed 

Smelling

interesting

particularly

4.  
Moving around, things are always 
enticing.  

�  
5. 
Focusing their attention outside, pilots 
may miss important stuff inside the 
plane. 

�  

things   are     exciting 

Moving

around

Focusing

outside        their

pilots   may miss    stuff    

attention

importantinside
plane

the
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Review 
Lessons 29-42 
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1. 
Occasionally, I would hear an interesting 
noise.  

�  

2. 
It was coming from the sides of the 
Cessna 180, our dependable plane. 

�  

3. 
The noise murmuring near the floor 
attracted my attention.  

�  

6. 
I tried digging to find it, but space was 

I    would hear   noise
 an   interestingOccasionally 

It   was coming 
from

sides
the of

Cessna 180   ( plane )
the our    dependable

noise    attracted    attention

The murmuring
near

floor
the

my

4.  
I wanted to find it, and the women who 
were up front were not paying attention 
to me. 

�  

5. 
The women flying the plane were 
focused on their work.  

�  

9. 

I    wanted   

to
find    it

and

women   were paying   attention
not to

me
the

who   were 
up

front

women   were focused 
flying plane

the

The on
work

their
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Lesson 43 
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1. 
In the back of the plane, I tasted the 
line. 

�  
2. 
It tasted gross.  

�  
3. 
I sniffed it again, but it smelled lifeless. 

�  

I    tasted    line
In 

back
the of

plane

the

the

trans.

It   tasted    gross

intrans.

it   smelled    lifeless

I    sniffed    it
again

butintrans.

trans.

4. 
Something was moving in there, though, 
so I remained interested.  

�  

5. 
It felt great to chew this thing! 

�  

9. 
It acted weird. 

Something   was moving 
in

there

so

I    remained    interested  

intrans.

intrans.

It    felt    great
to

chew     thing
this

intrans.
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Lesson 44 

1. 
This tempting cable was what. 

�  

2. 
I could bite through it.  

�  

3. 
It did taste so bad why. 

�

cable       was    what

This    tempting

I   could bite

through
it

It   did taste    bad

so    why

4. 
This was so difficult how. 

�  

5.  
The women would be proud of me. 

�

This   was     difficult 

so   how

women    would be    proud
of

me
The
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Lesson 45 
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Lesson 46 

1. 
“This is not good!” exclaimed Flo. 

�  

2. 
Florence said, “I trust you.” 

�  

3. 
“I wish,” Flo suddenly said more calmly, 
“that I had my aviator helmet from the 
WASPS.” 

�  

Flo   exclaimed

This   is    good

not

I    trust    you

Florence    said

Flo         said

suddenly calmly

more

I      wish

that I     had    helmet

my    aviator from
WASPs

the

4. 
“You will land us safely. Are we in for a 
wild ride?” her partner asked. 

�  

5. 
“I think so. I’ve got a bad feeling.” 

�

partner   asked   
Her

You   will land    us
safely

we    Are
for

ride
a   wild

in

 ( Flo       said )

I    think
so

I    have    feeling

a     bad
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1. 
Flo first pressed the pedal on the undamaged side, which caused us no problems.  

�

Flo    pressed    cable

first           the side
the    undamaged

on

move
a

which   caused   problems
no

us
(to)

2. 
When Flo pushed the pedal on my side, the extra tension was too much, which 
strained the cable’s last strands.  

�

tension     was    much
toothe   extra 

When

Flo   pushed    pedal

side
on

my

the

stress
a

which   strained    strands

the cable's    last
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3. 
I had already achieved a significant amount of damage to that cable, which I was 
proud of.  

�  

4. 
The cable suddenly parted in my mouth, which gave me a huge sense of satisfaction. 

�  

I    had achieved   amount

a   significant of
damagealready

to
cable

that

effort
an

I    was    proud

which
of

cable   parted

The       suddenly in
mouth

my

surprise
a

which    gave    sense
a huge of

satisfaction
(to)

me
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5. 
The cable also cut my mouth, which I didn’t feel until later.  

�

cable   cut    mouth
The      also     my

pain

a

I    did feel    which
not

later
until
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6. 
My satisfaction was brief, which I deserved.  

�  

7. 
The plane started making a tight spiral, which I hadn’t foreseen when I gnawed that 
cable. 

�  

satisfaction    was    brief
My

situation
a

I   deserved   which

plane    started   

The

making spiral
a    tight

problem
a

I    had foreseen    which
not

when

I    gnawed   cable
that
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8. 
The plane was spinning down like a leaf in autumn, which was not good.  

�  

9. 
I crouched down on the gear with spread legs, which did not help much, as I was 
pressed, yelping, to the side of the plane. 

�

plane   was spinning 
the

leaf
likedown

autumn
ina

status
a

which   was   good
not

I   crouched

gear
ondown

legs
with

the my      spreadas

I    was pressed
yelping side

to

plane
ofthe

the

endeavor
an

which   did help  
not      much
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Lesson 47 

10. 
Florence glanced back, which showed she cared about me. 

�  

Florence   glanced  
back

kindness
a

which   showed   

she    cared

  me
about
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Lesson 48 

1. 
Florence wanted to pass out. 

�  

2. 
She wondered if anyone would find out 
about the crash. 

�  

3. 
She had loved flying from the first time 
when she had taken off from a runway. 

�  

Florence   wanted  

to
pass out

She    wondered 

if anyone    would find out
about

crash
the

She   had loved

flying

from
time
the     first

she   had taken off
from

runway
a

when

4. 
The plane had had an open cockpit, and 
she had whipped off her hat so that he 
hair had danced around her face. 

�  

5. 
She remembered how she had zipped up 
her jacket to stay warm.  

�  

plane   had had    cockpit

an openThe

and

she       had whipped off        hat  

her
so that

hair      had danced

her around
face

her

She    remembered

she   had zipped up    jacket

stay    warm

tohow her
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Lesson 49 

1. 
Well, Florence thought she was going to 
die, but Florence was having a good 
time.  

�  

2. 
“Holy cow, this is better than that 
tailspin in a P59!” she yelled as the plane 
pirouetted. 

�  

Florence    thought 

she   was going
to

die

Well

Flo   was having   time
a    good

but

she   yelled

as

plane   pirouetted
The

than
tailspin

this    is     better

that
P59

in

a

Holy cow

3. 
Trying to remain calm, Florence cried 
out, “Jeez Louise, can you save us?” 

�  
4. 
“Working on it! Whoop!” 

�  

5. 
“Oh goodness,” Florence muttered.  

�  

Florence   cried out

Trying

to
remain

calm

you   can save   us

Jeez Louise

(  Flo     said  )

(I   am ) Working

 it
on

Whoop 

Florence   muttered    Oh goodness
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1. 
Flo yelled, “Yahoo! Buckle up!” 

�  

2. 
“Be quiet,” Florence responded, “and fly 
this plane!” 

�  

3. 
“I am! Oh, I am! Come on, baby!” she 
said. 

�

Flo   yelled

( you )  Buckle up

Yahoo

( you      should )    

Florence    responded

Be    quiet

and

fly   plane

this

she   said

 (you   should)  Come on 

I   am

I   am

Oh

baby

4. 
“I mean land this plane!” Florence said. 

�  

5. 
“I’m on it. Sit back and enjoy the ride,” 
Flo replied happily, watching the 
spinning world around her.  

�

Florence   said

I    mean

(you    should)  land    plane
this

( you      should )    

Florence    replied

and

happily

Sit
back

enjoy   ride

watching world

the spinning around
her

I   am 
on

it
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Lesson 50 
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1. 
Flo’s light, professional touch on the 
steering yoke was expert.  

�  

2. 
With the broken cable on one side, she 
applied gentle, steady pressure to the 
other. 

�  

3. 
For Florence, the slow and frustrating 
results were disheartening. 

�  

6. 

touch                            was     expert
Flo's light

professional

,
on

pedals

the     steering

gentle

steady

,
With

cable
on

side
one

the  broken

other
to

She               applied                               pressure

the

results    were    disheartening

Florence
Forslow

frustrating

,
The

4. 
Nonetheless, while it was difficult to 
notice at first, the plane’s narrow and 
constricted spirals became wider and 
wider.  

�  

5. 
Then, in a moment Florence later 
described as upliftingly magical, Flo 
steered the plane out of its 
uncontrolled and unrestrained spiral.  

�  

9. 

spirals                            became

the plane's narrow

constricted

,
Nonetheless

wider

wider

,

while

it    was    difficult

 notice
to

first
at

Flo    steered 

 moment
inThen

a

Florence    described      (that)

 magical
as

upliftingly

later

 spiral
out of

its uncontrolled

unrestrained

,
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Lesson 51 
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1. 
Florence had deemed our fate as 
certain.  

�  

2. 
She had believed herself dead.  

�  

3. 
Now, she considered Flo’s skill 
miraculous. 

�  

4. 
Florence judged us lucky, but we 
weren’t safe yet.  

�  

Florence    had deemed    fate       certain

our

as

She    had believed    herself     dead

she      considered       skill      miraculous

Now             Flo's

Florence    judged       herself     lucky

but

they   were    safe

not    yet

5. 
She found herself wondering how Flo 
would get us out of this one. 

�  
She      found     herself

wondering

Flo       would get      us

how out of
one

this
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Lesson 52 

1. 
My tail tucked firmly between my legs I tried to climb into Florence’s lap, but she 
pushed me back.  

�

I    tried   

into
lap

Florence'stail

legs
between

My

my

tucked

firmly

to
climb

she   pushed   me

back

but

2. 
Flo adjusted the throttle her brow knitted in concentration. 

�

Florence   adjusted    throttle
the

brow
knittedHer

in
concentration
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4. 
Slowing in the water the plane turned its nose swinging towards the river’s sandy 
shore. 

�

plane                turned
Slowing

in
water

the

the

nose
swinging

its

towards
    shore

the river's sandy

3. 
She pushed the working steering pedal to the floor her head looking over her 
shoulder at the beach. 

�  

She   pushed      pedal
the    working    steeringto

floor
the

lookingHer

over
shoulder

head

her

at
beach

the
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7. 
Their inertia barely diminished the floats hit the beach. 

�

floats   hit   beach

thethe

inertia
diminished

Their

barely

6. 
Florence gasped in surprise and joy her hands rising to her face. 

�  

Florence    gasped

in surprise

joy
and

hands
rising

to
  face

her

her

5. 
The plane turned away from the cut bank its floats heading for the beach. 

�

away from
bank

the    cut

plane     turned

the

floats
heading

its

for
    beach

the
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10. 
The propeller ruined the plane came to a halt and the tail fell to the ground. 

�

and

plane   came

to
halt

a

the

tail   fell

to
ground

the

the

propeller

The ruined

9. 
The propeller hit the dirt its fine engineering warped by the impact. 

�

propeller      hit     dirt

theThe

engineering
warped

its fine

by
impact

the

8. 
Its momentum suddenly slowed the plane tipped its tail into the air. 

�

plane   tipped   tail

itsthe

momentum
slowed

suddenly

into
air

the

Its
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